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Introduction to Safe Routes to School: the Health, Safety and Transportation Nexus

This guide was developed by the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center (PBIC) with support from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). This guide is maintained by the National Center for Safe Routes to School at www.saferoutesinfo.org.
Today, more than ever, there is a need to provide options that allow children to walk and bicycle to school safely. Many communities struggle with traffic congestion around schools and motor vehicle emissions polluting the environment. At the same time, children in general engage in less physical activity, which contributes to the growing epidemic of obesity. At first glance, these problems may seem to be separate issues, but Safe Routes to School (SRTS) programs can address all these challenges through a coordinated action plan.

This chapter provides an introduction to SRTS programs. It examines why few children are walking and bicycling to school, what caused this shift from a generation ago, and the unintended consequences that possibly result. SRTS programs have a growing record of success as communities seek to increase the number of children walking and bicycling safely to school. This guide provides descriptions of many promising programs and community success stories.

SRTS programs use a variety of education, engineering and enforcement strategies that help make routes safer for children to walk and bicycle to school and encouragement strategies to entice more children to walk and bicycle. They have grown popular in recent years in response to problems created by an expanding built environment, a growing reliance on motor vehicles for student transportation and with the more recent development of federal and state funding of SRTS programs.

Each school starts from a unique situation and with different circumstances. Some schools have great places for walking and bicycling but few students are taking advantage of it. Other communities have children walking and bicycling to school in unsafe conditions or along poorly maintained routes, while some communities do not have children walking or bicycling to school at all. Successful SRTS programs involve the whole community. Parents, children, neighborhood groups, schools, law enforcement officers, community leaders, and transportation and public health professionals help identify the issues and solutions.

The implications of SRTS can be far-reaching. SRTS programs can improve safety, not just for children, but for a community of pedestrians and bicyclists. They provide opportunities for people to become more physically active and to rely less on their motor vehicles. SRTS programs benefit the environment and a community’s quality of life by reducing traffic congestion and motor vehicle emissions.

For communities concerned about traffic jams, unsafe walking conditions, physically inactive lifestyles and overall quality of life, SRTS programs can be an effective starting point for tackling these issues.
The Safe Routes to School (SRTS) concept began in the 1970s in Odense, Denmark, over concern for the safety of school children walking and bicycling to school.\textsuperscript{1, 2}

The SRTS concept spread internationally, with programs developing in other parts of Europe, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and the United States. The Bronx, a borough of New York City, started the first SRTS program in the United States in 1997; in the same year, the State of Florida implemented a pilot program. In August of 2000, the U.S. Congress funded two pilot SRTS projects through the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Within a year of the launch of the pilot projects, many other grassroots SRTS efforts began throughout the United States.

Success with the pilot projects generated interest in a federally funded national program. In 2003, advocates convened meetings with experts in pedestrian and bicycle issues to talk about SRTS issues and ideas for developing a national program. Momentum for a national SRTS program in the United States continued to build as several states developed their own programs.

In August 2005, federal transportation legislation devoted $612 million for The National Safe Routes to School Program from 2005 through 2009. This national program is expected to greatly increase the number of SRTS programs around the country. For more information on the national program, go to www.saferoutesinfo.org.

\textbf{The Bronx, a borough of New York City, started the first SRTS program in the United States in 1997; in the same year, the State of Florida implemented a pilot program.}
The Decline of Walking and Bicycling

Not long ago, children routinely moved around their neighborhoods by foot or by bicycle, and that was often how they traveled to and from school. That is no longer the case. Whether looking at the total proportion of children walking and bicycling to school, or just those children that live within a mile of the school, the decline is apparent.

- In 1969, 42 percent of children 5 to 18 years of age walked or bicycled to school.³
- In 2001, 16 percent of children 5 to 18 years of age walked or bicycled to school.³
- In 1969, 87 percent of children 5 to 18 years of age who lived within one mile of school walked or bicycled to school.³
- In 2001, 63 percent of children 5 to 18 years of age who lived within one mile of school walked or bicycled to school.³

The circumstances that have led to a decline in walking and bicycling to school did not happen overnight and have created a self-perpetuating cycle. As motor vehicle traffic increases parents become more convinced that it is unsafe for their children to walk or bicycle to school. They begin driving them to school, thereby adding even more traffic to the road and sustaining the cycle. Understanding the many reasons why so many children do not walk or bicycle to school is the first step in interrupting the cycle.

Many factors contribute to the reduction in children walking and bicycling to school. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has published the findings from two nationwide surveys of parents that identify barriers that prevent them from allowing their children to walk to school. In the 2004 survey, 1,588 adults answered questions about barriers to walking to school for their youngest child aged 5 to 18 years. Parents cited one or more of the following six reasons:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Percentage of Parents Identifying with the Barrier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance to school:</td>
<td>61.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic-related danger:</td>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather:</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime danger:</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opposing school policy:</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other reasons (not identified):</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examining the underlying issues for each barrier provides an opportunity to understand how they can be addressed. These issues are explored in the following sections.

Distance to School

Up through the 1960s, many schools were located in the centers of communities, and this close proximity to residential areas contributed to high rates of walking and bicycling to school. Beginning in the 1970s, rather than renovating existing schools or building within the community, most new schools were built on the edges of communities where the land costs were lower. The
recent trend in school construction has been to build and operate a large school instead of several small schools.\textsuperscript{5} This pattern has led to numerous school closings and consolidations. Between 1940 and 2003, the number of public school districts decreased from 117,108 to 14,465, and the number of public and private elementary and secondary schools went from over 226,000 to approximately 95,000 in 2003.\textsuperscript{6} During that time, the population of students attending elementary and secondary schools grew from 28 million to 54.5 million.\textsuperscript{7} Not surprising, the average number of students per elementary and secondary school has increased over five-fold.\textsuperscript{8} The result is that today schools often accommodate many more students than in the past and in effect have become “mega-schools.” Bigger schools require larger tracts of land, often from 10 to more than 30 acres. The schools are frequently built where land costs are lower, which tend to be on the edges of communities instead of in the centers of existing communities.\textsuperscript{9}

Fewer schools, many of which are located away from where students live, combined with larger enrollment populations, result in school catchment areas that are geographically larger than in the past. These expanded catchment areas require students to travel farther, making it difficult, if not impossible, for children to walk or bicycle to school.

In addition to increasing land costs, a host of other factors contribute to the placement of schools on the fringes of communities. Factors include school siting standards, school funding formulas, existing land use policies, and lack of coordination between planners and school officials.

- In 2004, 27 states had some form of minimum acreage standards for school siting. These standards often demand large tracts of land that can be found only in less developed parts of communities or outside of town.\textsuperscript{10}
- School funding formulas that favor new construction over renovation of existing schools often do not consider long-term transportation, operation and maintenance, and infrastructure improvement costs (e.g., sewer, water and road) associated with building in a new location.\textsuperscript{10}
- The prevailing land use pattern and zoning ordinances require the separation of land by usage type. Low, medium, and high density residential, commercial, and institutional uses are each separated from one another and connected by motor vehicle. This makes walking to school in suburban areas challenging because of the low housing density (number of homes per acre) within walking and bicycling distance and the safety issues posed by busy roads or an incomplete sidewalk system.\textsuperscript{5}
- Oftentimes school boards communicate with planning officials after a decision is made about a site for a new school or whether to close or renovate an existing school.\textsuperscript{5} One study, examining school
sitting in North Carolina, found that in several communities school districts were exempt from local planning and zoning ordinances.

School consolidation has lengthened the trip between home and school, and longer trips coincide with few children walking and bicycling. By increasing the distance between home and school, consolidation of schools may discourage physically active trips to school while encouraging higher levels of motor vehicle use and pollution.

**Traffic-Related Danger**
Traffic-related danger was the second most common reason cited by parents for not allowing their children to walk to and from school, according to the nationwide survey.\(^4\)

In 2010, 311 pedestrians and bicyclists ages 14 and under were killed, and approximately 23,000 children were injured while walking or bicycling in the United States.\(^{11,12}\) One response by many parents is to drive their child to school. However, being inside a motor vehicle does not ensure safety. In fact, motor vehicle crashes are the leading cause of death for school-age children.\(^{13}\) In the United States during 2010, 1,210 children ages 14 and under were killed and 171,000 children were injured as motor vehicle occupants.\(^{11}\)

As communities have accommodated increased motor vehicle traffic volumes, opportunities to walk and bicycle have suffered. Unsafe traffic conditions often are coupled with a lack of safe places to walk. Even in places where there are sidewalks, they are often in disrepair or are blocked.

Twenty percent to 25 percent of morning rush hour traffic is attributable to parents driving their children to school.\(^{14,15}\) As the percentage of children walking and bicycling to school continues to decrease, motor vehicle traffic increases, and parents become more convinced that walking to school is unsafe for their children. Parents may believe that the safest way to school is for them to drive their children, but may not be aware that by driving they contribute to the traffic congestion and traffic danger surrounding the school.

Many injuries and fatalities can be avoided if streets are made safer, especially if structural improvements are combined with education activities to teach children and drivers about pedestrian safety and enforcement activities to ensure drivers follow safe driving rules.
Weather Conditions
While the weather has not changed much since a generation ago when so many children walked or bicycled, adverse weather was the third most frequently cited reason in the national survey parents gave for not allowing their children to walk to school.\(^3\)\(^4\) Identifying weather as a barrier could be reflective of contemporary social norms in the United States, where people are accustomed to driving for almost every trip. This makes it easy to forego walking and jump in the car at the first sign of cold, rain or heat. Nevertheless, Safe Routes to School (SRTS) efforts have been launched in areas with all kinds of weather, from cities across Canada to Chicago, Illinois; Minneapolis, Minnesota; and Arlington, Massachusetts.

Crime Danger
Almost 12 percent of parents in the nationwide survey cited that crime danger prevented them from allowing their children to walk to or from school.\(^4\) Parental fears of crime include child kidnapping and assault. However, kidnappings make up less than 2 percent of all violent crimes against people under 18 years old and only 4 percent of all kidnappings occur in the vicinity of a school.\(^16\) These issues can generate strong fears and communities are finding ways to address these safety concerns. Crime concerns may be based on both real and perceived crime. Whether real or perceived, these fears affect how many children are allowed to walk or bicycle to school. SRTS programs work to identify what are the real dangers and what are perceptions and try to address both.

Sometimes children face danger in their own neighborhoods from gangs or other illegal activities. These issues also have been addressed by community groups that want walking conditions to be safe. For example, in Detroit, Michigan, the Injury Free Coalition for Kids and city officials joined together to identify concerns and began working on improvements in traffic flow, demolishing abandoned and burned out homes, cleaning up abandoned lots, improving the aesthetics of the children’s routes, and working with the Detroit Police Department to address the presence of drug dealers and crime along the routes.

Opposing School Policies
Six percent of parents identified school policies as a barrier for walking to or from school.\(^3\) Some schools or communities do enforce school policies that prohibit children from walking and bicycling to school. Although the school rule may have stemmed from safety concerns for students, its implications could work against a SRTS program. The solution may be to address the safety issues rather than permanently prohibit walking and bicycling to school. Identifying and understanding the reasons underlying the policy can help programs address important issues and reverse the policy if appropriate.
Health Risks

Insufficient Physical Activity
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services recommends at least 60 minutes of physical activity for children on most, preferably all, days of the week. For children and adolescents, this regular physical activity helps build and maintain healthy bones and muscles, reduces the risk of developing obesity and chronic diseases, reduces feelings of depression and anxiety, and promotes psychological well-being.

Despite these benefits, many children are not getting adequate physical activity. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) report that of children ages 9 to 13 years, 62 percent do not participate in any organized physical activity and 23 percent do not engage in any free-time physical activity outside of school hours. During the school day, only 8 percent of elementary schools and 6 percent of middle/junior high schools provide daily physical education classes, and recess is no longer provided in some elementary schools. Unfortunately, less active children are more likely to be overweight, according to the American Academy of Pediatrics.

Overweight and Obesity on the Rise
When it comes to children’s health, the costs of inadequate physical activity and poor eating habits are alarming. Inadequate physical activity and poor eating habits are major contributors to the increased rates of childhood obesity and overweight in the United States. Obese children are at least twice as likely to become obese adults. This puts obese children at greater risk for premature death and chronic diseases than their healthy weight counterparts. Public health and medical professionals have begun to speculate that the current generation of children may be the first that will not live as long as their parents.

The following chart, using data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), shows the proportion of American children in two age groups whose weight is higher than the 95th percentile of the recommended weight for their height. The percentage

What is Childhood Obesity?

Health professionals have yet to define obesity for children. For adults, the Body Mass Index (BMI) can be used to determine whether an individual is obese. BMI is a tool that assigns a number based on body weight and height. Adults with BMIs of 30.0 and above are considered obese. The appropriate way to define obesity for children is more complex, because children’s body fatness changes over the years as they grow, and girls and boys differ in their body fatness as they mature. The word overweight is the proper term to use for children who have a BMI greater than or equal to the 95th percentile for their age and gender. However, the words obesity and overweight are used somewhat interchangeably when discussing the growing weight problem among children and in this document. For more information on BMI, visit the CDC’s BMI information at www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpa/bmi/index.htm.
of 6 to 11 year-old and 12 to 19 year-old children who are considered severely overweight tripled in the last 30 years. Even among the youngest children, ages 2 to 6, the rate of being severely overweight has doubled.29

The negative health consequences of overweight and obesity include premature death and chronic diseases, such as diabetes, heart disease, high blood pressure, asthma and various cancer types.30, 31 Other impacts include increased health care costs, lost productivity and social stigmatization.30, 32 During childhood, many obese individuals experience social stigmas and discrimination, which are believed to lead to a high incidence of low self-esteem and symptoms of depression.33 For obese children between 5 and 10 years of age, 60 percent already have at least one heart disease risk factor, such as high cholesterol or high blood pressure.33 Obese children also have an increased risk of Type II diabetes, aggravated existing asthma, sleep apnea, decreased physical functioning and other negative physical effects.34, 26

The growing obesity trend among adults is an alarming indication of what could happen to today’s children. The maps of the United States on page 1-9 provide a portrait of the growth of obesity among U.S. adults since 1985. The maps show the percentage of U.S. adults in each state with a body mass index (BMI) of 30 or more, meaning they meet the medical definition of obesity for adults.23

Developmental Health
While the physical health effects of obesity and lack of physical activity are becoming better understood, less is known about the impacts of the decline in walking and bicycling on child development. Adults, whose chief concerns pertain to children’s health and safety, often forget that walking and bicycling to school may be a child’s first chance at independence.

Some children today have less independence than their parents did, and this lack of independence can negatively impact their social behavior development.36 Driving a child from home to school limits the child’s opportunities to interact with their neighborhood and other children. Questions also have been raised regarding how children who spend all their travel time in motor vehicles will master fundamental pedestrian and bicycling skills and what kind of drivers they will become because of their lack of experience negotiating traffic as walkers or bicyclists. Children who spend more time in supervised structured activities have fewer opportunities to explore their neighborhoods. Children may lose some relatively safe opportunities to make decisions independently. They miss some of the lessons gained from learning from mistakes and the confidence that comes with success.37
Obesity Trends Among U.S. Adults

BMI > 30 or ~ 30 lbs overweight for a 5’4” woman

Data: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Overweight and Obesity Trends.
Environmental Health

Less walking and bicycling and more motor vehicle traffic can negatively impact air quality. In many cities across the United States the motor vehicle is the single greatest polluter. Each year, motor vehicles emit millions of tons of pollutants into the air. Pollution control measures initiated in the past two decades have helped to reduce emissions per vehicle, yet auto emissions have continued to rise because people have doubled the miles they drive in that same time period. Estimates from multiple cities indicate that the motor vehicle traffic generated by the travel to and from school adds 20 percent to 30 percent more traffic volume to the roads.

Approximately 5 million children in the United States suffer from asthma, causing over 14 million lost school days per year. Children and adults with asthma are particularly sensitive to poor air quality. The 1996 Olympics in Atlanta provided an opportunity to examine the relationship of traffic, air quality and health. During the 1996 Summer Games, Atlanta virtually banned single-occupant motor vehicles downtown in order to prevent gridlock. A study of the ban and its effects shows a clear relationship between traffic reduction and fewer incidents of asthma attacks that required medical attention. Researchers found that morning rush-hour traffic volumes decreased by more than 23 percent and peak ozone amounts decreased by 28 percent during the 17 days of the Olympics. Also, there was a 42 percent decrease in asthma related hospitalizations, emergency department visits and urgent care visits for children during the Olympics compared to the four weeks before and after the games.

Safe Routes to School programs help to reduce auto emissions by encouraging non-motorized forms of transportation, such as walking and bicycling to school. A recent report by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency used data from schools in Florida to compare travel choices and air quality implications. School location and the quality of the built environment between home and school affect how children get to school. The study concluded that schools located closer to students’ homes in walkable neighborhoods would reduce traffic, produce a 13 percent increase in walking and biking, and a reduction of at least 15 percent in motor vehicle emissions.

Motor vehicle traffic generated by the travel to and from school adds 20 percent to 30 percent more traffic volume to the roads.
Safe Routes to School Programs are Part of the Solution

Safe Routes to School programs are part of the solution to increase physical activity and improve unsafe walking and bicycling conditions. It may also improve air quality. The school setting provides an unique opportunity to create an environment that encourages walking and bicycling as a way to travel to and from school and, especially for walking, as an activity during the school day. This holds the potential to reach the vast majority of children who regularly attend and must travel to school. Walking does not require special skills or expensive equipment, which makes it feasible for most of the population. School-based walking programs have the potential to address several of the most commonly cited barriers to physical activity, including motor vehicle traffic dangers and lack of a safe environment. Walking and bicycling to and from school can contribute towards the development of a lifelong habit and a community-wide norm of incorporating physical activity into daily routines. Children who walk to school are more physically active overall than those who travel to school by motor vehicle, although the journey to school itself contributed relatively little.

Children who walk to school are more physically active overall.
Communities use many different approaches to make it safer for children to walk and bicycle to school and to increase the number of children doing so. Programs use a combination of education, encouragement, enforcement and engineering activities to help achieve their goals. Another important element is evaluation, which is incorporated into each of these areas and also will be discussed separately at www.saferoutesinfo.org.

Because the needs of every community will be unique, each community or individual school may choose to emphasize different components to make its program work. Some schools have built sidewalks or painted crosswalks to enhance safety, while others have started Frequent Walker Clubs to motivate children to be active. Regardless of the focus, safety is the first concern. The following information explains the basic elements of a Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program.

**Education**
Education activities target parents, neighbors and other drivers in the community to remind them to yield to pedestrians, to drive safely and to take other actions to make it safer for pedestrians and bicyclists. Parents serve as role models for their children and play an important part in teaching them pedestrian and bicycle safety. Education activities also teach students how to walk and bicycle safely and the benefits of doing so.

**Encouragement**
Encouragement strategies generate excitement about walking and bicycling safely to school. Children, parents, teachers, school administrators and others can all be involved in special events like International Walk to School Day and ongoing activities like walking school buses. Encouragement strategies can often be started relatively easily with little cost and a focus on fun.

**Enforcement**
Enforcement activities can help to change unsafe behaviors of drivers, bicyclists and pedestrians. They can
increase driver awareness of laws, and they also can improve driver behavior by reducing speeds and increasing yielding to pedestrians. In addition, enforcement activities teach pedestrians and bicyclists to walk and bicycle safely and to pay attention to their environment. Enforcement doesn’t just involve law enforcement. Many different community members take part in making sure everyone follows the rules, including students, parents, school personnel and adult school crossing guards. In addition, the role of the law enforcement officers often goes beyond enforcement and can be included in all strategies of the SRTS program.

**Engineering**

Engineering addresses the built environment with tools that can be used to create safe places to walk or bicycle and can also influence the way people behave. Transportation engineers, city planners and architects use methods to create safer settings for walking and bicycling while recognizing that a roadway needs to safely accommodate all modes of transportation. Such improvements can include maintenance and operational measures as well as construction projects with a range of costs. When such programs are properly implemented, they may not only improve safety for children, but they also may encourage more walking and bicycling by the general public.
Take Action Now

Now is an excellent time for communities to make decisions that will create environments that encourage walking and bicycling to school. This issue is particularly timely because of expected school construction and the recently approved federal funding for Safe Routes to School (SRTS) programs. Decisions made now will determine whether walking and bicycling to school are feasible options for children for generations to come.

The U.S. Department of Education estimates that the U.S. student enrollment will grow by more than 1.7 million between 2000 and 2006. More than 92,000 public school facilities will be needed to accommodate that growth. In addition, more than half of U.S. school facilities are at least 40 years old. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency expects that $100 billion to $300 billion will be spent in the next few years to bring these facilities into good teaching condition. With the growing demand for new and renovated facilities, communities need to make informed decisions about implications of school construction, renovation and the importance of maintaining walking and bicycling as an option.

SAFETEA-LU: Federal Funding for Safe Routes to School

In July 2005, Congress passed federal legislation that established a national SRTS program. The program, which was signed into law in August 2005, dedicates a total of $612 million towards SRTS from 2005 to 2009. These funds are being distributed to states in proportion to the number of primary and secondary school students in the state, with no state receiving less than approximately $1 million per year.

The legislation requires each state to have a Safe Routes to School Coordinator to serve as a central point of contact for the state. Designated percentages of SRTS funds must be used for both infrastructure projects and non-infrastructure activities. Specifically, the federal SRTS program provides funds that can be used for “planning, design, and construction of infrastructure-related projects that will substantially improve the ability of students to walk and bicycle to school, on any public road or any bicycle or pedestrian pathway or trail within approximately two miles of a primary or middle school,” and “non-infrastructure-related activities to encourage walking and bicycling to school, including public awareness campaigns and outreach to press and community leaders, traffic education and enforcement, student training, and funding for training, volunteers, and managers of SRTS programs.” The federal SRTS program allows state, regional and local agencies, as well as nonprofit organizations, to receive funds for SRTS activities.

For more information on about the federal SRTS program go to http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/saferoutes and www.saferoutesinfo.org.
Promising Examples and Community Success Stories

Communities have begun to work together to address barriers to walking and bicycling to school. Promising examples from around the country illustrate the power of collaboration and the positive results communities can achieve.

East Cleveland, Ohio

East Cleveland, Ohio, had been identified as having one of the most dangerous communities in northeast Ohio for child pedestrians. Residents sought to change this by improving and adding signals, signs and crosswalks to create more pedestrian-friendly areas for the children to walk. Several community organizations joined together to help students stencil their names in footprints they spray-painted inside newly painted crosswalks in the area. Not only is the decorated crosswalk visually appealing, it also increases the students’ feelings of ownership in the project and draws drivers’ attention to the need to watch for young pedestrians. In conjunction with crosswalk and sign improvements, another project has been initiated to install and upgrade crosswalk signals and pushbuttons citywide.

Marin County, California

Part of the appeal of the successful Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program in Marin County, California, is its many different opportunities for participation and for success. Schools participate in International Walk to School Day, Walk or Wheelin’ Wednesdays, Frequent Rider Miles Contests and Ride ‘n’ Seek, where families hunt for treasure as they explore neighborhood bicycle trails. Some parents supervise children in walking school buses and bicycle trains. Marin County promotes activities through fliers, posters, newsletters, articles in local papers, an e-mail distribution list and a Web site (www.saferoutestoschool.org). Using show-of-hand student transportation surveys administered in classrooms at participating schools, the Marin County SRTS program found increases in the number of children walking, bicycling and carpooling to and from school, and a reduction in the number of children arriving by private motor vehicle carrying only one student.51
Elmhurst, Illinois

Frequent Walker cards at Lincoln Elementary in Elmhurst, Illinois, provide an example of a successful encouragement program. When students walk or bicycle to school, they receive hole punches in their Frequent Walker Cards. Children receive prizes for fully punched cards. Overall program participation in warmer months is between 90 percent and 95 percent, but even in colder months, 80 percent to 90 percent participate.

Phoenix, Arizona

The city of Phoenix, Arizona, works with parents and schools to create Safest Routes to School Maps. The maps are used to show parents and students the recommended walking routes and crossing locations for students living within the walking attendance boundary. The maps help city officials identify priorities for sidewalk repair. If the missing sidewalk has been included in a walking path on the SRTS walking plan, the city builds the missing segments. Through this process, several miles of missing sidewalk segments have been built.

In some places, community programs and projects have been developed to promote the renovation and protection of neighborhood-based schools. Through Milwaukee’s Neighborhood School Initiative, the city decided to build six new schools from the ground up, add on to 19 existing schools and renovate 15 other existing schools.

South Carolina has recently eliminated its own state-mandated acreage requirements for new schools. This change will make it easier for existing buildings to be renovated.

In St. Paul, Minnesota, residents chose to renovate an existing boarded-up facility for school use in order to revitalize the community. The community restored the John A. Johnson building, a brick building founded in the 1920s, which had been in disrepair for some time. The building has become a central fixture on Saint Paul’s East Side. Along with providing space for teaching, the school includes medical areas, a family center, counseling space and a YMCA. This achievement in school renovation, while not done as part of a SRTS program, shows what can happen when communities come together and consider the long-term implications of their actions.
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Steps to Creating a Safe Routes to School Program

Starting a Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program is an opportunity to make walking and bicycling to school safer for children and to increase the number of children who choose to walk and bicycle. On a broader level, SRTS programs can enhance children’s health and well-being, ease traffic congestion near the school, improve air quality and improve community members’ overall quality of life. The steps outlined in this chapter are meant to provide guidance by providing a framework for establishing a SRTS program based on what has worked in other communities. Some communities may find that a different approach or a reordering of these steps works better for them.

1. **Bring together the right people**
   Identify people who want to make walking and bicycling to school safe and appealing for children. Sharing concerns, interests and knowledge among a variety of community members with diverse expertise can enable groups to tackle many different issues.

   Consider whether the group wants to plan for SRTS in a single school, district-wide or at another level. Each has potential benefits; for example, a school district-wide group could create policies that would impact all schools while a school-specific group could work on detailed issues relating to that school and dedicate more resources to that one location.

   Look for existing groups where an SRTS program is a natural fit, such as a city or school district safety committee, PTA, school site council, wellness council or a pedestrian and bicycle advisory board. If there are no appropriate groups to take on the issue, form an SRTS coalition. When asking for participation explain why SRTS is needed and tell people specifically how they can help. For more information on forming an SRTS coalition, see the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s Safe Routes To School Toolkit at www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/injury/pedbimot/bike/Safe-Routes-2002.

   Involving children in the SRTS program to learn what is important to them with respect to their journey to school and around their neighborhood. Ask them questions like: Do they like being driven everywhere by their parents? Would they rather walk and bicycle around their neighborhoods? What do they think about their route to school? What would they change about their trip to school?

   Communities with flourishing SRTS programs have attributed their success in part to a program champion — someone who has enthusiasm and time to provide leadership for the group and keep things moving. However, a champion can not do it alone, he or she will need support. Building the next generation of leaders along the way will assure that the program continues. This is particularly important when the champion is a parent who is likely to move on when their child transitions to another school.

   Hurst Elementary School, Hollyhill, Florida.
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2 Hold a kick-off meeting

The kick-off meeting has two main goals: to create a vision and to generate next steps. One approach is to ask each participant to share a vision for the school five years in the future. Responses are often statements, such as: “a school with fewer cars at the entrance,” “more active children” and “safe walkways.” This focuses the group on the positive — what they would like to have — rather than what is wrong. Another way to create a positive vision is to ask people to share a positive memory of walking or bicycling to school when they were young. Provide a presentation on SRTS programs including issues and strategies related to engineering, enforcement, education, encouragement and evaluation. The group can then discuss the appropriate next steps and best way to work toward their vision. This may include forming committees to separate out the tasks.

Potential Coalition Members

Different communities will find different organizations and individuals ready to be involved. This list is not exhaustive, but is intended to provide ideas for the creation of a well-rounded group that represents a wide range of interests and expertise that are related to SRTS.

School:
- Principal and other administrators.
- Parents and students.
- Teachers (physical education or health teachers are a good place to start).
- PTA/PTO representative.
- School nurse.
- School district transportation director.
- School improvement team or site council member.
- Adult school crossing guards.

Community:
- Community members.
- Neighborhood or community association members.
- Local businesses.
- Local pedestrian, bicycle and safety advocates.

Local Government:
- Mayor’s office or council member.
- Transportation or traffic engineer.
- Local planner.
- Public health professional.
- Public works representative.
- Law enforcement officer.
- State or local pedestrian and bicycle coordinator.
Forming Committees

Coalitions sometimes create committees to take on the major tasks, allowing members to focus on a specific activity related to their skills and interest. Some possible SRTS committees include:

**Mapping and information gathering committee**
Obtains maps, collects information about where children live, the routes they take to school and the condition of the streets along the way.

**Outreach committee**
Collects input from parents, teachers and students, and publicizes the program to the school and community.

**Education and encouragement activities committee**
Works closely with school administration and teachers to put education and encouragement activities in place, gathers materials for activities and solicits donations for programming and prizes.

**Enforcement and engineering committee**
Develops recommendations for enforcement and engineering solutions. Works closely with local government and other resources to find funding and make improvements.

**Traffic safety committee**
Identifies unsafe drivers’ behavior and develops an education campaign to increase awareness.

### Gather information and identify issues

Collecting information can help to:

- Identify needed program elements.
- Provide a means to measure the impact of the program later.

First, look at walking and bicycling conditions for students. This can be done by observing or mapping the routes that lead to school. Collecting traffic counts and speed and injury data can help identify driver-related safety issues. Walking around the school as a group to observe arrival or dismissal time can be one of the best ways to reach a collective understanding of the issues and potential solutions. Finding out about existing policies that may make it easier or more difficult to walk or bicycle to school can also be useful. For example, a school may not allow children to bicycle to school. Understanding and addressing underlying issues for a policy may be addressed by the SRTS plan.

Second, determine how many children currently walk or bicycle to school. The school may already know this. Parent surveys can also be used to understand parents’ attitudes towards walking or bicycling to school and identify barriers to walking and bicycling that need to be addressed. See Resources at www.saferoutesinfo.org/resources for Student In-class Travel Tally and Parent Survey forms to use. SRTS coalition members can lend expertise in locating data sources and can help collect the necessary information.
Identify solutions

Solutions to issues identified by the group will include a combination of education, encouragement, engineering and enforcement strategies. Safety is the first consideration. If it is not safe for children to walk and bicycle to school, then they should only be encouraged after problems are addressed. Some problems will require engineering solutions; others may require education, encouragement, enforcement or a combination of strategies. Here the expertise of the different partners is especially valuable.

It is likely that the coalition will generate a long list of potential ideas and solutions. The next step will be easier if the list is prioritized. Are some issues more critical to address than others? Are there “quick wins” that the group can identify that would help to generate additional enthusiasm early in the program?

Make a plan

The SRTS plan does not need to be lengthy, but should include encouragement, enforcement, education and engineering strategies; a time schedule for each part of these strategies; a map of the area covered by the plan; and an explanation of how the program will be evaluated. Strategies that can be implemented early will help the group feel successful and can build momentum and support for long-term activities. Be sure to include fun activities; that is what encouragement is all about.

Fund the plan

Parts of a SRTS program will cost very little money. For example, most International Walk to School Day coordinators say they spend less than $100 on their events. There are many low-cost engineering solutions that can be put into place in a relatively short amount of time such as new signs or fresh paint on crosswalks. On the other hand, some changes, such as new sidewalk construction, may need large amounts of capital. There are several places to seek funding for SRTS program activities including:

- Federal programs: SAFETEA-LU (including funds allocated to SRTS), Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality, Surface Transportation Program,
- Recreational Trail Program and others.
- State SRTS programs.
- Environmental and air quality funds.
- Health and physical activity funds.
- County and city funding.
- Philanthropic organizations.

For more information about these funding resources, see Legislation and Funding at www.saferoutesinfo.org/legislation_funding.

Act on the plan

There are things that can be done right away without major funding, so some parts of the SRTS plan can start right away while waiting on other parts. Hold a fun-filled kick-off event and invite the media. For example, participate in International Walk to School Day or celebrate a Walking Wednesday. If the school is located too far for children to walk from home, identify places where families can park and walk part of the way. If improvements are needed before children can walk to school, start walking activities before, during or after school right on the school grounds. Enforcement, education, encouragement and engineering strategies will all come together as pieces of the plan are implemented.

Reidville Elementary, Spartanburg, South Carolina.
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Evaluate, make improvements and keep moving

After the program begins, careful monitoring will identify which strategies are increasing the number of children safely walking and bicycling to school. Proper adjustments can be made as this and other new information is gathered. One simple evaluation measure is to re-count the number of walkers and bicyclists and compare this number to the findings in Step 3 (the baseline count). See the Evaluation chapter of this Guide at www.saferoutesinfo.org/guide/evaluation for more information on how to measure impact.

The coalition also needs to consider how to sustain energy and interest in the program so that children continue to walk and bicycle to school safely. Key strategies for keeping the program going include:

- Identifying additional program champions.
- Letting people know about the successes: Get visibility for activities through local media and school communications and publicize your activities. Making the work fun and positive makes it more likely that people will want to continue and others will want to become involved.
- Encouraging policy changes: These might be school, school district or local government policies that support children walking and bicycling to school. For example, local planning departments may promote new school construction within walking and bicycling distance of residential areas. School district adoption of a safety curriculum means that the pedestrian and bicycle education will continue to be provided to children.
- Creating a permanent committee: A permanent committee within the PTA, school site council or other group means that SRTS will continue to receive attention and energy.

An SRTS program has the potential to improve walking and bicycling conditions near a school and spread interest into other parts of the community. Coalitions that persist in their efforts and make measurable improvements based on their evaluation will be rewarded with safer places for children to walk and bicycle and more children choosing safe routes to school.

A Safe Routes to School program has the potential to improve walking and bicycling conditions near a school and spread interest into other parts of the community.
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Overview

Engineering is one of the complementary strategies that Safe Routes to School (SRTS) programs use to enable more children to walk and bicycle to school safely. Communities tailor a combination of engineering, education, encouragement and enforcement strategies to address the specific needs of their schools.

Engineering approaches can improve children’s safety to enable more bicycling and walking. Engineering is a broad concept used to describe the design, implementation, operation and maintenance of traffic control devices or physical measures, including low-cost as well as high-cost capital measures.

This chapter serves as a toolbox of various engineering techniques aimed at creating safe routes to school. It focuses on tools that work to create safe routes by improving paths, creating safer crossings and slowing down traffic. At the same time, it recognizes the importance of a balanced roadway environment that can accommodate the needs of all modes of transportation, be it foot, bicycle or motor vehicle. In this chapter, there are examples of urban, suburban and rural school locations, which will provide various perspectives on engineering challenges and solutions.

Engineering strategies are best used in conjunction with education, encouragement and enforcement activities. The Education chapter describes the pedestrian and bicycle safety messages and how to deliver the messages to children, parents and others. Driver, bicyclist and pedestrian behavior changes, such as those discussed in the Enforcement and Encouragement chapters, complement the engineering strategies described in this chapter.
Several principles guide this discussion of Safe Routes to School (SRTS) engineering solutions as well as the design of a built environment that provides safe routes for children as they walk and bicycle to school. The following list states and briefly describes some of the principles:

**Infrastructure within the school zone and beyond is a prerequisite for walking and bicycling.**

The physical environment often determines whether many children walk or bicycle to school. To safely walk or bicycle to school along a street or separate path, or to cross a street along the way, children need well-designed, well-built and well-maintained facilities.

SRTS programs address infrastructure needs at schools as well as along a child’s route to school. Children walk and bicycle to school from locations outside the immediate school zone and often from beyond the school’s designated walk zone. SAFETEA-LU, the federal transportation legislation, provides funding for SRTS activities within approximately a two-mile radius of a school.

**Relationships are everything.**

The relationship of school buildings to sidewalks and street crossings can determine the level of comfort and safety a pedestrian or bicyclist experiences. All elements are interconnected; the street is connected to the sidewalk and the sidewalk is connected to the building. Getting this relationship right is critical. One important point: do not put motor vehicles between sidewalks and schools. Such obstructions add a conflict point on a child’s walking route. Another relationship to consider is the school’s location relative to its students’ homes. A child’s route to school should have a minimal number of busy street crossings, and school attendance boundaries should be drawn with this principle in mind.

**Easy-to-implement and low-cost solutions are focused on first, while longer-term improvement needs are identified and the implementation process is begun.**

Effective improvements do not always require substantial funds. For example, signs and paint are relatively inexpensive and can make a big difference. Completion of these projects can build momentum and community interest in making other improvements. Smaller cost-effective projects, when concurrently implemented with larger more expensive projects are likely to have lasting impacts on the built environment and garner interest and support from the community.

Some engineering improvements will require substantial time and financial commitment. Projects such as new sidewalks and bridges or the reconstruction of a street crossing should be identified early and advanced through the various stages required to complete them. As these longer-term improvements are developed, smaller projects can be implemented to build momentum and maintain community interest in creating safe routes to school.
Engineering treatments are matched to the type of problem.

As communities consider improvements for the routes to school, care should be taken to identify problems or obstacles and to provide appropriate solutions to alleviate these specific problems.

Collectively, these principles guide the decisions that local professionals and members of the school community make as they begin to address issues that will improve the built environment for children to safely walk and bicycle to school. These principles will help guide decisions as communities:

- Create school walking and bicycling route maps using a variety of assessment tools and exercises.
- Identify and regulate the school zone.
- Provide and maintain bicycle and pedestrian facilities along the school route including sidewalks, on-street bicycle facilities, paths, bridges and tunnels.
- Provide safe street crossings for bicyclists and pedestrians.
- Slow down traffic.

Crosswalks are an effective, low-cost, and easy-to-implement engineering treatment. It is important, however, to be aware of guidelines for appropriate placement and use of crosswalks. Guidelines can be found at www.walkinginfo.org/engineering/crossings-crosswalks.cfm
What’s Wrong With This Picture?

Following are a number of photographs to help identify the types of problems that children may encounter on the trip to or from school. These examples focus on some of the most common problems, many of which are easy to correct. If these problems are addressed and obstacles to safe walking and bicycling routes are eliminated, more parents will allow their children to walk and bicycle to school and children will be safer doing so.

Tree root damage has pushed the sidewalk up. The sidewalk is angled greater than the 2-percent Americans with Disabilities Act requirement, and the lifted section presents a tripping condition.

Motor vehicle is stopped in the crosswalk and in the red (no parking/stopping) zone. The red curb paint is faded.

There is no paved sidewalk for these students to use, and the rolling terrain can “hide” children walking in the street.

This picture was taken one block from school. The sidewalk abruptly ends, forcing children to walk in the street; visibility is obscured at the corner by the bushes and fence.
This motor vehicle is parked on the sidewalk. Not only does this cause pedestrians to walk in the street, it will damage the sidewalk.

This is a damaged multi-use pathway with cracks in the surface and debris on the trail. The cracks are an obstacle for walkers, bicyclists and particularly people in wheelchairs.

The driver entering this street, just before the school crosswalk, is likely looking left for oncoming motor vehicles and may not see the pedestrian or the crosswalk to the right. The amount of traffic on this busy street is prompting this child to dart across.

Bushes are growing over the sidewalk.
Hedges block access to the sidewalk at the end of this school crosswalk. There is no curb ramp, and the bushes block access to pedestrians in wheelchairs and any other students attempting to cross.

This empty bicycle rack is broken and is not a recommended design. It is difficult to lock bicycles to this rack and keep them in an upright position. It is also not a well-placed rack; only one side is useable.

This gate and lock were recently installed by neighbors to block access to their private road. The locked fence also blocks access to the sidewalk that leads to the school.

This is a pathway off a sidewalk at a school. The pathway ends at a parking lot and is blocked by parked motor vehicles. There is no sidewalk for students to cross the parking lot and walk to the school buildings. The bicycle rack is poorly placed and inaccessible.
This is a well-marked school crosswalk with advanced warning signs. (Note the back of the sign in the middle of the image.) However, school children must walk 10 to 12 feet into the travel lane, while in the crosswalk, before they can see approaching traffic.

This well-marked school crosswalk has good signage, but there is a discontinuous sidewalk on the right side and no curb ramps.

This is a long line of motor vehicle traffic for drop-off and pick-up of school children. The sidewalk on the left side of the street is narrow and almost entirely blocked by overgrown bushes.
School Route Maps and the Tools to Create Them

Identifying the safest and most direct route for a student’s journey to school is an important step in the process of developing safe routes to school. This section describes school route maps and a variety of tools used to gather information about, and improve the environment for, walking and bicycling near schools.

School Route Maps

A school route map informs each student of the safest and most convenient walking and bicycling route to school and can identify areas along the student’s route that require improvements to make the route safe. While school route maps are often developed for all households within the school walk zone, consideration should be given to areas outside of the defined walk zone and, when appropriate, to the entire enrollment area of a school.

A school walking and bicycling route map not only provides way-finding for the safest routes for students to walk and bicycle to and from school, it identifies where engineering treatments may be needed and where adult school crossing guards and traffic control devices, such as signs, crosswalks and traffic signals, should be provided. In order to identify the optimal routes to school as well as problem areas, it may be necessary to conduct an assessment of the physical environment surrounding the school. Walk-abouts, bike-abouts and audits are methods for assessing the built environment; these are described in the following two sections.

As part of the school route map development and evaluation processes, areas that receive an improvement, such as an engineering treatment, should be reassessed after the implementation of a change to determine if the route is now safer for walking and bicycling. Attendance boundaries and mapped walking routes and bicycling routes should be reviewed at least annually to see if there have been changes to the school attendance boundary, the walk zone or the adjacent neighborhoods.

A school route map informs each student of the safest and most convenient walking and bicycling route to school.
Neighborhood Walk-abouts and Bike-abouts

Neighborhood walk-abouts and bike-abouts are environment analysis exercises used in many Safe Routes to School (SRTS) programs to raise awareness of the issues and conditions facing walking and bicycling, to garner support for needed changes and to gather information needed to help create school route maps. The walk-abouts and bike-abouts seek to identify and document the traffic and safety issues near schools and identify potential short- and long-term solutions to deal with these safety issues.

The neighborhood walk-abouts and bike-abouts are organized by the community or school and may involve local policymakers, traffic engineers and planners, law enforcement, safety professionals, school district

Putting It Into Practice: Developing a Safe Routes to School Walking Route Map
Roadrunner Elementary School, Phoenix, AZ

Phoenix, like many other communities, is working with school officials and parents to develop walking route maps to provide young students guidance on the safest routes to walk to and from school. The program not only makes the school trip safer by identifying the safest routes, but it also involves a comprehensive review of the walking routes by school officials and parents to identify problem areas. The walking route plan helps to identify where improvements are needed and where to place crosswalks, STOP signs and adult school crossing guards. The ultimate purpose of the walking routes is to encourage more children to walk to school and discourage parents from driving their children to school.

The school provides the walking attendance boundary map and parent volunteers to work on reviewing and developing the walking routes. The city provides aerial photographs, quarter-section maps and guidelines for parents and school officials on how to conduct their reviews. The process requires parent volunteers or school officials to review the entire walking route and to identify the most desirable walking route to serve each household within the walking attendance boundary. This exercise may also involve a revision of the walking attendance boundary if safe routes can be identified or created to serve more students.

Once the walking route maps are completed, traffic officials review the areas of concern and work with school officials to ensure the right number and placement of adult school crossing guards. The city provides final versions of the maps and maintains the computer files for the walking routes. It is the responsibility of the school officials to distribute the walking route plans to the parents at the start of the school year and when new students are enrolled at the school. School walking route maps are reviewed annually to identify if there are any changes to or within the school walking attendance boundary.

For another example of mapping safe routes to school visit the 2004 PEDSAFE “Safe School Route Mapping” Rochester, New York, case study at www.walkinginfo.org/pedsafe/casestudy.cfm?CS_NUM=33.

Participants of a neighborhood walk-about familiarize themselves with the school zone.
personnel, school nurses, parents, students, school principals and local media. The group typically meets at the school, observes the school activities during drop-off and pick-up time, and tours the school zone and walking and bicycling routes to the school. Along the way, safety concerns are documented and photographed for later discussion. Active & Safe Routes to School (www.saferoutestoschool.ca) offers a list of items to consider during a walk-about. Participants also can complete easy-to-use checklists, such as the Walkability Checklist (www.walkinginfo.org/cps/checklist.htm) and Bikeability Checklist (www.bicyclinginfo.org/cps/checklist.htm) while conducting the walk-about or bike-about.

After the tour, the group reconvenes at the school to discuss their findings and potential short- and long-term solutions to address the problems they encountered. Participants leave the meeting with a clear plan of action that includes responsibilities for each person and follow-up dates. Results of the walk-about and bike-about are communicated to the school community through newsletters or other channels. A walk-about and bike-about can also be conducted by teachers with students as a hands-on learning experience about their community.

**Walking and Bicycling Audits**

Walking and bicycling audits, sometimes called assessments, are processes that involve the systematic gathering of data about environmental conditions (social, built and natural) that affect walking and bicycling. Audits are typically performed by personnel with experience in pedestrian and bicycle issues or training on the specific audit tool used. One objective of the audits is to document factors that help or hinder safe walking and bicycling. These factors include, but are not limited to, street lighting, sidewalk width and condition, traffic volume, presence of bicycle lanes, topography, and presence of dogs, trash and debris.

Audits might focus on a school site, a corridor popular for bicycling or an intersection that residents find daunting. Walking and bicycling audits are tools that provide community stakeholders (parents, children, school staff, public works or traffic department staff, local engineers or planners, and law enforcement officers) with the information they need to effectively analyze the design and condition of the transportation network. This information can help identify areas conducive to walking and bicycling, identify areas where changes are needed and inform the solutions chosen to create change. For engineers and planners, audits provide useful feedback to help them incorporate these ideas into their work.

Numerous walking and bicycling audit tools exist, and they can vary in the scope and scale of data they collect. Some audits focus broadly on the network or route level, while others hone in on details of the individual street segments that comprise a route or network. Determining which type of audit tool is most appropriate will depend on the audit participants, data needs and available resources. Collecting information on every street segment will provide a detailed and comprehensive assessment, but it may require data collection training and labor intensive data collection and analysis. Audit information collected at the neighborhood level can provide an overview of the walkability and bikeability along routes to school, but it may not allow for pin-pointing a specific area along the route that is a trouble spot.

In addition to assessing infrastructure and conditions currently in place, audits can be used to analyze proposed development construction plans or other projects that will introduce change into a neighborhood. Audits are useful for analyzing proposals to ensure that the needs of bicyclists and pedestrians are accommodated in all stages of a project.

Results from the walking and bicycling audits combined with the walk-about and bike-about activities and parent and student surveys form the basis of the design of a Safe Routes to School program. This information can also be used in the development of school traffic control plans.

For audit tool information, see the following:

- School Site Assessment and the Neighborhood Site
Assessment in the Safe Ways to School “Toolkit” from the Florida Traffic and Bicycle Safety Education Program. at www.dcp.ufl.edu/centers/trafficsafetyed/html_safe-ways.html

• A host of audit tools developed by health professional and planners, which consider the built environment from a walking, bicycling and health standpoint, are available at the Active Living Research Web site at www.activelivingresearch.org/index.php/Tools_and_Measures/312.

• Walking and Bicycling Suitability Assessment at www.unc.edu/~jemery/WABSA.

• Cycle Audit and Review from the UK Department of Transportation at www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft_roads/documents/page/dft_roads_504721.hcsp.

Putting It Into Practice: School Walking Routes Pilot Project
Ontario, Canada

Research suggests that if there were safe routes for children to walk or bicycle to school more families would choose this form of transportation. The School Walking Routes pilot project of Green Communities’ Active & Safe Routes to School (ASRTS) set out to test this.

The School Walking Routes pilot project was implemented in four steps:

1. Mapping
   Students in participating schools were asked to draw their routes to school on maps of their school’s catchment area. Maps were sorted by grade and by street and one master map was created of the most popular routes.

2. Observing
   Municipal transportation staff collected baseline data for each mapped route at each school site.

3. Analyzing traffic
   Municipal transportation staff coordinated traffic counts at each of the four schools before, during and after the pilot project.

4. Surveying
   Parents, children and community members were surveyed at the start and end of the project.

Families who chose to participate in walking school buses were encouraged to walk along the designated routes, which were selected by local municipal and police staff as the best route from the perspective of traffic safety and pedestrian controls. SCHOOL ROUTE signs placed along the route provide the following benefits:

• Notification to drivers that they are on a designated walking route to a school and need to use extra caution.
• Encouragement for parents to walk their children along the designated walking route, thus creating more eyes on the street. This is critical in the establishment and sustainability of walking school buses.
• Encouragement for pedestrians and bicyclists to cross only at the designated intersections.
• Promote the culture of child safety in general.

Project organizers found that collecting data through observations is labor-intensive, not cost-effective and there are many factors contributing to transportation choices of families from one day to the next. Also, signs coupled with other ASRTS initiatives can change behaviors of drivers and encourage more people to walk their children to school.

Phase One of the School Walking Routes pilot project was implemented in Toronto in April 2002. During 2004, Phase Two of the School Walking Routes pilot project was expanded from the City of Toronto to three other Ontario municipalities: London, Brantford and Brampton.

For more information visit Active & Safe Routes to School at www.saferoutestoschool.ca.
School Traffic Control Plans
A comprehensive traffic control plan can help create a balanced roadway environment to accommodate the needs of all modes of transportation, be it by foot, bicycle or motor vehicle. A traffic control plan is a map of a school campus and the adjacent street system marked with proposed engineering improvements to increase the safety of bicyclists and pedestrians.

Putting It Into Practice: Traffic Control Plan
Park Elementary School, Marin County, CA

Schools in two communities in Marin County, California, developed comprehensive traffic control plans to increase the safety of bicyclists and pedestrians traveling to school.

The schools mapped typical routes that students used to walk and bicycle to school and proposed safety improvements along those routes. The schools used this analysis to apply for and receive funding to complete suggested improvements. One map proposed a new signing and striping plan for a local elementary school. It lays out proposed signing and pavement marking measures, taking into account many streets surrounding the school.

The traffic control improvements in Marin County, in conjunction with Safe Routes to School encouragement activities, have led to an increase in the number of students walking and bicycling to school, as well as an increase in carpooling.

For more information about this story visit the 2004 PEDSAFE “Safe Routes to School Program” Marin County, California, case study at www.walkinginfo.org/pedsafe/casestudy.cfm?CS_NUM=9.
## Around The School

Ideally, the school zone starts at the front door and encompasses the campus and as many blocks as possible that surround the school and have a high concentration of school-generated traffic. Often the school zone includes the streets along the school and usually the area one to two blocks around it. The school zone should be marked with special signing to alert drivers of the high concentration of children. School crossing signs, speed signs, school zone pavement markings and other traffic calming devices remind drivers to treat the area with special care and attention.

### Understanding The School Environment

There are generally three zones around the school that you need to think about when doing a Safe Routes to School project: the school enrollment boundary, the school walk zone, and the school zone.

#### School Enrollment Boundary

The school enrollment boundary is the entire zone around the school from which students are drawn.

#### School Walk Zone

The school walk zone is typically a subset of the enrollment zone. School walk zones may be defined by State or Local policy, but if not, a general rule of thumb is that the walking boundary is ½ mile or 1-mile out from an elementary school, sometimes further for middle and high schools. The shaded circle on the map above is intended to provide a visual of a “walk zone”, but rarely is the walk zone an exact circle. Some students will live too far away from the school to reasonably be expected to walk, and they are typically provided with bus service. Walk zones defined by policy typically indicate

---

Since school zones are locations frequented by children, making the area safe for children at any time of day is a sound investment for the community.
the area within which students are NOT provided with bus service (note that some schools may define this as the no-transport zone, not the walk zone). Determining walk zones, whether policy based or through the general rule-of-thumb, can be helpful in focusing your efforts in identifying engineering problems and solutions.

**School Zone**

The school zone is the roadway (or roadways) immediately adjacent to the school (shown in yellow on the map to the right), usually extending one to two blocks in each direction. Speed limits are often reduced in the school zone during morning and afternoon hours. Special signing is used – crossing signs, speed signs, school zone pavement markings – so that motorists know to treat the area with special care and attention.

**Existing Conditions Map**

Prior to identifying engineering problems and solutions, it can be helpful to have an “existing conditions map” that identifies where existing sidewalks and pathways are located, where crossing guards are located, and where crosswalks and traffic signals are located. Partners in your local traffic engineering department may be able to provide or create such a map. If not, parents and school staff can conduct a simple walk audit of areas in the walk zone to begin to document existing conditions and identify major concerns.
School Traffic Control Plan
A comprehensive traffic control plan – like the one below – can benefit the Safe Routes to School program. Comprehensive traffic control plans lay out proposed signing and pavement marking measures, taking into account key streets surrounding the school. These school traffic control plans can also be used during annual school checks of signs and markings.

School Zone Signing and Marking
School zone signs and pavement markings provide important information to drivers to improve safety within the school zone. The 2009 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways (MUTCD), Part 7 sets forth principles and standards for controlling traffic in school areas, although many states and local jurisdictions provide additional guidance. The principles and standards in the MUTCD provide information on appropriate design, application, and maintenance of all traffic control devices (including signs, signals, and markings) and other controls (including adult school crossing guards, student patrols, and grade-separated crossings) required for the special pedestrian conditions in school areas.[1]

Some jurisdictions recommend or require school signs that are larger than the sizes of signs recommended by the MUTCD or may allow different types of pavement markings. School zone signs and markings on public streets must comply with the MUTCD as well as consider any relevant local or state guidelines that are themselves consistent with the MUTCD. Signs should be used judiciously, as overuse may lead to driver noncompliance and excessive signs may create visual clutter.

Guidelines for making schools accessible to children with disabilities can be found in the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) and the Public Rights-of-Way Accessibility Guidelines (PROWAG). ADAAG applies to the school site itself whereas PROWAG addresses the route to school. The Department of Justice established the 1991 ADAAG as a standard, which means that compliance is required for all newly constructed or altered school facilities.

Properly designed and applied traffic calming devices encourage good motorist and pedestrian behavior in the school zone. Traffic calming measures such as high visibility crosswalks, street narrowing and signage can be in place all the time. Since school zones are locations frequented by children, making the area safe and accessible for children anytime of day is a sound investment for the community.
Properly designed and applied accessibility improvements, such as curb ramps, accessible pedestrian signals, and accessible sidewalks and pathways are also sound community investments. They benefit not only children with disabilities but also parents with strollers, senior citizens, and others with permanent or temporary mobility impairments.

Methods for addressing bicyclist and pedestrian safety and accessibility within the school zone will be discussed in this section. Topics include:

- School Speed Limit Sign
- Overhead School Flasher Speed Limit Sign
- Changeable Message Sign
- Portable Speed Feedback Sign
- School Advance Warning and Crosswalk Signs
- Pavement Markings
- Parking Restrictions
- School Traffic Control Plan

For more information on traffic calming in school zones visit the 2004 PEDSAFE “School Zone Traffic Calming” Portland, Oregon, case study at http://tinyurl.com/7rguusa
School Speed Limit Sign

School speed limit signs vary among states, but their main objective is to alert drivers that they are entering a school zone and they need to slow down for school children. The MUTCD (http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/pdfs/2003r1/Ch7.pdf) provides guidance for installing school area speed limit signs in school zones at a specified distance from marked school crosswalks or a certain distance from the edge of school property. The school speed limits typically range from 15 to 25 mph. These devices are important but should not be overused. Excessive and unreasonable use may lead drivers to ignore the devices.

School speed limit signs alert drivers that they are entering a school zone and they need to slow down for school children. The MUTCD provides guidance for installing school area speed limit signs in school zones at a specified distance from marked school crosswalks or a certain distance from the edge of school property. School speed limits vary based on state law and typically range from 15 to 25 mph. These devices are important but should not be overused. Excessive and unreasonable use may lead drivers to ignore the devices. Occasional police enforcement is also needed at these signs.

School flasher speed limit signs are sometimes used on busy streets, where they can help attract drivers’ attention to the school speed limit. School flasher speed limit signs that are activated only during school hours are probably more effective at drawing a driver’s attention compared to school flasher speed limit signs that flash throughout the day.[5]
Overhead School Flasher Speed Limit Sign
School flasher speed limit signs can be installed overhead for even better driver visibility than side mounted school flasher speed limit signs. The best uses for overhead signs and beacons are at locations where drivers cannot see the marked crosswalk due to topography or other unusual barriers, such as on the crest of a hill or around a curve.

Changeable Message Sign
Permanently mounted changeable message signs are illuminated with messages or speed limits and are used to heighten awareness of speed limits in the school zone or to establish a lower speed during school crossing times. Solar units are available for under $10,000 per sign and non-solar units are sold for under $8,000. While the non-solar equipment is less expensive to purchase, it requires a hard wire connection to a power source, which can be much more expensive.

Speed Feedback Sign
One type of changeable message sign is a speed feedback sign which shows “Your Speed” and the “Speed Limit” to alert drivers to their actual speed and the posted speed limit. Speed feedback signs can record traffic counts and are programmed via a Personal Digital Assistant. They work best if they flash or provide a SLOW DOWN message if drivers exceed a preset speed threshold. Speed feedback signs still need to be used with other standard speed limit signs, which should be placed in advance of or next to speed feedback signs.

Portable Speed Limit Signs and Radar Speed Trailers
Portable speed limit signs are movable signs that remind drivers of the posted speed limit. Radar speed trailers alert each passing driver to their traveling speed. These machines are used in some jurisdictions along with law enforcement. For example, the signs are put in place, parents are notified that law enforcement officers will be present, and then officers show up to ticket speeders and drivers who fail to stop for children in marked crosswalks. In other locations, signs are used with no further enforcement activity. Portable speed limit signs are discussed further in the Enforcement chapter.
School Advance Warning and Crosswalk Signs
School advance warning and school crosswalk signs are important elements of a safe route to school. Chapter 7 in the 2009 edition of the MUTCD (http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/pdfs/2009/part7.pdf) designates these signs to be used in advance of and at school crossings. The MUTCD and local and state regulations should be followed when considering installation in any area. Traffic signs, as well as pavement markings, which are symbols, stencils or legends applied to the surface of a roadway or a curb along public streets, must be installed or authorized by the local traffic authority, such as the city, county or state traffic engineering department. Signs should not be overused or underused, and when installed, they need to be maintained and kept clear of tree branches and other visual obstructions.

Post-covering
Retroreflective yellow-green post covers can be bolted onto sign-posts to draw additional motorist attention to school warning signs. This treatment is permitted in the MUTCD.

Pavement Markings
Pavement markings, or stencils, are an effective way to enhance driver awareness near schools. They can be used to supplement regulations and warnings provided by traffic signs and signals, or they can convey regulations, guidance, and warnings independently.

The use of pavement markings is governed by the MUTCD and by state regulations and guidance. In some cases, state regulations and guidance may differ from the MUTCD. For example, while the MUTCD requires white crosswalks and stencils, California calls for yellow crosswalks and stencils in school zones. Examples of stencils commonly used in school zones include SCHOOL, SLOW SCHOOL X-ING, STOP, and 25 MPH. Check with your local jurisdiction for guidance.
Stencils should be checked annually. Installing stencils with thermoplastic or other plastic materials may cost more initially, but these materials will last longer than paint and reduce long-term maintenance costs. In areas that receive snow, consideration must be given to the fact that stencils may be obscured by snow during the winter months, and that regular plowing may shorten the lifespan of the marking.

**Parking Restrictions**

Parking restrictions are needed to regulate parent parking, but care must be taken not to push motorists into adjacent neighborhoods or deny parents appropriate and adequate space for parking and drop-off activities. Curb paint and signs can be used individually or together to help convey messages regarding parking restrictions. For additional information, see Part 7 of the MUTCD (http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/pdfs/2009/part7.pdf).
Along the School Route

Children that walk or bicycle to school need safe and well-designed facilities between their home and school. This section describes the types of infrastructure found along the school route that improve the conditions for walking and bicycling, including:

- Sidewalks
- Bikeways
- Paths
- Connectivity
Sidewalks

Sidewalks, specifically paved sidewalks, are an important piece of a walking route to school. Paved sidewalks are “pedestrian lanes” that provide people with space to travel within the public right-of-way separated from motor vehicles and on-road bicycles. They should have a level, hard surface and be separated from motor vehicle traffic by a curb, buffer or curb with buffer. Sidewalks provide places for children to walk, run, skate and play, and are often used by young bicyclists. Continuous and accessible sidewalk networks improve mobility for all pedestrians and are particularly important for pedestrians with disabilities. They provide access for all types of pedestrian travel to schools as well as work, parks, shopping areas, transit stops and other destinations.

Many roads around schools are not equipped with sidewalks and can be unsafe for walking. According to a study by the UNC Highway Safety Research Center conducted for the Federal Highway Administration, the likelihood of a site with a paved sidewalk being a crash site is 88.2 percent lower than a site without a sidewalk after accounting for traffic volume and speed limits. A study of the California SRTS program has shown that providing sidewalks is one of the most effective engineering measures in encouraging children to walk to school.

Sidewalks should be part of all new and renovated development. Streets that do not have sidewalks, particularly those on routes where children walk or bicycle to school, should be identified and assessed to determine if retrofitting these streets with sidewalks is appropriate. Where feasible, sidewalks should be provided on both sides of the street. A sidewalk on only one side forces pedestrians to either walk in the street or cross the street twice to get to the side with a sidewalk and back again.

Design and Strategy

Sidewalk Surface Types

Sidewalks can be surfaced with a variety of materials to accommodate varying budgets and contexts. While urban, suburban and heavily used sidewalks are typically made of concrete, less expensive walkways may be constructed of asphalt, crushed stone, or other materials. While concrete is the most common sidewalk material, other construction materials may be acceptable, but may require more maintenance.
if they are properly maintained and accessible. In more rural areas, a “side path” made of a material other than concrete may be suitable and be a better fit with a rural environment.

Concrete is more expensive than asphalt to install, but it lasts longer and requires less maintenance, which may make it a better value in the long run. Although brick pavers may appeal to some designers, they can require more maintenance and create a tripping condition. Pavers may also pose a problem to pedestrians in wheelchairs if the bricks settle or become lifted. Safe sidewalk surfaces are firm, stable, and slip-resistant.

Sidewalk Placement
Sidewalk placement, or setback, along streets should take into account worn paths and buffer zones, and provide room for snow storage where snowfall is prevalent. The worn path that pedestrians create when there is not a sidewalk demonstrates where people naturally want to walk. The area between the street and the worn path or sidewalk is a “buffer zone” which provides space between pedestrians and motor vehicles. Unfortunately, when sidewalks are built along major arterial streets many tend to not include a buffer zone, thus placing pedestrians uncomfortably close to high-speed traffic. Sidewalks also need to provide a continuous path. Just as streets are designed and built to provide a continuous network, sidewalks also should provide users with a continuous path.

Sidewalk Width
The preferred minimum sidewalk width recommended for safe routes to schools is five to six feet. Walking can be a social activity; facilities are needed to accommodate social walking. The six-foot width allows for two people to walk comfortably side by side and provides sufficient space for pedestrians crossing in the opposite direction. Sidewalks with a width of eight to ten feet or more should be built where there is no sidewalk buffer along an arterial street and along roads adjacent to school grounds where large numbers of walkers are expected.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 mandates the establishment of minimum walkway clearance widths and there are variety of organizations that offer sidewalk width recommendations. Updated and revised in 2004, the ADA and the Architectural Barriers Act (ADA–ABA) Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities state that walking surfaces should have a clear width minimum of 36 inches. This clear width minimum is the minimum width for passage and not a sidewalk width recommendation. The clear width is the width of section of the walkway that is completely free of obstacles, vertical obstructions and protruding objects. The 36 inch width is the minimum width required to provide sufficient space for a person who uses mobility aids to travel within the restricted space. However, restricting the pedestrian zone to 36 inches prevents passing and does not allow for two-way travel. The ADA–ABA guidelines state that where sidewalks are less than five feet in width, passing spaces sufficiently wide enough for wheelchair users to pass one another or to turn around shall be provided at intervals of 200 feet. For more details visit ADA–ABA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities at www.access-board.gov/ada-aba/index.htm and the Accessible Rights-of-Way: A Design Guide at www.access-board.gov/prowac/guide/PROWGuide.htm.

The walkway width recommendations stated in several pedestrian facility guides exceed the 36-inch minimum needed for accessible travel as defined by the ADA–ABA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities.

- The Guide for the Planning Design and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities from the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) recommends a minimum clear width for a sidewalk of four feet, and for sidewalks that are less than five feet in width passing space at least five feet in width should be provided at reasonable intervals.

- The Design and Safety of Pedestrian Facilities from the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) recommends different sidewalk width depending on the land uses and street type adjacent to the sidewalk. For residential areas, ITE recommends sidewalks widths ranging from four feet to five feet depending on housing density and for commercial areas a sidewalk width minimum of five feet. Sidewalks are required on a local street within two blocks of a school site that is on a walking route to school.

- Designing Sidewalks and Trails for Access: Best Practices and Design Guide Part 2 (www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/sidewalk2) from the FHWA recommends a minimum width of five feet of sidewalk that is free of obstacles.
Sidewalk Buffers

The space between the sidewalk and closest lane of moving vehicles is the sidewalk buffer. In general, there are four types of sidewalk buffers:

- **Planting strip of grass and trees**
  This is the preferred buffer as it provides a more pleasant, shaded environment to walk.

- **Bicycle lane**
  If a planting strip is not possible, a bicycle lane can provide an acceptable buffer between pedestrians and motor vehicles.

- **Parked cars**
  Parked motor vehicles can provide a buffer between pedestrians and moving vehicles, but can also create a visual screen for pedestrians as they cross at midblock.

- **Street furniture**
  Examples include benches, newspaper boxes, street lighting and public art.

If a sidewalk buffer does not exist, an effort should be made to provide a wider sidewalk. A wider sidewalk allows a pedestrian to avoid the splash zone (area adjacent to a motor vehicle travel lane into which water spray created by a motor vehicle traveling through water on the roadway enters) and provides a snow storage area and a more comfortable separation between moving vehicles and pedestrians. Guidelines for sidewalk buffers are available in the FHWA’s Designing Sidewalks and Trails for Access (Section 4.1.2) at www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/sidewalk2/sidewalks204.htm and AASHTO’s Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities (Section 3.2.4).

Sidewalk and Landscaping Maintenance

Sidewalks and adjacent landscaping should be monitored for conditions that may impede safe pedestrian use. Sidewalks that have been damaged by tree roots, ground swelling or heat buckling present a tripping danger to pedestrians and can often be easily repaired. Sidewalks must be smooth and in good repair to accommodate wheelchairs. A smooth sidewalk is also safer for strollers, young bicyclists and skateboarders. A program to monitor sidewalks for repair should be instituted by local agencies. Parents, school officials and students are

These trees need trimming to provide clear access to this sidewalk, which is within 100 feet of an elementary school and along a major route to school.

Sidewalks should be monitored for repair.
an excellent source of feedback on sidewalk condition. This feedback provided to the agency can be used to list and prioritize sections of sidewalks that require maintenance.

Properly maintained landscaping along sidewalks helps maintain appropriate sight distances and makes it easier for pedestrians to use the sidewalks. Property owners are required to keep trees and bushes from blocking sidewalks and obstructing visibility at corners. If overgrowth is an issue, neighborhood “pruning parties” or friendly reminders from residents of the neighborhood can inform property owners about the need to maintain landscaping. Local public works or traffic departments can provide guidance on plantings, including the type of plants allowed along sidewalks, the distance from the sidewalk that plants can be installed and how often plants are to be maintained.

### Treatment: Sidewalks

**Description/Purpose**
Paved walkways that clearly delineate that area of the public right-of-way for pedestrian use and typically separated from motor vehicles by a curb or buffer area.

**Expected Effectiveness**
Sidewalks reduce the likelihood of pedestrian crashes by more than half the likelihood in areas where sidewalks don’t exist. Another study found the likelihood of a site with a paved sidewalk being a crash site is 88.2 percent lower than a site without a sidewalk (after accounting for traffic volume and speed limits).

**Costs**
Costs vary depending on such factors as width and materials but are approximated at $15 per linear foot.

**Keys to Success**
- Careful planning of the sidewalk design and network to ensure functionality and coverage.
- Inclusion of curb ramps for each crosswalk at an intersection.
- Providing an adequate buffer between the sidewalk and road, such as a planting strip, bicycle lane and/or on-street parking.

**Key Factors to Consider**
- Overcoming previous road construction projects that ignored the need for sidewalks.

**Evaluation Measures**
- Frequency and percent of “walking along roadway” crashes.
- Pedestrian volume.
**Street Lighting**

Street lighting improves pedestrian visibility and personal security. On streets with lots of trees, street lighting scaled to pedestrians (low lights) illuminates the sidewalk even after the trees grow big and tall. Street lighting improves safety by allowing pedestrians and motorists to see each other. It also adds to personal safety and aesthetics. Two-sided lighting should be considered along wide streets, and it is especially important to provide lighting at the crossings. Lighting can also be helpful along streets adjacent to the school grounds to minimize school vandalism and improve security. While most school walking activity occurs during daylight hours, the morning school trip in the middle of winter often occurs during hours of darkness, and many school activities occur during nighttime hours.

---

### Treatment: Street Lighting

**Description/Purpose**

Lighting along streets, especially at crosswalks, that more clearly illuminates areas of pedestrian activity to increase driver visibility and improve nighttime pedestrian security.

**Expected Effectiveness**

Better street lighting can reduce nighttime pedestrian crashes and increase the vision and awareness that drivers have relative to pedestrians. Increases actual and perceived pedestrian safety and comfort.

**Costs**

Costs vary widely depending on materials used, lighting design, utility service agreements and other factors. However, a general cost estimate is $2,000 to $3,000 per streetlight.

**Keys to Success**

- Installing lighting on both sides of wide streets and avoiding “dark spots.”
- Using uniform lighting levels.

**Key Factors to Consider**

- Acquiring adequate funding.
- Design issues regarding height and existing objects, such as trees.

**Evaluation Measures**

- Number of nighttime pedestrian crashes.
- Percentage of all pedestrian crashes that occur at night.
- Increased pedestrian activity and reduction in crime.
ADA / Universal Design

The purpose of universal design is to provide an environment that is equally accessible and comfortable for users of all abilities and ages, including children. To help ensure access for all, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability. Sidewalks and other pedestrian facilities in the public right-of-way are subject to the requirements of the ADA. In 2004 the U.S. Access Board released the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and the Architectural Barriers Act (ABA) Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities. These guidelines contain scoping and technical requirements for accessibility to sites, facilities and buildings by all users. Much of the information on walkway and street design contained in the ADA–ABA guidelines are contained in the 1999 Accessible Rights-of-Way: A Design Guide. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) document Designing Sidewalks and Trails for Access also provides detailed guidance on the design of pedestrian facilities that can be used as a supplement to the ADA-ABA guidelines.

Curb Ramp Design

According to ADA guidelines, curb ramps should be perpendicular wherever possible, where each corner has two ramps installed perpendicular to the face of the curb (vs. a single ramp facing diagonally into the intersection). A big advantage of having two ramps at the corner and small curb radii is that the curb ramps can lead directly along the line of travel, guiding pedestrians into the crosswalk rather than into the middle of the intersection. Two ramps that end at the crosswalk also provide directional guidance to pedestrians with vision impairments. When a corner is retrofit with new curb ramps, the crosswalk markings may have to be moved so that the curb ramp fully aligns within the crosswalk.
**Driveways**

**Driveway Design**

Properly designed driveways, as they cross sidewalks, can enhance pedestrian safety by providing a consistent surface and reminding drivers that they are crossing a sidewalk. The following principles should be applied to driveway design:

- The sidewalk continues across the driveway at the same elevation or level.
- The driveway apron does not go through the sidewalk.

Ramps may be necessary at intersections when pedestrians cross the street, but the rest of the sidewalk network should be continuous and at one level. At driveways, there is no need to break the sidewalk network. Driveways should not look like intersections. Radius driveway designs, like the one pictured on the right, encourage higher turning speeds and makes it less likely that the drivers will yield to pedestrians on the sidewalk.

Providing a level, continuous sidewalk not only brings the sidewalk up to the standards of universal access for persons in wheelchairs, but also changes driver behavior. The driver exiting or entering the driveway is more aware that they are crossing a sidewalk, will proceed more slowly and is more likely to stop. Wing-type driveways (see illustration) also cause slower turning movements.

Alternative driveway designs for constrained spaces can be used. When there is not room for a full driveway apron, some alternative driveway designs can still comfortably maintain the level pedestrian pathway across the driveway. This will avoid cross-slope problems for wheelchair users.

Fewer driveways and narrower driveway crossings will provide for improved pedestrian safety for children, especially for busy commercial zones. School walking routes should keep busy driveway crossings to a minimum. If young students are required to cross a busy school driveway, an adult should be assigned to monitor or direct the students at the driveway.
Treatment: Driveway Design and Location

Description/Purpose
Designing driveway crossings for pedestrians can improve the walking environment, improve visibility and reduce conflicts between drivers and pedestrians. Reducing the number of driveways can make it easier for people with disabilities to access and walk on the sidewalk.

Expected Effectiveness
Proper driveway design and placement can improve the safety of the pedestrian environment.

Costs
Costs will vary by project; no additional cost if part of original construction project.¹

Keys to Success
• For best results, driveways should be properly designed and consolidated at the outset. Local regulations can govern appropriate design when driveways are created.

Key Factors to Consider
• Projects that propose to retrofit or consolidate driveways after they are built should include an adequate level of public involvement and education to gain support from the community.

Evaluation Measures
• Reduced conflicts at driveways for pedestrians, bicyclists and drivers.
Bikeways

Providing student travel facilities along the street is not just about walking, but about bicycling too. Bicycling is an important way for children to travel to and from school. Bicycling can help students who live too far from school to walk to participate in active transportation. Use of on-street facilities is more appropriate for upper elementary school and older children who have sufficient bicycle handling skills and knowledge of bicycle and traffic safety rules. See the Education chapter for more information. On-street bicycle facilities discussed in this section:

- Bicycle routes and maps designating streets for bicycling.
- Bicycle lanes.
- Shared lane markings.
- Paved shoulders.
- Bicycle boulevards.

Streets

Most bicycling occurs on neighborhood streets where children live and go to school. Trails and pathways can complement, but certainly are not a substitute for, the residential street network. A considerable amount of all bicycling occurs on the street system, and for children especially, most will occur in the streets near where they live. Some communities have designated special bicycle routes that are marked with guide signs. Other communities have provided maps showing streets that are ideal for bicycling.

Children of all ages, even high school students, will bicycle to school if given the opportunity. When designating bicycle routes to encourage bicycling to school, target all age groups, including elementary, middle, junior high and high school students.

Bicycle Lanes

Bicycle lanes provide a striped and stenciled lane for one-way bicycle travel on roadways. Bicycle lanes offer a comfortable space for older or more experienced children to ride. Bicycle lanes have been positively associated with an increase in the share of commuting by bicycle to work.\(^{19,20}\) Typically, bicycle lanes are installed on road-
ways with higher traffic speeds and volumes. However, where the lane is directly serving a school, communities may elect to stripe bicycle lanes on low-traffic residential streets in order to provide an additional level of visibility for younger bicyclists.

Bicycle lanes located next to motor vehicle parking should be at least five feet wide. The preferred width of bicycle lanes next to a curb is also five feet, although four feet, excluding the gutter pan, may be adequate. Bicycle lanes should not be wide enough to accommodate a motor vehicle as drivers may attempt to use a wide bicycle lane as a travel lane. Bicycle lanes should be designated through the use of signs or painted symbols and motor vehicle parking restrictions. Accommodating bicycle lanes within an existing roadway right-of-way may be a challenge.

Some communities have established school bicycle safety routes and bicycle lanes that are functional just during school commute hours. Because these installations can conflict with existing on-street parking, some cities have experimented with “time-of-day” bicycle lanes; the parking lane becomes a bicycle lane during school hours and then reverts to on-street parking for evening and overnight. One disadvantage to this concept is that overnight parking may block the bicycle lane during the start of the bicycle lane hours.

**Shared Lane Markings**

A Shared Lane Marking (SLM) is placed in a travel lane to indicate the lateral positioning of a bicyclist. Where parking is allowed, it may help reduce the chance of a bicyclist impacting the door of a parked car. This marking may also help to increase the distance between a bicyclist and an overtaking motorist.

Shared Lane Markings are particularly useful when marked bike lanes are not an option due to street width or other factors, and can be used to link bicycle lanes within a comprehensive bicycle network.

Note that Shared Lane Markings should not be placed on roadways that have a speed limit above 35 mph and can not be placed on road shoulders or in designated bicycle lanes.

Information on Shared Lane Markings, including proper placement, can be found in Section 9C.07 of the 2009 MUTCD (http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/pedbike/10041/10041.pdf).

**Shoulders**

Paved shoulders benefit both bicyclists and drivers. They provide a place for bicyclists to ride that is removed from the motor vehicle travel lane and reduce the likelihood of crashes from motor vehicles drifting out of their travel lane (run off the road crash). Building shoulders on existing roadways or including them in new roadway projects can often be justified by the safety benefit provided to drivers. While pedestrians can walk along shoulders, shoulders should not be considered a good substitute for sidewalks in urban areas.

Wide shoulders can accommodate groups of bicyclists.
## Paths
Separated multi-use paths (sometime known as shared-use paths) are passageways that are used to increase the connectivity of the pedestrian and bicycle network. Paths can connect neighborhoods directly with schools and shorten the distance children must walk or bicycle. However, paths must be designed properly, especially where they intersect roadways, to minimize the risk of pedestrian and bicyclist crashes. Guidelines for designing paths are available in the Federal Highway Administration’s Designing Sidewalks and Trails for Access Part 2 Best Practices and Design Guide at www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/sidewalk2/sidewalks214.htm and in the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials’ Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities.

Guidelines for the width of a multi-use path can range from eight to 14 feet or more. Under most conditions, the recommended minimum width for a two-direction path designed for bicyclists and pedestrians is ten feet. However, when heavy traffic is expected, a path width of 12 to 14 feet is preferred. In some instances, a width of eight feet can be adequate, especially if the proportion of bicyclist or pedestrian travel is small and the overall number of users is not large.

Abandoned rail lines and utility corridors often make excellent corridors for multi-use paths. Pavement for multi-use paths can be asphalt or concrete. Measures should be taken to keep motor vehicles off of the path, yet allow maintenance vehicles to have access. This can be accomplished with removable posts (bollards) that lock into place. The space between posts should typically be about five feet wide to prevent motor vehicle access, but comfortably allow bicycle access. Agencies need to monitor conditions along the path for maintenance and repair. School officials, students and other path users can be a good source of information to alert the agency when bushes need trimming along the path or the surface is in need of debris removal or repair.

### Treatment: Paths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description/Purpose</th>
<th>Paths are passageways that are used to increase the connectivity of the pedestrian and bicycle network.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expected Effectiveness</td>
<td>The presence of paths can increase the number of walking and bicycling trips made and decrease the time and distance it takes to travel from one point to another.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>Costs vary by project conditions and scope. Availability of right-of-way can significantly change the total cost of projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Keys to Success | • Provide signs to show pedestrians and bicyclists how to access the path network and where it leads.  
• Path designs should incorporate the appropriate width and/or number of lanes for the anticipated pedestrian and bicycle traffic.  
• Paths should connect frequently visited origins and destinations. |
| Key Factors to Consider | • Considerations for lighting, maintenance and safety should be made.  
• Acquiring easements can be a challenge.  
| Evaluation Measures | • Pedestrian and bicycle volume. |
Connectivity

The connectivity of various bicycle and pedestrian facilities directly impacts the ability to walk or bicycle to school. Characteristics of a well-connected road or path network include short block lengths, numerous three and four-way intersections and minimal dead-ends (cul-de-sacs). As connectivity increases, travel distance decreases and route options increase. A network of streets, sidewalks, bicycle lanes and paths in which all parts are well-connected to each other reduces the distance children have to travel to get from home to school, allows for the use of more local streets rather than major roadways and provides a greater choice of routes to travel to and from school.

The diagram on the left illustrates a street layout based on a grid system and the diagram on the right illustrates a layout which consists of many dead end streets with few exits or entrances. The diagram on the left provides a greater street connectivity than the diagram on the right. A trip from home to school for a child who lives in the neighborhood on the left is feasible on foot or by bicycle. It features a short distance using local streets, with no major streets to navigate. For the child who lives in the neighborhood on the right, the trip is longer and takes place mostly on busy streets. As a result, many parents will choose to drive their child to school which will overburden the arterial street system and create unnecessary traffic congestion at the school.

To help solve the cul-de-sac issue, connector paths between cul-de-sacs and other destinations can be constructed:

- At the time when the subdivision is first developed.
- As a voluntary retrofit.
- As a mandatory retrofit when the property is sold or redeveloped.
Treatment: Increasing Connectivity

Description/Purpose
Increasing connectivity of streets, paths and sidewalks reduces travel distances and makes it easier for pedestrians and bicyclists to access destinations.

Expected Effectiveness
The presence of paths, bridges or other neighborhood connectors can increase the number of walking and bicycling trips and decrease the time and distance it takes to travel from one point to another.

Costs
Costs vary by project conditions and scope; no additional costs are associated when connectivity is included in initial construction.

Keys to Success
- Sidewalk and roadway connectivity should be considered at the outset of design.
- Developments can be retrofitted for connectivity with the use of cut-throughs.

Key Factors to Consider
- Increasing roadway connectivity may sometimes cause an increase in unwanted through-vehicle traffic. Appropriate studies should be performed to estimate the effects of increasing roadway connectivity.
- It may be possible to retrofit existing, poorly connected street networks with a pedestrian path, bridge or sidewalk to increase connectivity.

Evaluation Measures
- Pedestrian and bicycle volume.
Bike Racks
Students must have a functional, secure place to park their bike once they reach school. Not having a well-planned bicycle parking option can lead to several undesirable outcomes, such as theft, damage, and locked bikes in or on critical safety infrastructure like emergency exits, hand rails, and fire hydrants.

According to the Association of Pedestrian and Bicycling Professionals Bicycle Parking Guidelines, there are four elements to a bicycle rack system:

1. **The Rack Element**
   The rack element is the part of the bike rack that supports one bicycle. A good bike rack element holds the bike frame without bending the wheel and should have no moving parts. Rack elements are typically constructed of metal in an inverted u-shape, which allows for a variety of bicycle sizes and locks.

2. **The Rack**
   A rack is one or more rack elements joined on any common base or arranged in a regular array and fastened to a common mounting surface. Anchor the rack so that it cannot be stolen with the bikes attached and provides easy, independent bike access. Inverted u-shaped rack elements mounted in a row should be placed on 30” centers, allowing two bicycles to be secured to each rack element.

3. **The Rack Area**
   The rack area is a bicycle parking lot where racks are separated by aisles and may contain one or more racks. If possible, the rack area should be protected from the elements using any combination of structures, like a wall and awning. Try to avoid locating a bike rack area on grass or dirt as a rainy day can turn the bicycle parking lot into a mess. Instead, locate the bike rack area on a concrete pad.

4. **The Rack Area Site**
   The rack area site is the relationship of the rack area to a building entrance and approach. Locate the bike rack area within visibility of the building entrance it serves and consider the route cyclists’ use to approach that entrance. Bike rack areas should be sited in a space that minimizes vandalism and maximizes use, while avoiding conflicts with driveways, buses, and large numbers of pedestrians.

Ideally, rack areas should be sited as close, or closer, than the nearest car parking space and provided near all high traffic building entrances. When choosing between a larger bicycle rack area or multiple smaller rack areas, it is preferred to choose multiple locations that are more convenient to users.
Crossing the Street

A child’s journey to school on a bicycle or by foot will likely require crossing one or more streets. Many situations arise at street crossings that can impact the safety of the crossing for all pedestrians. Underlying good, safe design at pedestrian crossings is the need to keep the street crossing simple. The development of safe crossings for children is guided by several principles including the need to:

1. Establish or identify good crossing locations.
2. Reduce crossing distances.
3. Provide crossings that are direct, so that children with visual impairments can easily negotiate them,
4. Use appropriate traffic controls such as marked crosswalks, traffic signals and warning signs or flashers.
5. Slow motor vehicle speeds.

Engineering improvements recommended for creating safer routes to school are based on these principles. This section describes a variety of treatments that are used to create safer street crossings:

- Tools to reduce crossing distances for pedestrians.
- Marked crosswalks.
- Traffic signals.

Putting It Into Practice: School Crossing Audit Procedure
Phoenix, AZ

Phoenix, Arizona, has developed an audit procedure to evaluate individual school crossings to identify if any improvements can be made at the crossing and to identify locations where extra attention is needed. The audit procedure normally is conducted by a traffic engineer, a police representative and representatives from the school and school district. A separate audit form is completed for each individual crosswalk, and audits are performed on the major crossings. Audits are conducted when children are crossing, which allows for an evaluation of the crossing guard procedures. This also allows the guard to provide their input on traffic and other conditions at the crossing. A point system was developed for various conditions at the crossing; once the audit is completed, a letter summarizing findings and recommendations is sent to the principal and the district offices. Once the improvements are implemented, a follow-up audit is conducted to further monitor conditions. Over 200 audits have been completed and they have resulted in various improvements including new signs and crosswalks, street lights, curb ramps, larger waiting pads, stand-back lines, specialized crossing guard training, extra law enforcement and the installation of traffic signals.

See the City of Phoenix’s School Crossing Safety Audit at www.saferoutesinfo.org/guide/engineering/phoenix_school_crossing_safety_audit.pdf
Putting It Into Practice: Swansfield Walk To School Day

Swansfield Elementary School in Columbia, MD held its first Walk to School Day in 2005. The event was so popular that the school launched a Safe Routes to School program soon afterwards. From the outset, Swansfield’s program involved students with disabilities. During Walk-to-School days, the school designated an alternative bus drop-off location a short distance from the school (along a school walking route) so that children who could not walk to school would be able to participate — including students with disabilities who receive special busing services. Teachers and parent volunteers were posted at the alternative location to assist special education students so that they were fully involved in the event and were able to walk to school with their peers.

In addition to ensuring that SRTS encouragement programs included students with disabilities, Swansfield used SRTS grant money (including federal and local funds) to improve accessibility to the campus, including eliminating key sidewalk gaps and installing ADA-compliant curb ramps.

Tools to Reduce Crossing Distances

Wide, multilane roads are barriers to walking and bicycling to school. If children cannot cross multilane roads then they are, in essence, trapped in their neighborhoods, unable to walk or bicycle to school or to play and explore outside of their immediate neighborhood.

School walking routes and big roads do not mix. High-speed, busy, multilane roads are a barrier to walking and bicycling. In an effort to provide safe routes for children, such roads should mark the boundary of a school walking zone. Ideally, school attendance boundaries should be designated along the major arterial streets to avoid the need for young children to cross them, and schools should be built within neighborhoods, not on the other side of busy streets from students’ homes.

The distance required to cross a street and the length of time that a pedestrian is exposed to traffic can be shortened with curb extensions and crossing islands. Curb extensions, also known as curb bulbs or bulb-outs, reduce the distance pedestrians must walk in the street, while crossing islands also simplify a crossing by breaking it into two pieces.

Wide crossings can be barriers to children.

Elementary school children should not have to walk across wide, complex intersections like these for their school commute.
On the street, pedestrian, and bicycle facilities that are covered in this section:

- Bicycle routes and maps designating streets for bicycling.
- Bicycle lanes.
- Shared lane markings.
- Paved shoulders.
- Bicycle boulevards.

**Pedestrian and Bicycle Bridges and Underpasses**

There are locations where a pedestrian bridge or underpass is the only way for pedestrians and bicyclists to cross the street, such as when children would otherwise be forced to cross freeways or major multi-lane arterial streets to get to or from school. However, the benefits of bridges and underpasses must be weighed against their substantial costs, which can be $2 million or more. The convenience of bridges and underpasses should also be considered. If they require pedestrians and bicyclists to follow an indirect path, they are unlikely to be used. Some schools station adult crossing guards at nearby bridges to ensure that students use them.

**Curb Extensions**

Curb extensions narrow the roadway and reduce the crossing distance by providing an extension of the sidewalk area into the parking lane. This brings pedestrians out from behind parked motor vehicles and helps pedestrians and drivers to better see each other. This is especially important for smaller children who are often invisible behind parked motor vehicles and may take longer to cross the street. For main streets, reducing the crossing time permits the green-light time for the major street traffic to be increased proportionately. A curb extension also can slow turning vehicles and prevent drivers from parking on or near a crosswalk. Curb extensions must be designed to accommodate drainage. There are cases where curb extensions may not be needed or desirable on every leg of an intersection, such as when the street leg is narrow, parking is not permitted, or the curb would interfere with a bicycle lane or the ability of fire trucks or other large vehicles to negotiate a turn.
Treatment: Curb Extensions

Description/Purpose
The extension of the curb out from the sidewalk and into the street, typically at an intersection. Curb extensions increase pedestrian visibility and decrease pedestrian exposure distance in the street, crossing time and vehicle turn speeds.

Expected Effectiveness
• Better sight distances for pedestrians and drivers.
• Motor vehicles cannot park in, or too near, crosswalks if curb extensions are properly designed.
• Increases driver awareness of pedestrians.

Costs
Costs vary widely, ranging from $2,000 to $20,000, depending on details of design, drainage and movement or removal of utility poles or controller boxes.¹

Keys to Success
• Adequate lighting is needed to keep drivers from running into the curb extension.

Key Factors to Consider
• Curb extensions work best when installed on streets that have on-street parking (parallel, diagonal or perpendicular).
• Curb extensions should be designed to accommodate large vehicles and bicycles, as appropriate.
• Drainage issue must be addressed.

Evaluation Measures
• Number of crashes involving pedestrians.
• Severity of crashes.
• Speeds of through and right-turning motor vehicles.
Crossing Islands

Pedestrian crossing islands (also known as refuge islands) are raised islands located in the middle of a street that narrow the travel lanes at that location. These can be located at an intersection or midblock. Crossing islands simplify and reduce the pedestrian exposure time at a crossing. By breaking the crossing into two stages, crossing islands improve pedestrian wait time, reduce crossing distance and allow pedestrians to focus on one direction of traffic at a time. Crossing islands are designed with a gap that is level with the street to allow wheelchairs and pedestrians to cross through the island. Crossing islands provide refuge for those who begin crossing too late or are too slow to cross the entire street in one signal cycle.28

Treatment: Crossing Islands

Description/Purpose
Raised medians in the middle of a street at an intersection, midpoint of the block or continuously along street. They protect crossing pedestrians from oncoming traffic by serving as a barrier from motor vehicles, reduce crossing distance and allow pedestrians to focus on one direction of traffic at a time.

Expected Effectiveness
Significant reduction in pedestrian crashes on multi-lane streets and on multi-lane streets at unsignalized crossing locations.29, 30

Costs
• Costs vary widely depending on the length and type of individual crossing islands, ranging from $6,000 to $200,000.18
• Continuous raised medians cost $15,000 to $30,000 per 100 feet depending on conditions.3

Keys to Success
• Most effective on high volume, multi-lane streets.
• Should be accessible to pedestrians with a visual impairment or in wheelchairs.
• Adequate lighting and markings can help to ensure driver awareness of crossing islands.

Key Factors to Consider
• Landscaping, utilities and maintenance issues must be addressed in the overall design.
• Can benefit motor vehicle safety as well by reducing head-on vehicular crashes.
• Potential business opposition due to loss of left-hand turn ability.
• May conflict with right-hand turns for large vehicles.
• Must be Americans with Disabilities Act-compliant.

Evaluation Measures
• Number of pedestrian crashes.
• Number of vehicular crashes, especially left-hand-turn crashes, angle crashes at driveways and head-on vehicle-vehicle crashes.
**Crossing Islands for Offset or Two-Stage Crossings**

Another innovation in crossing islands is to stagger or offset the two halves of the crosswalk at the island. This further reinforces the concept of a two-stage crossing and separates the crossing of each direction of traffic. The median island is fenced and directs the pedestrian to face traffic once they reach the center island, before crossing the second half of the street. The median island must be fully wheelchair accessible.

A diagrammatic sign installed in a two-stage crossing island can be quite helpful in alerting pedestrians about possible dangers from moving vehicles when the closest lane of traffic stops.

For more information on staggered medians visit PedSafe “Staggered Median” case study Tucson, Arizona (http://www.walkinginfo.org/pedsafe/casestudy.cfm?CS_NUM=34).

**Waiting Areas and Stand-back Lines**

Larger waiting areas and stand-back lines are low cost measures to improve safety at busy crossings. Large groups of students should not be waiting to cross immediately next to high-speed moving traffic. Waiting areas at crosswalks can be provided along with stand-back lines painted to keep children further back from busy streets when waiting to cross.

When adequate waiting areas and stand-back lines are provided, the adult school crossing guard should be the only person between the curb and the stand-back line. The stand-back line gives the guard something to point at when telling children to stand back from the street.

Waiting areas and stand-back lines keep students further back from busy streets when waiting to cross in Phoenix, Arizona.
Treatment: Stand-back Lines

Description/Purpose
A painted line on the sidewalk at a crossing, typically 5 to 10 feet from the back of the curb line, which pedestrians wait behind before crossing.

Expected Effectiveness
Increases pedestrian safety by increasing the distance between waiting pedestrians and vehicular traffic. The line also gives something for the crossing guard to point at when telling students where to wait before it is safe to cross the street.

Costs
Stand-back lines are extremely inexpensive, with an average cost of $50; however, the lines may need repainting annually.

Keys to Success
• Ensuring a large enough waiting area, but stand back-lines can also be effective on narrow sidewalks.

Key Factors to Consider
• Ensuring the stand-back line is in good condition (visible) at the start of each school year. Colors for blue-stake markings should not be used.

Evaluation Measures
• Pedestrian-vehicle conflicts.

Treatment: Waiting Areas

Description/Purpose
Extra paving at busy crossings where large numbers of pedestrians can congregate before crossing the street without having to stand on landscaping, dirt or mud.

Expected Effectiveness
Waiting areas provide a separation between moving traffic and students, bicyclists and parents with strollers waiting to cross.

Costs
Costs range from $500 to $1,500 depending on the size of the additional waiting area.

Keys to Success
• Working with schools to evaluate the crossing and making sure the waiting area is large enough to accommodate potential pedestrian volumes.

Key Factors to Consider
• Potential need for larger sidewalk easement.
• Potential relocation of landscaping and/or utilities.

Evaluation Measures
• Pedestrian capacity of waiting area.
Putting It Into Practice: Student Waiting Pads and Stand Back Lines
Phoenix, AZ

These images highlight the differences before and after a waiting area and stand-back line were installed at RE Miller Elementary School in Phoenix, AZ.

Unfortunately, many school crossings are at busy streets, and many of the sidewalks in Phoenix were built prior to the time when sidewalk buffer areas were required as a part of the design to separate pedestrians and motor vehicle traffic. It is important to provide a separation between moving vehicles and young children waiting to cross a busy street. This is not possible with a five foot-wide sidewalk.

One such school crossing was identified by the Washington Elementary School District in northwest Phoenix. This is a crossing for RE Miller Elementary School for nearly 100 children over a busy five-lane street with nearly 40,000 motor vehicles per day. Despite the presence of two crossing guards and a 15 mph school zone, the school district expressed a concern about the large groups of children waiting on a five-foot wide sidewalk before crossing.

The school district, City, and property owners worked together on a solution to provide a safe area for students to wait. The property owner (church) provided an easement to build a 10 ft by 20 ft waiting area behind the sidewalk. The school district moved the existing wood fence behind the new student waiting pad, and the City modified the landscaping behind the sidewalk, poured a concrete pad for students, and placed a ‘Stand-Back’ line between the sidewalk and student waiting area. These low-cost and low-tech measures provided a considerable safety benefit at the crosswalk. Since then, Phoenix has built nearly 80 student waiting areas at major crossings where large numbers of students congregate before crossing. Even more of the painted ‘stand-back’ lines have been installed at numerous school crossings.

This example illustrates that you do not have to spend a lot of money to obtain a big safety dividend. Some of the least expensive measures can have a big impact on safety.
Road Diets
Street crossings are safer for pedestrians when there are fewer lanes to cross. Multiple lane threat is a problem that arises when pedestrians have to cross more than one lane in each direction. A multiple-threat pedestrian crash is a crash that occurs when a motor vehicle in one lane stops and provides a visual screen to the driver in the adjacent lane. The driver in the adjacent lane continues to move and hits the pedestrian. This type of collision, where the pedestrian is hit in the second, third or fourth lane, is common on multilane roads and typically results in a more serious collision due to a higher impact speed. Additionally, providing yield lines and set-back stop lines can reduce the risk of a multiple threat crash, as discussed later in this chapter.

One way to reduce the multiple lane threat to pedestrians is to decrease the width of the road and number of lanes that pedestrians must cross. This “road diet” is one of the best tools to improve the safety of pedestrian crossings by reducing the number of through lanes for motor vehicles. The next three images illustrate the road diet applied to a four-lane roadway that is difficult to cross. Pedestrians must cross four travel lanes, there is no center pedestrian crossing island, no buffer between the road and sidewalk and there is no designated space for bicyclists. Additionally, it is difficult for drivers to make left turns into the driveways and side streets along this road.

Through the road diet, the roadway has now been reduced from four lanes to three lanes, one lane in each direction plus a two-way center turn lane. There is now room to install bicycle lanes, and the bicycle lanes create a sidewalk buffer for pedestrians. This road diet was accomplished with paint, which has a relatively small cost and requires no construction.

A much better pedestrian connection along this roadway is now possible. The restriping of this roadway improves pedestrian crossings along the entire corridor since pedestrians only cross two through lanes, versus four lanes of travel. This roadway configuration also allows for the placement of crossing islands at some locations. Adjacent residents and businesses also benefit from this change because left turns into and out of their property...
are now easier. Thus, road diets can benefit pedestrians, bicyclists, drivers and adjacent businesses.

The center lane can be supplemented by landscaped crossing islands with dedicated left turn pockets at some locations. In the end, road diets are one of the best improvements to create a balanced transportation system that meets the needs of all users, including children on their journey to school.

Pedestrian crossing islands can be added in the center lane at select crossing locations.

**Treatment: Road Diet**

**Description/Purpose**

Road diets are reductions of lanes on multilane roadways that can reduce crossing distances, as well as motor vehicle speeds, providing safety benefits to pedestrians, bicyclists and drivers. Road diets can also redistribute space to bicyclists and pedestrians by creating room for bicycle lanes and sidewalks.

**Expected Effectiveness**

Narrowing roadways and/or reducing the number of lanes that pedestrians are required to cross can result in slower motor vehicle speeds and reduced crossing exposure time, corresponding to a reduction in pedestrian crashes.

**Costs**

Costs vary depending on the scope and scale of the road diet.

- The cost of restriping a four-lane street to one lane in each direction, a two-way left-turn lane and bicycle lanes is about $5,000 to $20,000 per mile, depending on the number of lane-lines that must be repainted.
- Net costs may be lower for road diets when restriping a roadway after a resurfacing project.
- The cost of adding sidewalks and raised medians is much higher, estimated at $100,000 per mile or more.³

**Keys to Success**

- Considerations must be made for overall safety and roadway capacity operation.
- It is also desirable to include the entire affected area in the decision-making process.

**Key Factors to Consider**

- Reducing the number of lanes may result in lower motor vehicle capacity and increased delay for drivers in some situations.
- A level-of-service analysis should be conducted to determine whether the number of lanes on a roadway is appropriate and how alternative routes will be impacted by a road diet.

**Evaluation Measures**

- Reduction in motor vehicle speed or reduction in crashes and/or crash severity involving crossing pedestrians or bicyclists.
Marking Crosswalks
A marked crosswalk can benefit pedestrians by directing them to cross at locations where appropriate traffic control, including traffic signals or adult school crossing guards, either currently exist or can be provided. However, marked pedestrian crosswalks in and of themselves do not slow traffic or reduce pedestrian crashes.

It may be helpful to install marked crosswalks at signalized intersections or locations where crosswalks are typically marked, at key crossings in neighborhoods with designated school walking routes, and at uncontrolled crossings.

There are several reasons to install marked crosswalks, a few being:

- To indicate a preferred pedestrian crossing location.
- To alert drivers to an often used pedestrian crossing.
- To indicate school walking routes.

Marked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled Crossings
Marked crosswalks at uncontrolled intersections must be carefully designed to ensure that they enhance, rather than reduce, pedestrian safety. In some circumstances marked crosswalks should not be installed unless measures are taken to reduce traffic speeds, shorten crossing distances, enhance driver awareness, and/or provide an active warning of pedestrian presence.

Marked crosswalks alone (without other substantial treatments) should not be installed across uncontrolled roadways where the speed limit exceeds 40 mph or either:

- The roadway has four or more lanes of travel without a raised median or pedestrian refuge island and an ADT of 12,000 vehicles per day or greater; or
- The roadway has four or more lanes of travel with a raised median or pedestrian refuge island and an ADT of 15,000 vehicles per day or greater.

Note: The wording above complies with the 2001 Traffic Control Device Handbook, Chapter 13. The exact wording in the 2009 MUTCD on this issue is currently worded slightly differently and is being considered for revision by FHWA.

It is important that both drivers and pedestrians clearly see the crossings.

Marked crosswalks should be designed to minimize crossing distances and should be straight, to make them easier for children with visual impairments to navigate. In many cases, crosswalk enhancements including raised median islands, traffic and pedestrian signals, or street lighting may also be needed. More substantial improvements are typically needed on high-volume multilane roads.
Treatment: Marked Crosswalks

**Description/Purpose**
Marked crosswalks are painted pedestrian crossings that specify proper locations for pedestrians to cross the street.

**Expected Effectiveness**
Properly placed marked crosswalks can encourage pedestrians to walk at preferred crossing locations while increasing the visibility of a pedestrian crossing and driver awareness. There is no proven reduction in pedestrian crashes resulting from marking crosswalks without adding other more substantial crossing treatments such as raised medians, traffic and pedestrian signals or improved nighttime lighting.

**Costs**
Costs range from $100 for a regular striped crosswalk to $300 for a ladder crosswalk to $3,000 for a patterned concrete crosswalk.\(^3\) Maintenance costs should also be considered based on the paint material used.

**Keys to Success**
- Locations chosen to have marked crosswalks should be convenient, accessible and in the direct pedestrian route.\(^28,30\)
  For more information see the Institute of Transportation Engineers Traffic Control Devices Handbook, 2001 and Zegeer, 2002.

**Key Factors to Consider**
- On multilane, high volume roads, substantial treatments, including raised medians, are also needed so pedestrian crash risks do not increase.
- Crosswalk markings must be placed so that the curb ramp is within the crosswalk.

**Evaluation Measures**
- Reduction in motor vehicle conflicts and increase in pedestrian activity within the crosswalk.

---

**High-Visibility Crosswalks**
Marked crosswalks guide pedestrians and alert drivers to a crossing location, so it is important that both drivers and pedestrians clearly see the crossings. Crosswalks can be marked in paint or a longer lasting plastic or epoxy material embedded with reflective glass beads. Although more expensive, longer-lasting crosswalk marking materials are a better value over time as they require less maintenance.

The minimum crosswalk width is six feet wide, but school-related crosswalks should be 10 to 15 feet wide or wider at crossings with high numbers of students. School-related crosswalks should be checked annually before the start of the school year. If necessary, fresh paint should be applied and other improvements made to keep the crosswalks in good condition.

The MUTCD allows for two high-visibility crosswalk designs, ladder and diagonal markings.
Signing Crosswalks

In-street signs
In-street crosswalk signs can be installed at unsignalized pedestrian crossings to make the crosswalk more visible and increase driver yielding. They are more effective on two-lane, low-speed streets than on multi-lane, high-speed streets, and are prohibited by the 2009 MUTCD at signalized intersections. They can be easily damaged and need to be reset or replaced when struck.

In-street pedestrian crossing signs should be placed at the crosswalk in the street or on a median, but should not obstruct the pedestrian path of travel. In-street signs can be permanently installed in the roadway or mounted on a portable base to allow them to be taken in and out of the street during the school day. When portable in-street signs are used for school crossings, they should be monitored by a school official or adult school crossing guard.

The MUTCD allows for two high-visibility crosswalk designs, ladder and diagonal markings.

Overhead signs and flashing beacons
School crosswalks with overhead signs (and sometimes flashing beacons) may be helpful in alerting drivers of a busy crossing at a wide or higher speed street. These are usually placed at mid-block crossings but can be used at intersections with uncontrolled crossings. Overhead signs are easier for drivers to see in cases where on-street parking, street trees, or other visual obstructions. Flashing beacons at a marked crosswalk may draw additional attention to the crosswalk. In a busy urban environment, flashing beacons may not provide much benefit, while on a rural road, they may increase driver awareness of the crosswalk. In other locations the beacons are set with a timer to flash only during crossing times, or are pedestrian-activated by an automatic detector or push button and only flash when pedestrians are present.
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon

Rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFBs) are active warning devices used to alert motorists of crossing pedestrians at uncontrolled crossings. They remain dark until activated by pedestrians, at which point they emit a bright, rapidly flashing yellow light, which signals drivers to stop.

Studies suggest that RRFBs can significantly increase yielding rates over standard pedestrian warning signs. Results have shown that motorist yielding can be increased from baselines averaging 5% to 20% with the standard pedestrian warning sign treatment to sustainable yielding rates of 80% with this device.

RRFBs should be installed on both the right and left sides of the crosswalk, or in a median if available. They are not currently included in the MUTCD, but jurisdictions can use them if they obtain approval from FHWA.

In-pavement Flashers

Crosswalks with in-pavement flashers, or ‘flashing crosswalks,’ consist of embedded lights that are activated when a pedestrian pushes a button or starts walking across the crosswalk. The 2009 MUTCD allows them at uncontrolled crossings to further alert drivers to crosswalks at night but does not allow them at crosswalks controlled by traffic signals, STOP signs or YIELD signs. Crosswalks with in-pavement flashers are expensive to install and maintain, and should not be selected without first considering other solutions.

A 2009 review of literature on in-pavement flashing lights may be found on the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center’s website. For more information on case studies related to in-roadway warning lights visit 2004 PEDSAFE “School Zone Improvements” (http://www.walkinginfo.org/pedsafe/casestudy.cfm?CS_NUM=27). Cupertino, California case study. Evaluations of use of in-roadway warning lights are available from Washington and Florida.
Advance Stop/Yield Line

Advance stop or yield lines encourage drivers to stop further back from the crosswalk, promoting better visibility between pedestrians and motorists, and helping to prevent multiple-threat collisions particularly at mid-block or uncontrolled crossings.

A multiple-threat collision is a pedestrian crash type that occurs when pedestrians have to cross more than one lane in each direction. A motor vehicle in one lane stops and provides a visual screen to the motorist in the adjacent lane. The motorist in the adjacent lane continues to move and hits the pedestrian.

The 2009 MUTCD recommends that yield or stop lines used at uncontrolled multi-lane crossings be placed 20 to 50 feet in advance of the crosswalk; however, a distance of 30-50 feet is preferable. This distance is far enough away to provide for improved sight distance in the adjacent lanes. If the bars are placed more than 50 feet away, motorists are more likely to ignore the line and stop only a few feet prior to the crosswalk. At signalized midblock locations, the 2009 MUTCD recommends separation of at least 40 feet between the stop line and the nearest signal indication.

Painted triangles (shark’s teeth) are used as the yield line at unsignalized locations.

Solution: place advance stop/yield line so car 1 stops further back; car 1 no longer masks car 2, which can better see and be seen by the pedestrian.
The following signs can be used to reinforce advance stop or yield lines.

R1-5

R1-5a

R1-5b

R1-5c
Parking Restrictions
Restricting parking at corners will improve visibility of the crossing for both drivers and pedestrians. At a minimum, 30 feet should be kept clear in advance of marked crosswalks to help pedestrians and drivers see each other better. Distances greater than 30 feet are generally better, but parking restrictions have to be balanced with the need of the driver. For example, if parent parking is severely restricted or completely removed near schools, parents may ignore all parking restrictions.

Treatment: Parking Restrictions at Corners

Description/Purpose
Restricting how close motor vehicles may park to a crosswalk (20-foot minimum per MUTCD) to improve pedestrian and driver sight distance.

Expected Effectiveness
Eliminating parking spaces too close to a crosswalk will improve pedestrian and motor vehicle visibility, which can reduce the likelihood of pedestrian-vehicle conflicts and collisions.

Costs
Costs involve new street markings, signs, enforcement and public education efforts. Roadway reconstruction issues may also affect the overall cost.  

Keys to Success
• Accurately identifying problem locations and appropriate improvements.
• Educating the public about the purpose of proposed improvements.
• Enforcing parking restrictions.

Key Factors to Consider
• Potentially strong resistance to the loss of parking spaces by business owners and local residents, especially in areas with limited parking.

Evaluation Measures
• Number of crossing pedestrian crashes.
• Number of pedestrian-vehicle conflicts.
Traffic Signals

Signalizing busy intersections and providing signalized crosswalks help create safe routes to schools for children. New traffic signals are very expensive and must be warranted or they could cause more harm than good. Warrants for installing traffic signals are provided in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) 2009 Edition Chapter 4C at http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/pdfs/2009/part4.pdf.

Traffic signals are the highest form of traffic control. However, their benefit to the pedestrian network is contingent upon the application of several principles including:

Mark all legs of an intersection.
Pedestrian paths (marked crosswalks) should be provided on all sides of an intersection where pedestrian crossings are desired. A school walking route plan may limit crossings to three or fewer legs, but all options should be available for school officials to select the most desirable crosswalks to use.

Provide pedestrian signal heads in all directions.
Pedestrian signal indications (WALK, flashing DON’T WALK, DON’T WALK or walking man and raised hand symbols) should be provided at every signalized crossing.

Only use pedestrian pushbuttons if they are needed.
Push buttons are generally appropriate at locations with low or intermittent pedestrian activity. If used, they should be in clear view, wheelchair accessible and responsive to those who push the buttons.

Install landings on all corners.
Fully accessible landings should be in place on all corners to provide a safe place for people to wait.

Paint stop bars for motor vehicles on all approaches.
Stopping motor vehicles in advance of the marked crosswalk keeps the crosswalk clear for pedestrians and can reduce right-turn-on-red conflicts

Install curb ramps on each corner.
Two curb ramps per corner; eight per intersection is generally recommended, although there are situations where one diagonal ramp per corner is an acceptable option (e.g., where there is a wide turning radius and two ramps per corner is not feasible).

Provide streetlights on all four corners.
Proper illumination is critical at signalized intersections. Children are smaller and more difficult for motorists to see, especially in darker conditions, such as occur during arrival in the winter months.

Pedestrian signal indications (WALK, flashing DON’T WALK, DON’T WALK, or walking man and raised hand symbols) should be provided at every signalized crossing.
**Treatment: Traffic Signal Installation**

**Description/Purpose**
Signals that control the flow of traffic and provide sufficient time for safe and efficient pedestrian crossings.

**Expected Effectiveness**
When signals are installed at appropriate locations (where warranted) they should improve pedestrian safety and also reduce the severity of motor vehicle crashes, even though total motor vehicle crashes (including rear-end collisions) may increase. Research is limited on the effect of traffic signals on pedestrian crashes, although some pedestrian signal timing schemes have been shown to significantly reduce pedestrian crash risk.

**Costs**
Costs range from $30,000 to $140,000.$^{3}$

**Keys to Success**
- Signal cycles should be kept short.
- Marked crosswalks encourage pedestrians to cross at the signal.
- Pedestrian actuation (pushbuttons) should only be used if the pedestrian volume is low enough to support it.

**Key Factors to Consider**
- Potential increase of vehicular crashes (especially rear-end collisions).
- Potential traffic diversion to adjacent streets.

**Evaluation Measures**
- Motor vehicle–pedestrian crashes.
- Pedestrian ability to complete their crossing before the steady DON’T WALK is displayed.
- Signal compliance of pedestrians.
**Timing**
The signal phasing and/or timing can be modified to increase the time available for pedestrians to cross, to give priority to the pedestrian at an intersection, and/or to provide a separation in time of motor vehicle and pedestrian crossings. The timing or phasing of traffic signals is a complex issue, impacted by the signal timing itself as well as other conditions at the crossing including pedestrian and driver behaviors. Factors that contribute to the complexity of traffic signal timing and phasing include:

- Duration of time pedestrians must wait for the WALK signal.
- Number of motor vehicle movements that conflict with the pedestrian WALK signal.
- Amount of time that is provided for people to cross the street.
- Speed at which people are walking.
- Presence or absence of a button people have to push to get a walk indicator and adequate time to cross the street.

- Presence or absence of one or more adult school crossing guards available to assist younger students while crossing the street. See Adult School Crossing Guard Guidelines for more information at www.saferoutesinfo.org/guide/crossing_guard/index.cfm.
- The potential for conflicts between pedestrians and right-turning motor vehicles.

---

**Treatment: Modified Traffic Signal Phasing and/or Timing**

**Description/Purpose**
The signal phasing and/or timing can be modified to increase the time available for pedestrians to cross, to give priority to the pedestrian at an intersection and/or to provide a separation in time of motor vehicle and pedestrian crossings. Lead Pedestrian Interval is an example of modified signal phasing/timing.

**Expected Effectiveness**
Studies of exclusive pedestrian timing have shown a reduction in pedestrian crashes by 50 percent in some downtown areas with high pedestrian volumes and low vehicle speeds and volumes. Other signal modifications have also resulted in a decrease in motor vehicle–pedestrian conflicts at intersections (e.g., leading pedestrian interval).34

**Costs**
The cost for adjusting signal timing is relatively low. The cost for installing new signals ranges from $20,000 to $140,000.3

**Keys to Success**
- Ensure that signals are placed so that they are visible to pedestrians and pushbuttons, if provided, are easy to reach.

**Key Factors to Consider**
- Signal cycles should be kept fairly short to minimize pedestrian delay, but wider intersections may require longer cycle lengths.
- The speed and volume of motor vehicles should also be considered in signal timing calculations and decisions.

**Evaluation Measures**
- Number of conflicts with motor vehicles (especially turning vehicles) and pedestrians at intersections.
**Accessible Pedestrian Signals**

Accessible pedestrian signals are audible signals that indicate when it is or is not appropriate to cross the street. Federal ADA guidelines encourage the use of accessible pedestrian signals where there is a need to accommodate pedestrians with visual impairments. Accessible signals come in a variety of designs but include an audible signal and tactile guidance for pedestrians. See the 2009 MUTCD for additional information on accessible signals.

**Minimize Pedestrian Wait Time**

The longer people must wait to cross the street, the more likely they will decide to cross against the signal. Pedestrian wait time can be reduced by shortening the overall signal cycle length or by providing an actuated demand-responsive pedestrian signal. Some pedestrians, especially large groups of children, may need more than the 4 feet per second standard that is used to calculate the time needed for the pedestrian clearance interval. However, longer pedestrian clearance intervals may result in longer signal cycle lengths, and thus longer wait times between ‘Walk’ signals.

**Increase Pedestrian Clearance Intervals**

The pedestrian clearance interval is the time remaining for pedestrians to cross the street once the flashing red hand indication is displayed on a pedestrian signal. The 2009 MUTCD requires this interval to be calculated based on a minimum walking speed of 3.5 feet per second. However, some pedestrians, especially large groups of children, may need additional time to cross. Consideration should be given to increasing the pedestrian clearance interval if a pedestrian signal must accommodate pedestrians that need more time to cross. However, these considerations should be balanced against the potential for increased wait times between ‘Walk’ signals.

---

**Treatment: Accessible Pedestrian Signals**

**Description/Purpose**

Audible signals for the visually impaired that indicate when it is or is not appropriate to cross the street.

**Expected Effectiveness**

- Audible signals increase awareness of all pedestrians, including those visually impaired, which can lead to fewer pedestrian crashes.  

- Can decrease pedestrian cross time.

**Costs**

Costs range from $400 to $600 per signal.

**Keys to Success**

- Locator tones should be used to help persons with visual impairment find pushbuttons.
- Appropriate sound levels should be used to limit audible intrusion into the surrounding neighborhood.

**Key Factors to Consider:**

- APS may be unclear as to which crosswalk it refers.
- Directional guidance may be needed at wide, skewed or angled intersections.

**Evaluation Measures**

- Motor vehicle–pedestrian crashes.
- Motor vehicle–pedestrian conflicts.
- Pedestrian crossing ability at current clearance interval.
**Pedestrian Pushbuttons**

Pedestrian pushbuttons are electronic buttons used by pedestrians to change traffic signal timing to accommodate pedestrian crossings. Pushbuttons may be needed at some crossings, but their use should be minimized. Signals can be put in pedestrian “recall” for key time periods of day such as school crossing times. During these periods the pedestrian WALK signal would be displayed every signal cycle. As traffic signals become more complex pedestrian pushbuttons are needed. If buttons exist, pedestrians must push them to get enough time to cross the street. Standard pushbuttons often result in longer waits to cross the street, especially if the pedestrian fails to push the button. Only about 50 percent of pedestrians actually push the buttons based on a FHWA research project.[34] If used, they should be clearly visible and within easy reach for people in wheelchairs. Pushbuttons need to be checked periodically to assure that they are working and will place a call into the signal.

---

### Treatment: Pedestrian Pushbuttons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Description/Purpose</strong></th>
<th>Electronic buttons used by pedestrians to change traffic signal timing to accommodate pedestrian crossings.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expected Effectiveness</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
* Improves pedestrian travel time and compliance.  
* Reduces delay to vehicular traffic when pedestrians are not present. |
| **Costs** | Costs range from $400 to $1,000 per pushbutton. [35] |
| **Keys to Success** |  
* Must be well-signed, easily locatable and within reach of all pedestrians.  
* Should not be used where pedestrian traffic is frequent, as the pedestrian phase should be built into the cycle.  
* Buttons for neighboring crosswalks should be located at least 10 feet from each other.  
* Locator tones can assist visually impaired pedestrians to find the pushbutton. |
| **Key Factors to Consider** |  
* Visually impaired pedestrians may have difficulty determining if a pushbutton is present.  
* Accessible pedestrian signals may need to be considered at some locations. |
| **Evaluation Measures** |  
* Pedestrian volume.  
* Pedestrian compliance to WALK/DON’T WALK signal. |
**No Turn on Red**

Pedestrian and motor vehicle conflicts are a common occurrence when driver get a green light and pedestrians get a green light or a WALK signal at the same time. While drivers are required to stop for pedestrians, conflicts are likely to occur. One solution is to install a “leading pedestrian interval” (LPI) which illuminates the pedestrian WALK signal, while the motor vehicle signal remains red for the first few seconds of the cycle. The LPI gives pedestrians an opportunity to start walking and establish a presence in the crosswalk before drivers can begin their turn. The LPI is usually about three seconds or more.


Motorists making a right-turn on a red light are often looking left towards oncoming traffic and do not pay attention to pedestrians who may be approaching from the right. Restricting right-turn-on-red (RTOR) is another way to reduce conflicts between pedestrians and motorists at traffic signals. The RTOR restrictions can be limited to certain times of the day or can apply to all hours, prohibiting drivers from turning right without a green signal. The MUTCD identifies two conditions related to pedestrians when restricted RTOR may be most effective including:

- Where an exclusive pedestrian phase exists.
- Where an unacceptable number of pedestrian conflicts result from RTOR, especially conflicts involving children, older pedestrians or persons with disabilities.

When RTOR is prohibited, there may be more right-turn-on-green conflicts between motor vehicles and pedestrians when both the right turning drivers have a green light and the pedestrian has the WALK signal on the adjacent crosswalk. The use of leading pedestrian intervals can reduce this effect. Prior to deciding to restrict RTOR, the advantages and disadvantages must be carefully considered.

---

**Restricting right-turn-on-red is another way to reduce conflicts.**
Right-turn-on-red (RTOR) restrictions, which can be limited to certain times of the day or can apply to all hours, prohibit drivers from turning right without a green signal. Restricting this turning movement can reduce conflicts with pedestrians crossing at intersections.

Studies differ in terms of effectiveness, but the 2000 MUTCD identifies two conditions related to pedestrians when restricted RTOR may be most effective: 1) Where an exclusive pedestrian phase exists. 2) Where an unacceptable number of pedestrian conflicts result from RTOR, especially conflicts involving children, older pedestrians or persons with disabilities. Costs associated with this treatment will vary widely based on conditions at the site, but are relatively low compared to other treatments. The average cost for a basic sign ranges from $30 to $150 plus installation costs of approximately $200 per sign.

NO TURN ON RED signs should be installed adjacent to the signal on the right side of the street and clearly visible to right-turning drivers. Enforcement programs can help establish compliance with the law.

RTOR restrictions may increase delay at intersections for motor vehicles and cause an increase in right-turn-on-green conflicts, but the use of leading pedestrian intervals can reduce this effect.

Number of crashes and conflicts.

Pedestrian and driver compliance with intersection regulations.
Pedestrian Countdowns

Adequate time must be provided for pedestrians to cross the street safely. Countdown signals help by giving pedestrians information about how much crossing time remains. There is a good deal of confusion by most pedestrians on the meaning of the flashing DON’T WALK signal. While it technically means don’t start walking if the pedestrian has not yet started to cross the street, some pedestrians and drivers think that they are supposed to see the WALK signal for the entire crossing and they will not have enough time to cross as soon as the flashing begins. The countdown signal shows the number of seconds remaining to cross the street. Some studies have shown that countdown signals reduce the number of stragglers in the street when the signal changes, although some people may still start late.

**Description/Purpose**
A timer display that counts down the seconds remaining for a pedestrian crossing.

**Expected Effectiveness**
- Reduces the number of pedestrians caught in the crosswalk when the cycle ends.
- Increases pedestrians’ perceived safety.

**Costs**
Costs range from $300 to $800 per signal.²⁸

**Keys to Success**
- Should give WALK message with countdown indication each cycle in areas with sufficient pedestrian volume.
- Signals should be easily visible from both sides of crosswalks.
- The countdown signals are more applicable where pedestrians are crossing streets with multiple lanes in each direction.

**Key Factors to Consider**
- For wide streets, countdown pedestrian signals may be of particular benefit, especially if there are a substantial number of older pedestrians or persons with mobility disabilities who cross.

**Evaluation Measures**
- Number of pedestrians caught in the crosswalk when the cycle ends.
- Perceived pedestrian safety.
Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon

The pedestrian hybrid beacon is a potential solution for locations where neighborhoods are located on the opposite side of a wide or busy street from a school. It is often very difficult to get drivers to follow the law and yield to pedestrians at these midblock “uncontrolled” crossings, even when marked. At the same time, there may not be enough pedestrians crossings to warrant a full traffic signal.

Pedestrian hybrid beacons have the advantage of providing a controlled crossing for pedestrians without delaying motorists unnecessarily. They remain dark until activated by a pedestrian. Activation results in a sequence of amber and red beacon lights, which signal to drivers when to stop for crossing pedestrians and when to go again after pedestrians have cleared the crosswalk.

The 2009 MUTCD states that the pedestrian hybrid beacon should not be used at or within 100 feet of an intersection or driveway controlled by a STOP sign. Pedestrian hybrid beacons are intended as a solution for midblock crossing locations.
Slowing Down Traffic

High-speed motor vehicles pose a serious threat to the safety of children who are crossing streets. One of the biggest challenges in providing children with safe walking and bicycling routes to school involves slowing down traffic.

Slower motor vehicle speeds allow drivers to stop in a shorter distance and reduce the chance of injuring a pedestrian or bicyclist. A motor vehicle traveling on a level surface at a rate of 40 mph will need nearly 300 feet between the vehicle and the child to stop in time to avoid a collision. This distance is reduced to approximately 197 feet for a vehicle traveling at 30 mph, 112 feet for a vehicle traveling at 20 mph and 77 feet for a vehicle traveling at 15 mph.41

Pedestrian crash severity is also much lower at low motor vehicle speeds. If a pedestrian is struck by a motor vehicle traveling at 40 mph there is an 85 percent likelihood that the pedestrian will be killed. This percentage drops to 45 percent at 30 mph and 5 percent at 20 mph. Thus, slowing motor vehicle speeds not only reduces the chance of a crash due to the shorter stopping distance that is required, but it also reduces the chance of a pedestrian fatality or serious injury.42

When slowing or “calming” traffic, the right design invites the right driver response. The guiding principle of traffic calming is to influence driver speed and behavior through good design whenever possible, rather than by traffic control measures such as traffic signals and STOP signs.

There are many design and engineering tools that can be used to slow down traffic and make it safer for children to walk and bicycle to school including:

- Narrow lanes.
- Chokers and chicanes.
- Speed humps.
- Raised pedestrian crosswalks.
- Neighborhood traffic circles.
- Reduced corner radii.
- Speed sensitive signals.

Wide high-speed streets can create a barrier to walking to school. This is the type of condition that should not occur along a child’s route to school.
Narrow Lanes
There are several ways to narrow a street. Paint is a simple, low cost and easy way to narrow the street or travel lanes. If the narrower lanes can result in a striped shoulder, the shoulder will provide a buffer for pedestrians, a place for bicyclists to ride and a refuge for disabled motor vehicles. The shoulder stripe will also provide better driver guidance. Interior traffic lanes can be narrowed to 10 feet wide to encourage slower speeds. Narrow lanes can also result from road-diet projects which can include painted medians, center turn lanes, bicycle lanes or parking lanes.

Treatment: Narrow Lanes

Description/Purpose
The reduction of lane widths to increase pedestrian safety.

Expected Effectiveness
- The narrower lanes can reduce motor vehicle speed, which may reduce total pedestrian crashes.
- They also reduce lengths of pedestrian crossings.

Costs
Costs vary by technique.
- Reducing the width of lanes due to adding bicycle lanes costs approximately $1,000 per mile.
- Completely restriping a street to reduce lanes, add bicycle lanes or add on-street parking costs approximately $5,000 to $10,000 per mile.
- Adding a raised median or widening a sidewalk is approximately $100,000 or more per mile.3

Keys to Success
- Adequate planning for large and emergency vehicles.
- Capacity and level of service should be analyzed to ensure appropriate design.
- Community involvement is needed to ensure balanced street safety throughout the area.

Key Factors to Consider
- Potential diversion of traffic onto neighboring streets.
- Potential adverse effects on large vehicles and bicycles.

Evaluation Measures
- Pedestrian crashes and severity.
- Reduction in motor vehicle speeds.
Chokers and Chicanes
Traffic calming can also result from narrowing the street through the use of chokers and chicanes. Chokers narrow both sides of the street to form a section of about 20 to 24 feet wide. Chicanes provide alternating narrow and wide sections, and a curved driving path similar to a slalom. Chicanes work best when supplemented with centerline striping and in some cases edgeline striping. Both chokers and chicanes need to have a vertical element in the narrowed section such as landscaping so the narrowed section can be seen easily by approaching drivers. Lighting at the narrowed section is also helpful. If drivers do not see and perceive the narrowing treatments, they may not slow down, and may even collide with the narrowed street section. Care must be used to accommodate storm water runoff when designing chokers and chicanes, and they should not be used if it will result in the loss of bicycle lanes or badly needed on-street parking.

Treatment: Chokers and Chicanes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description/Purpose</th>
<th>Parallel or offset curb extensions that effectively reduce road width for a specific distance are intended to reduce motor vehicle speeds and cut-through traffic, and make drivers aware of pedestrian activity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expected Effectiveness</td>
<td>Few formal evaluations have been performed, but these treatments are implemented based on the assumption that they do in fact benefit pedestrians by slowing motor vehicle traffic, reducing the number of severe crashes and increasing safety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>Costs for chokers range from $5,000 to $20,000, depending on site conditions and landscaping. Costs for landscaped chicanes range from $10,000 (for a set of three chicanes) on an asphalt street to up to $30,000 on a concrete street. Drainage and utility relocation often represent a significant portion of the cost for both chokers and chicanes.³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keys to Success</td>
<td>• For chokers to perform effectively, the street must be narrowed such that motor vehicles approaching from opposite directions do not have enough room to pass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Factors to Consider</td>
<td>• Ensure that bicycle safety and mobility is not compromised and that streets are still wide enough to accommodate emergency motor vehicles. • Chicanes may reduce the number of on-street parking spaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation Measures</td>
<td>• Motor vehicle speeds.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Speed Humps

Speed humps represent one type of traffic calming measure that has been used by many local agencies for slowing traffic. Modern speed humps are 12 to 14 feet wide and have a rounded appearance that is 2.5 to 4 inches high at the center. Longer and flatter speed humps are referred to as speed tables. Speed humps have been shown to reduce motor vehicle speeds on streets where they were installed.43 Despite their ability to reduce motor vehicle speeds, speed humps have certain disadvantages and are generally disliked by many drivers, fire departments and other emergency service providers. They often are not feasible on collector streets or arterial streets due to their impact on emergency response times. Other problems with speed humps include their impact on storm water runoff and snowplowing, and complaints about drivers driving onto the sidewalk to avoid the hump. The presence of speed humps also complicates street resurfacing.

While speed humps have been used extensively by some agencies, other traffic calming measures such as street-narrowing traffic circles or traffic diverters to eliminate cut-through traffic are often more effective and appropriate. Speed humps have been removed at some locations in the U.S., Europe and the Netherlands.

![Image of speed humps in a street]

Speed humps have been a very common traffic calming measure.

### Treatment: Speed Humps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description/Purpose</th>
<th>An elongated section of raised pavement designed to reduce motor vehicle speeds. Longer and flatter speed humps are referred to as speed tables.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expected Effectiveness</td>
<td>An overall reduction of motor vehicle speeds. More specifically, 85th-percentile speeds reduced by 4 to 23 mph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>Speed humps cost approximately $1,000 each. Speed tables range from $2,000 to $15,000 each.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keys to Success</td>
<td>• Selection of appropriate areas, which are primarily low-volume residential streets. • Complete coverage of lane width to ensure drivers do not veer into bicycle lane to avoid the hump. • Should not be used on sharp curves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Factors to Consider</td>
<td>• Potential increase in noise. • Potential drainage issues on some streets. • Increase in cost and complexity of resurfacing. • Appropriate design important to prevent motor vehicle passenger discomfort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation Measures</td>
<td>• Number of crashes and motor vehicle–pedestrian conflicts. • Motor vehicle speed and driver delay.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Raised Pedestrian Crosswalks

Raised pedestrian crosswalks serve as traffic calming measures by extending the sidewalk across the road and bringing motor vehicles to the pedestrian level. The raised crosswalks allow the pedestrian to cross at nearly a constant grade without the need for a curb ramp and makes the pedestrian more visible to approaching drivers. They have a trapezoid-shaped cross-section to slow drivers at the pedestrian crossing where the slowing will be most effective. Speed tables outfitted with crosswalk markings are used on local streets, but they may not be applicable for some collector streets due to an increase in emergency vehicle response time.

Roadways are not the only places traffic calming devices can be useful. Raised crosswalks can be used in school parking lots to slow traffic and more safely allow pedestrians to cross the parking lots. When used, care must be taken to accommodate drainage in the parking lot and to prevent water from pooling.

**Treatment: Raised Pedestrian Crosswalks (Speed Tables)**

**Description/Purpose**
A speed table the width of a typical crosswalk stretching across an entire intersection, slowing traffic and keeping the crossing at grade with the sidewalk.

**Expected Effectiveness**
- Decrease in motor vehicle speeds generally occurs.
- An increase of vehicular yield rate by as much as 45 percent due to adding speed tables.

**Costs**
Costs range from $2,000 to $15,000.

**Keys to Success**
- Should not be used on sharp curves or steep grades.
- Visually impaired pedestrians need warning strips at edges to indicate the beginning of the crosswalk.
- Colors and special paving materials can be used for an urban design effect.

**Key Factors to Consider**
- May not be appropriate if the intersection is part of a bus or emergency route.
- Potential drainage issues.

**Evaluation Measures**
- Number of crashes.
- Severity of crashes.
- Motor vehicle speeds.
- Traffic volume.

At a speed table, a marked crosswalk provides a level area for pedestrians crossing the street. Traffic is slowed as drivers must go up and over the crosswalk.

The raised crosswalk in this picture slows traffic at the sidewalk crossing and draws more attention to the pedestrian crossing.
Neighborhood Traffic Circles
Traffic circles can help slow traffic on local and collector streets and calm traffic for pedestrians. While traffic circles are typically not ideal for use at a school crossing location, they can help calm traffic along a street, making the crossing locations on that street safer. Traffic circles typically have less of an impact on emergency vehicles than speed humps or speed tables, and can add to the aesthetics of the street. Neighborhood traffic circles on local streets do not need to have raised splitter islands, but they should be illuminated with streetlights. Landscaping also is important for aesthetics and making the islands visible to drivers. Provisions are needed for maintaining the landscaping and providing water to the landscaping.

Treatment: Neighborhood Traffic Circles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description/Purpose</th>
<th>Neighborhood traffic circles are raised islands in residential intersections intended to reduce motor vehicle speeds.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expected Effectiveness</td>
<td>In a study in Seattle, Washington, minicircles were found to reduce motor vehicle crashes by an average of 90 percent. They also slowed motor vehicle speeds, reducing the likelihood and severity of pedestrian crashes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>The cost for a landscaped traffic circle on an asphalt street is about $6,000 and ranges from $8,000 to $12,000 for a landscaped minicircle on a concrete street.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Keys to Success | • Keep turning radii tight to avoid compromising pedestrian and bicyclist safety.  
• Accommodate larger motor vehicles by providing a mountable curb on the outer portion of the traffic circle. |
| Key Factors to Consider | • Landscaping in the circle should not block sight distance.  
• The needs of blind pedestrians should be considered when determining the design and placement of neighborhood traffic circles. |
| Evaluation Measures | • Crashes and injury severity. |
Reduced Corner Radii
There is a direct relationship between the size of the curb radius and the speed of turning motor vehicles. A large radius may easily accommodate large fire trucks, other large trucks and school buses, but it also allows other drivers to make high speed turns, and it increases the crossing distance for pedestrians. Drivers who drive faster are less likely to stop for pedestrians. A larger radius will also result in a longer crossing distance for the pedestrian. The solution is to reduce the curb radius.

When designing curb radii, consider what motor vehicles actually need when turning. Instead of assuming that every corner needs to be cut back, look at other factors such as on-street parking and bicycle lanes to determine how much space a turning motor vehicle will need. The effective radius that exists should include the width of parking lanes and bicycle lanes on both streets. Large trucks do not need to stay on their half of the street when turning on local streets. There is not a need to design for the largest vehicle that may use a street, especially for streets inside neighborhoods.
## Treatment: Reduced Corner Radius

### Description/Purpose
The reduction of a corner radius to produce a tighter turn results in decreases in turning speeds, improved motor vehicle and pedestrian site distances, and a shortened pedestrian crossing distance.

### Expected Effectiveness
Reduces the most common type of pedestrian crash by decreasing right-turn motor vehicle speeds. Shortening of crossing distance can improve signal timing and reduces the exposure of pedestrians to motor vehicles.

### Costs
Costs range from $2,000 to $20,000 depending on drainage, utilities and other site features.\(^3\)

### Keys to Success
- The needs of all road users including pedestrians, bicyclists, buses, trucks and cars need to be considered in designing or retrofitting corner turn radii.
- Appropriate design based on street type, angle of intersection, land uses, etc. should also be considered.

### Key Factors to Consider
- Designing for maintenance vehicles, emergency vehicles and school buses. Pedestrians are at risk if large vehicles ride over the curb.

### Evaluation Measures
- Right-turning motor vehicle–pedestrian crashes.
- Total pedestrian crashes.
Speed Sensitive Signals

Some agencies have installed innovative traffic control measures, such as speed sensitive traffic signals, to reduce motor vehicle speeds. These devices involve using pavement loops to detect the speed of a motor vehicle. If the speed exceeds the speed limit, the traffic signal ahead will display a red light. Drivers learn that speeding on such streets will require them to stop at the traffic signal and be further delayed. This treatment is not applicable to local streets inside neighborhoods that do not have traffic signals, but can be applicable to collector and some arterial streets. Some communities are timing their traffic signals to a preset reasonable speed. Drivers who exceed the preset speed will be stopped at the next traffic signal. Signs with SIGNAL SET AT XX MPH can be installed along the street to alert drivers.

Putting It Into Practice: Speed Sensitive Signals

Boulder, CO; Arlington, VA; and Washington, D.C.

High-speed motor vehicles pose a serious threat to the safety of children who are crossing arterial streets near schools and are one of the largest challenges in providing Safe Routes to School. Innovative measures have been used to reduce motor vehicle speeds such as the speed sensitive signals used in Boulder, Colorado; Arlington, Virginia; and Washington, D.C.

The signals use pavement loops to detect the speed of a motor vehicle. If the motor vehicle exceeds the speed limit, the traffic signal ahead displays a red light. Drivers learn that speeding on such streets will require them to stop at the light and be further delayed. The sign SPEED SENSITIVE SIGNAL conveys that message to drivers.
Resources

**Active Living Research** (for list of audit tools)
www.activelivingresearch.org/index.php/Tools_and_Measures/312


**BIKESAFE (Bicycle Countermeasure Selection System)**
www.bicyclinginfo.org/bikesafe

**Cycle Audit and Review from the UK Department of Transportation**
www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft_roads/documents/page/dft_roads_504721.hcsp

**Maryland Safe Routes to School Guidebook**
http://www.walktoschool.org/resources/safety-education.cfm

www.walkinginfo.org/pdf/peduserguide/peduserguide.pdf

**PEDSAFE (Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System)**
www.walkinginfo.org/pedsafe/index.cfm

**Safety Effect of Marked and Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled Locations: Executive Summary and Recommended Guidelines**

**Safe Ways to School “Toolkit” developed by The Florida Traffic and Bicycle Safety Education Program**
www.dcp.ufl.edu/centers/trafficsafetyed/html_safe-ways.html

**2003 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) of the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration**
http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov


**Walking and Bicycling Suitability Assessment Project for simple tools to assess the suitability of your local streets for walking and bicycling**
www.unc.edu/~jemery/WABSA
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Overview

The main goal for Safe Routes to School (SRTS) enforcement strategies is to deter unsafe behaviors of drivers, pedestrians and bicyclists, and to encourage all road users to obey traffic laws and share the road safely. Enforcement is one of the complementary strategies that SRTS programs use to enable more children to walk and bicycle to school safely. But enforcement used alone will not likely have a long-term effect. Communities must utilize a combination of enforcement, engineering, education and encouragement strategies to address the specific needs of their schools and achieve long-term results.

The public typically thinks of enforcement as officers writing tickets. In fact, enforcement, especially for SRTS programs, is a network of community members working together to promote safe walking, bicycling and driving. This can be accomplished through safety awareness, education and, where necessary, the use of ticketing for dangerous behaviors. Enforcement includes students, parents, adult school crossing guards, school personnel and neighborhood watch programs all working in conjunction with law enforcement. Working together to enforce rules for safe walking, bicycling and driving makes it safer and easier for everyone to walk and bicycle.

This chapter will describe the common unsafe behaviors often encountered near schools and the multiple approaches that communities use to improve these behaviors.
Identifying Unsafe Behaviors

Enforcement programs start with identification of the unsafe behaviors of drivers, pedestrians and bicyclists around the school. Then appropriate strategies for improving these behaviors can be selected. There are many ways to identify unsafe behaviors; an observation of student arrival and departure from school is a good way to start. Speed measurements and examination of recent crash reports near the school provides additional information. Look for the common unsafe behaviors listed below when observing traffic around a school.

Driver Behaviors
Unsafe driver behaviors occur both on the route to the school and on the school campus.

Unsafe driver behaviors on the streets around the school include:

- Speeding through residential streets and school zones. (Speed is directly related to crash frequency and severity. See chart.)
- Failing to yield to students walking or bicycling, especially in crosswalks. (The law requires drivers to stop for pedestrians in crosswalks; it’s a law that is often ignored.)
- Running red lights or stop signs.
- Passing stopped school buses.
- Parking or stopping in crosswalks.

Speed Matters
Some drivers don’t think about the risks they create. A driver may not think going 10 mph over the speed limit will be noticeably less safe, but just a 10 mph difference in speed can be critical to whether a pedestrian lives or dies when struck by a motor vehicle. This is especially true for children and older pedestrians. At 20 mph, a pedestrian has about a 5 percent chance of dying if he is hit by a motor vehicle. At 30 mph, the chance of dying increases to roughly 45 percent. If a pedestrian is hit by a motor vehicle traveling 40 mph, the risk of dying increases to 85 percent.¹

Frequently, speeding problems near schools are related to the school itself. Often the parents and staff from the school are the speeders.²

Unsafe driver behaviors on the school campus typically involve student drop-off or pick-up. These include:

- Illegal parking.
- Motor vehicles stopping in a bus zone.
- Dropping off students in the street rather than in the appropriate location adjacent to the curb.
- Drivers letting students walk between parked motor vehicles and buses.
- Violating school drop-off and pick-up procedures.

Killing Speed and Saving Lives, UK Department of Transportation.
Pedestrian and Bicyclist Behaviors

Another critical component of enforcement activities is making sure that children and other pedestrians and bicyclists know and follow the safety rules. Efforts should focus on students’ behavior on the route to school in order to minimize the risks that student pedestrians and bicyclists may encounter.

Unsafe pedestrian behaviors include:

- Not following the directions of the crossing guard or traffic signals.
- Not looking left, right and left again before crossing the street.
- Crossing a street at an undesirable location.
- Darting out between parked vehicles.
- Wearing dark clothes when there is poor lighting.

Unsafe bicyclist behaviors include:

- Riding into traffic without looking left, right and left again.
- Riding against traffic instead of with the traffic flow.
- Turning left without looking and signaling.
- Not obeying traffic signs and signals.
- Riding out from driveway or between parked vehicles.
- Not wearing bicycle helmet.
- Not being visible at night when riding in road.
Role of the Enforcement Officer

Law enforcement officers see first hand the consequences of motor vehicle crashes. They also see first hand the behaviors that cause these consequences. From conducting education and enforcement campaigns to identifying unsafe conditions, law enforcement officers can play multiple roles in Safe Routes to School (SRTS) programs.

Demands on a police department and the level of participation departments can offer varies from community to community. It is important to understand what the local law enforcement resources are. For some communities, law enforcement resources must be reserved for situations where students face harm or when unsafe behaviors persist despite the use of other methods.

State police or highway patrols, sheriff departments and local law enforcement agencies all may be partners in the program. There are at least three general types of law enforcement officers that typically assist SRTS efforts:

**Traffic Enforcement Specialists**
These officers are assigned to specialize in traffic enforcement. They respond quickly to traffic safety hot-spots.

**Community Action Officers (CAOs)/Precinct Officers**
These officers are generally assigned to a specific portion of the city and work on problem areas. While they do not specialize in traffic enforcement, they can be called in for enforcement activities at the start and end of school days and help coordinate with motor officers.

**School Resource Officers (SROs)**
Some law enforcement officers are assigned to schools and concentrate on special problems such as drugs, gangs, and other on-campus problems. They can also be used to help solve special traffic problems on or near the campus and can coordinate with the motor officers and CAOs.

Officers can serve in the following ways:

- Teach safety issues to children, school officials, parents and the community.
- Evaluate local traffic concerns, observe problem areas and behaviors, and provide input about safe routes.
- Provide an enforcement presence that discourages dangerous behaviors on and off the school campus. This may mean issuing warnings to drivers breaking traffic laws. Drivers who have made a minor error will often respond to a warning from an officer by being more careful. Drivers who continue to violate traffic laws need to be ticketed.
- Monitor crossing guards and make sure they are acting safely in the street and are not taking chances or over-stepping their duties as guards.
- Monitor students to ensure that they cross at safe locations and do not take unnecessary risks.
The Community Enforcement Approach

Representatives of communities and schools can improve safety behaviors in many ways. Older students can become safety patrol members and help during drop-off and pick-up times at the schools. Adults can volunteer to become crossing guards to enforce safe behaviors at crossings. Neighborhood speed watch programs can provide opportunities for residents to educate drivers about their driving speeds while making drivers aware that the neighborhood is concerned about safety. All adults in a community need to set good examples for their children and others by crossing streets in crosswalks when they are available and following other traffic rules.

Safety Patrols
Student safety patrols enhance enforcement of drop-off and pick-up procedures at school by increasing safety for students and traffic flow efficiency for parents. Such efforts allow students to participate in promoting traffic safety where they learn skills they can use in their everyday lives. Having a student safety patrol program at a school requires approval by the school and a committed teacher or parent volunteer to coordinate the student trainings and patrols. Before beginning a program, school officials should be contacted for approval of the program and to determine how liability issues will be addressed.

Students who are chosen for safety patrol officers are in good company. Past school safety patrol officers include current members of the U.S. Supreme Court, as well as former presidents Bill Clinton and Jimmy Carter.

Adult School Crossing Guards
Adult school crossing guards can play a key role in promoting safe driver and pedestrian behaviors at crosswalks near schools. They help children safely cross the street and remind drivers of the presence of pedestrians. A guard helps children develop the skills to cross streets safely at all times. Adult school crossing guards can be parent volunteers, school staff or paid personnel. Annual classroom and field training for adult school crossing guards as well as special uniforms or equipment to increase visibility are recommended, and in some locations required. The presence of guards can lead to more parents feeling comfortable about their child walking or bicycling to school. For more information see the Adult School Crossing Guard Guidelines, which were developed by the National Center for Safe Routes to School and the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center with funding from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. A copy of the Guidelines can be found at www.saferoutesinfo.org/guide/crossing.guard/index.cfm.
Neighborhood Speed Watch Programs

Neighborhood speed watch programs, a traffic-related variation of a neighborhood watch or crime watch, encourage citizens to take an active role in changing driver behavior on their neighborhood streets by helping raise public awareness and educate drivers about the negative impact of speeding. In these programs, residents record speed data in their neighborhood using radar units borrowed from a city or county law enforcement agency. Residents record the speed and license plate information of speeding motor vehicles. This information along with a letter is sent to the owner of the vehicle informing them of the observed violation and encouraging them or other drivers of their vehicle to drive at or below the posted speed limit. This type of awareness encourages some speeding drivers to slow down. Drivers also learn that residents will not tolerate speeding in their neighborhoods.

The organization of neighborhood speed watch programs can vary. Some jurisdictions have “Citizen’s Patrol” elements in the police department and others have neighborhood volunteers to oversee the program.

In Sacramento, California, a member of the County Traffic Engineering Section meets with interested residents, teaches them how to use the radar equipment and

Tool: Adult School Crossing Guards

**Definition**
Crossing guards promote safe behaviors at crosswalks by helping children safely cross the street at key locations and reminding drivers of the presence of pedestrians.

**Advantages**
- Can control behaviors at high-risk locations.
- Can make parents more comfortable allowing children to walk or bicycle to school.

**Considerations**
- Requires dedicated funding or reliable volunteer system.
- Requires training and equipment.

Tool: Neighborhood Speed Watch Programs

**Definition**
Neighborhoods work with law enforcement to observe motor vehicle speeds.

**Advantages**
- Residents become aware of local traffic issues.
- Police gain additional information regarding problems.
- Peer pressure is placed on speeders.

**Considerations**
- Needs law enforcement personnel to work with neighborhoods.
- Requires radar guns or other measurement equipment.
collect data, and explains appropriate ways to interact with drivers. The county loans a radar unit to a group representative and volunteers use it to record speeds and license numbers of vehicles exceeding the speed limit. The county sends letters to violators and asks them to slow down.

In North Carolina, the City of Greensboro’s Department of Transportation will loan a radar gun and trailer display unit to citizens to monitor speeds along their street. The unit displays the speed limit for the street and the travel speed of passing motor vehicles, and volunteers record the speeds.

For details of another speed watch program, visit PEDSAFE “Neighborhood Speed Watch Programs” Phoenix, Arizona, case study at www.walkinginfo.org/pedsafe/casestudy.cfm?CS_NUM=71. Neighborhood Speed Watch Programs have also been implemented in:

**Salt Lake City, Utah**
www.slcgov.com/transportation/TrafficManagement/speedwatch.htm

**Seattle, Washington**
www.ci.seattle.wa.us/transportation/speedwatch.htm

**Montgomery County, Maryland**
www.cleanaircounts.org/Resource Package/A Book/Paving/calming/montgomery/triage_1.htm

**Tampa, Florida**
www.tampagov.net/dept_Public_Works/Transportation/Speed_watch.asp
The Law Enforcement Approach

The previous sections summarized ways that the school and neighborhood can work together to improve safety behaviors. This section looks specifically at what only the law enforcement officer can do.

Law enforcement includes a variety of methods that use both technology and personnel to raise awareness and educate drivers about their driving behaviors and how they relate to the safety rules. An effective law enforcement program is more about providing visible police presence for improved behavior than writing a lot of tickets. The intent of enforcement is to get people to change dangerous behaviors that could cause a crash and subsequent injury or fatality. However, for some dangerous behaviors, enforcement activities need to be implemented early. For example, giving citations for exceeding the speed limit, even by 5 to 10 mph, is especially important in school zones since driving speed increases the likelihood of being severely injured or killed if struck by a vehicle.¹

Effective Safe Routes to School Law Enforcement has Three Basic Steps

Involves parents and the community.
Generally, most of the traffic around schools is made up of neighborhood residents, parents of students, and the school’s faculty and staff. An effective program will seek to notify all groups that a strong traffic law enforcement program is beginning.

Use public awareness and education first.
Public awareness and education needs to occur before law enforcement activities. The awareness and education messages should inform people of the problem and why enforcement action is needed. This will generate public support and help to offset any complaints from those who are caught breaking the law. The public next needs to be told what the enforcement activities will be and when they will start. Methods for raising awareness include sending flyers home with students, mailing materials to residents living within a certain distance of the school and using local television stations and newspapers to spread the message.

Portable speed limit signs and speed reader boards are effective tools for providing real time speed information to drivers.³ For some drivers, raising that awareness may be enough to cause them to alter their unsafe actions.

Provide officer training.
Officer training is critical to an effective law enforcement program. The training should include information on what, when, where and how law enforcement should occur to maximize behavior change and to reduce the number of crashes involving pedestrians.
The Media’s Role in Enforcement Efforts

All the components of a good law enforcement program — creating awareness, alerting the public and the actual enforcement event — benefit from media coverage. The goal is to garner substantial media attention, not give numerous tickets. If 10 drivers receive tickets and 100,000 people hear about it, the enforcement effort will have a bigger impact than if officers issue 100 tickets and only the recipients know what happened. The key to a successful campaign is to provide information before the enforcement event occurs to encourage community support and facilitate positive coverage. Without such prior notification, drivers may claim to be caught by surprise, which can lead to negative publicity.

There are many ways to involve the media. For example:

- Neighborhood and school leaders can hold a press conference to talk about pedestrian safety and tell the public that they are requesting more enforcement.
- Organizers can provide the press with packets of information about walking and safety statistics, and information about the need to improve the health of students.
- Informed parents, students and educators can be available to talk to the media. A child who is well-versed in the pedestrian problems near the school can provide an important perspective. Hearing a child explain how difficult it is to cross a street will have a bigger impact than reading a statistic.

Parents and the entire community can be made aware of the enforcement effort in a variety of ways to ensure they know what will happen before the program begins in force. School officials or event organizers can:

- Send home fliers with students.
- Publish an article in the local newspaper.
- Send an e-mail to all parents.
- Put up speed reader boards so drivers see for themselves what their speeds are compared to safe speeds in school zones.
- Post information signs near where the enforcement effort will occur.

As the population becomes more ethnically diverse, providing safety messages to the public in varying languages and with culturally relevant messages will be critical for the success of the effort.

The key to a successful campaign is to provide information before the enforcement event occurs to encourage community support and facilitate positive coverage.
Law Enforcement Methods

A variety of law enforcement methods can help change unsafe behaviors, making walking and bicycling safer and more attractive for children and their parents. Regardless of the method used, enforcement activities require follow-up to maintain their effectiveness. To measure the impact of an enforcement activity in a specific situation, make a quick study before and after the enforcement effort. Before-and-after studies do not have to be elaborate and can be as simple as measuring speeds or observing behaviors at crosswalks and parent drop-off and pick-up zones. Examine the results and decide on the next steps. If the results are positive, the method used may be enough to improve behavior. If the results indicate little change in unsafe behaviors, perhaps another method should be used. Even with initial success, communities will need to repeat enforcement efforts periodically in order to sustain improvements in drivers’ behaviors.

Regardless of the method used, enforcement activities require follow-up.

**Speed Trailers**

Portable speed trailers visually display drivers’ real-time speeds compared to the speed limit. These devices may be effective in reducing speeds and increasing awareness of local speed limits. Portable speed trailers are most effective when the trailer flashes SLOW DOWN or flashes a bright white light that mimics a photo speed camera or a blue and red light that mimics a police vehicle when drivers are moving too fast. Some speed trailers have the capability to collect traffic count data and speed data throughout the day, which can be used to identify the most dangerous traffic times when more enforcement is needed.

In some cases, back-up speed enforcement by officers may be needed when radar speed trailers are used. If a
driver fails to slow when the sign tells them that they are violating the law, an officer may stop the driver. The officer may choose to use the time to educate the driver with a warning, but a flagrant speeder needs to receive a ticket to reinforce the safety message. Typically, officers do not issue tickets based on the speed on the display unit. Instead, they use certified radar equipment if they are monitoring speed at the location.

Speed trailers are best used in residential areas and can be used in conjunction with neighborhood speed watch programs or other safety education programs. Speed trailers need to be placed in locations where they do not block pedestrians, bicyclists, motor vehicle traffic or other vital traffic control signs. Speed trailers are not substitutes for permanent actions, such as traffic calming treatments to address neighborhood speeding issues.

**Active Speed Monitors**

Active speed monitors are permanent devices to keep drivers aware of their speeds and the need to slow down near schools. They are typically mounted on a speed limit sign and visually display drivers’ real-time speeds as they pass. Drivers see how fast they are actually driving compared to the posted speed limit. Some active speed monitors are solar-powered.

**Traffic Complaint Hotlines**

A traffic complaint hotline allows community members to report traffic problems directly to law enforcement. It is used to identify the worst traffic problem areas and the most frequent traffic complaints. Police follow up with enforcement in the identified area and schedule additional enforcement if needed.

---

**Putting It Into Practice: Traffic Complaint Hotline**

**Phoenix, AZ**

The City of Phoenix, Arizona, operates a traffic complaint hotline in which a police sergeant monitors all of the complaints and assigns enforcement areas to other motor officers based on calls to complaint center. If the hotline caller leaves his or her name and phone number, an officer returns the call with enforcement results, including when the enforcement was conducted and for how long. Officers also report how many warnings, moving violations and non-moving violations were issued during the enforcement effort. When officers observe a high number of violations, they schedule additional enforcement. The City of Phoenix reports that school traffic concerns account for approximately 80 percent of the traffic complaints and requests for enforcement on the hotline. The hotline created a stronger link between police officials and the community at large as residents saw their complaints were addressed.
**Photo Enforcement**

Automated photo speed enforcement takes a real-time photo of traffic to record vehicle speeds and behaviors. It can be used to document speeders and those who drive dangerously through crosswalks. In several evaluations, the presence of photo enforcement at intersections has resulted in fewer drivers running red lights and a decline in collisions.\(^8\)\(^9\) The mere presence or threat of photo speed enforcement at a school may result in better driver compliance and behavior.

Automated photo speed enforcement (photo radar) is just one of many tools law enforcement has to influence driver behavior and reduce vehicle speed. Photo radar systems typically operate on set speed thresholds, (e.g., 11 mph or more over the posted speed limit) only capturing images of motor vehicles moving at or above the established threshold. When a violation occurs, the system captures speed data, as well as images of the motor vehicle (and in some systems the driver) at the time of the violation. Citations are typically issued through the mail to the registered owner of the vehicle after a review of the vehicle and registration information is completed.

Photo enforcement technology does not replace traditional methods of traffic enforcement. Rather, it serves as a supplement to traditional traffic enforcement techniques, in addition to educational and engineering efforts designed to enhance traffic safety.

The use of photo enforcement technology may be affected or limited by state or local statutes. Communities wishing to apply this technology to their traffic safety efforts should consult with local courts, prosecuting authorities, law enforcement and community groups in the planning and development of their photo enforcement programs. Some states do not allow photo speed enforcement, and for other states the areas where photo enforcement is permitted vary. Some states may not allow photo radar in general, but permit it in school zones. Also, in some locations where photo enforcement is not permitted, citizen advocates can petition their legislators to permit its use in school zones. An acceptable compromise may be reached if, for example, photo enforcement is limited to school crossings during school arrival and departure times. Photo radar provides communities with a highly flexible tool that can be deployed when and where it is needed for maximum effect. Most systems also capture data on traffic flow and average speeds, enabling communities to measure the effectiveness of the deployments in relation to crash data for the area. A permanent, fixed photo speed enforcement camera in a neighborhood will almost never be financially viable, but a mobile photo speed unit that can be carried in vans provides a feasible alternative. Such mobile units can provide excellent citywide coverage for multiple schools. In these cases, a vendor operates the equipment, but law enforcement officers review the photos and issue citations.

---

**Tool: Photo Enforcement**

**Definition**
Mobile cameras connected to speed measuring devices record violations and citations can be issued.

**Advantages**
- Flexibility, does not require presence of officer.
- An effective deterrent to speeding because would-be offenders do not know when camera is operating.
- An effective part of an overall traffic safety program.

**Considerations**
- Does not replace traditional approach to traffic enforcement.
- Equipment costs.
- Not allowed in all states.
- Requires public and political support to be effective.
- Can lead to reaction without effective public education efforts.
- Requires input from a variety of sources such as courts, prosecutors and community groups for maximum effectiveness.
The implementation of any photo enforcement program should be carefully planned, have reasonable and attainable expectations and include public input and political support. Alerting the public to the photo speed enforcement effort before it begins is critical to avoid negative publicity. Visible warning signs need to be placed in front of the future camera’s location before the effort begins so drivers will understand what will happen. An effective photo enforcement program will allow for the continuous two-way exchange of information with the community and have the flexibility to meet changing traffic safety issues and concerns.

“Pedestrian Decoy” Operations
Another way to bring attention to problems with drivers not yielding to pedestrians is through a “pedestrian decoy” when law enforcement officers in highly visible civilian clothes pose as pedestrians crossing the street while other hidden officers observe their attempts. If a driver violates safe crossing rules by failing to yield to the pedestrian, the hidden officers pursue and apprehend violators. Because it is such a highly visible approach, it often garners media interest and publicizes the need for drivers to be aware of pedestrians.

To execute a successful “pedestrian decoy” operation, law enforcement should complete the following steps:

1. Identify high-risk locations for pedestrians and communicate these locations to law enforcement, traffic engineers, schools and the public.
2. Observe the locations to see the types of violations that are occurring.
3. Calculate a reasonable amount of time for a driver to see and react to the pedestrian, and mark that distance back from the crossing with a cone or sign. One measure would be the “slide-to-stop” formula using a speed 10 mph over the posted limit.
4. Dress the “pedestrian” or law enforcement officer in high-visibility civilian clothes. He or she should not step into the street if the motor vehicle has passed the safe distance cone.
5. Identify violators and apprehend them. Other officers observe the crossing attempts from a hidden location that allows them to pursue and apprehend violators. If a concealed location is not feasible, the decoy officer can carry a radio to alert fellow officers of a violator.

Effective programs operate in Miami Beach, Florida, and in Annapolis and Montgomery counties in Maryland. Additional cities in Washington, Oregon, Nevada, Georgia, Maryland and New Mexico are actively pursuing the concept.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool: “Pedestrian Decoy” Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Definition</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police officers pose as pedestrians to identify drivers who fail to stop for crossing pedestrians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can be high visibility through media coverage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can quickly identify offenders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Poses no threat to actual pedestrians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Considerations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Requires police resources, which may include overtime pay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Needs to be done at regular intervals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Putting It Into Practice: “Pedestrian Decoy”
Miami Beach, FL

Miami Beach, Florida, implemented a successful “pedestrian decree” operation. Police conducted a two-week driver yielding enforcement program using informational fliers, written and verbal warnings, decoy pedestrians and saturation enforcement operations along two corridors with a high pedestrian crash experience.

The “pedestrian decoy” operation increased the percentage of drivers yielding to pedestrians. These increases were sustained for a period of a year with minimal additional enforcement, according to results from an evaluation of the program.¹⁰
Progressive Ticketing

Progressive ticketing is a method for introducing ticketing through a three-staged process. Issuing tickets is the strongest strategy of an enforcement program and it is usually reserved for changing unsafe behaviors that other strategies failed to change or that pose a real threat to the safety of students.

There are three main steps of an effective progressive ticketing program:

1. Educating
   Establish community awareness of the problem. The public needs to understand that drivers are speeding around schools and the consequences of this speeding for children’s safety. Raising awareness about the problem will change some behaviors and create public support for the enforcement efforts to follow.

2. Warning
   Announce what action will be taken and why. Give the public time to change behaviors before ticketing starts. Fliers, signs, newspaper stories and official warnings from officers can all serve as reminders.

3. Ticketing
   Finally, after the warning time expires, hold a press conference announcing when and where the law enforcement operations will occur. If offenders continue their unsafe behaviors, officers issue tickets.

Beginning a ticketing program with education and warnings is important, as it provides time to build support for the program as well as time for offenders to change their behaviors. Communities often find that parents receive many of the warnings and tickets issued by officers with school officials also being occasionally ticketed. When conducting speed enforcement inside neighborhoods, 75 percent to 80 percent of the ticketed drivers live within a mile of the enforcement site. Conducting enforcement at a school results in the percentage typically being on the higher side of this range.

Issuing warnings allows law enforcement to contact up to 20 times as many non-compliant drivers than the writing of citations does. In addition, the high frequency of stops ensures not only that many people directly make contact with law enforcement, but also that many others witness these stops and are prompted to start to obey the rules.

Issuing tickets is needed, however, to deal with the drivers who continue the unsafe behaviors. Ticketing also gives the program credibility by showing that law enforcement is doing exactly what they said they would do if unsafe behavior did not change. Unfortunately, for some people receiving a ticket and experiencing the consequences are the only ways to get them to become safer drivers.

Tool: Progressive Ticketing

**Definition**
After a period of awareness building, unsafe behaviors are detected and ticketed.

**Advantages**
- Can be high visibility through media coverage.
- Can quickly identify offenders.
- Consequences are often sufficient to deter behaviors.

**Considerations**
- Requires police resources, which may include overtime pay.
- Needs to be done at regular intervals.
- Should be reserved for serious offenses.
Speed Enforcement in School Zone
Strict enforcement of speed laws in school zones is one law enforcement tool that can improve the safety for children walking and bicycling to school as well as drivers. A zero tolerance policy for speeders in school zones and even an increase in fines for drivers who violate the posted school zone speed limit are potential approaches.

Putting It Into Practice: Double Fines for Speeders in School Zones
State of Washington

In 1997, Washington State enacted legislation that doubled the basic fine for drivers speeding in a school zone. This fine cannot be waived, suspended or reduced. One-half of the revenue generated is directed into an account managed by the State’s Governor’s Highway Safety Office (the Washington Traffic Safety Commission) that is designed to enhance safety in school zones and pupil transportation. The legislature allows $1.5 million to be spent per biennium, with $1 million for law enforcement and $500,000 for public education. Funds for law enforcement are available to agencies through an application process. These funds can be used to purchase equipment, such as radars, computers, patrol cars or motorcycles that improves safety in school zones or pupil transportation. The public education funds make it possible to produce and disseminate products such as public service announcements, radio and bus ads, and crossing guard equipment. The funds have also been used to provide mini-grants to support International Walk to School Day celebrations around the state and have paid for the creation and distribution of the School Administrator’s Guide to Pedestrian Safety and the School Safety Resource Kit.

Through proactive enforcement, where law enforcement officers are focusing on school zone safety, communities have seen reductions in collisions in school zones. For example, collision rates in school zones have declined by 23 percent in Bremerton, Washington, and by 13 percent in Tumwater, Washington.
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Overview

Encouragement strategies are about having fun; they generate excitement and interest in walking and bicycling. Special events, mileage clubs, contests and ongoing activities all provide ways for parents and children to discover, or rediscover, that walking and bicycling are do-able and a lot of fun.

Encouragement is one of the complementary strategies that Safe Routes to School (SRTS) programs use to increase the number of children who walk and bicycle to school safely. In particular, encouragement and education strategies are closely intertwined, working together to promote walking and bicycling by rewarding participation and educating children and adults about safety and the benefits of bicycling and walking.

Encouragement activities also play an important role moving the overall SRTS program forward because they build interest and enthusiasm, which can buoy support for changes that might require more time and resources, such as constructing a new sidewalk.

In brief, encouragement activities:

- Can be quick and easy to start.
- Can be done with little funding.
- Can be organized by parents, students, teachers or community volunteers.
- Focus on fun and enjoyment.
- Jumpstart a community’s interest in walking and bicycling.
- Show quick success and generate enthusiasm for other strategies that may require a greater investment of time and resources.
- Can foster safe walking, bicycling and physical activity behaviors that will be useful throughout children’s lives.
- Offer teachable moments to reinforce safe walking and bicycling behaviors.

There are many encouragement strategies that will be described in this chapter, such as Walk to School Days, when the whole school is invited to take one day off from their usual routine to join in the parade of children walking and bicycling to school. Walking school buses and bicycle trains are organized efforts that group children with adults for safety and for fun while contests help to encourage students to walk or bicycle by offering rewards and recognition.

The ideas described in this chapter are just a sample of what a community can create. Divided into three categories, each category in this chapter includes a description, a summary of how to conduct the activity and examples of how real-life communities are “putting it into practice.”
Planning Encouragement Efforts That Fit the Community

Answering the following questions can help a community plan encouragement activities that are the right size and reach the intended audience. An assessment of school walking routes along with surveys or informal discussions with parents, school personnel and students are ways to gather this information.

- **Is it safe to walk or bicycle to school?**
  If conditions are safe for all, encouragement strategies can begin immediately. At any given school there may be one or more routes that are safe for walking and bicycling, while other routes may need improvements. Families that live along safe routes should be encouraged to use them while making safety improvements to the unsafe routes. At the same time, walking activities can be held on school grounds in areas that have unsafe routes to school. Holding a walk before, during or after the school day that takes children around the school campus can help get them excited about more walking and ready to use safe routes once they are in place.

- **Are there children who live near enough to school to walk or bicycle but do not currently do so? If yes, why are they not walking or bicycling?**
  Encouragement strategies can help address the barriers. For example, would parents allow their children to walk or bicycle if they were in groups or accompanied by adults?

- **Do many children live too far from school to walk or bicycle?**
  Most encouragement strategies can include children that live beyond walking and bicycling distance, such as by establishing park and walk locations so that families can walk part of the trip to school.

- **What is the degree of interest and volunteer involvement?**
  This will determine the initial size of the program. Should activities start small or is there enough interest, resources, and staff or volunteers to kick off a larger effort?

The encouragement activities that are chosen will be influenced by the number of children that are able to walk and bicycle from home and whether there is a desire to include children who live too far or have unsafe routes. For every activity a plan to measure the impact should be created so that volunteers and partners can find out how their work is making a difference.
A special event is usually a one-day activity to celebrate walking and bicycling to school. Most often, families walk or bicycle from home or from a group meeting area. Signs, balloons and banners can be used to create an air of excitement and celebration. When they arrive at the school, participants might be greeted by the school principal or a school mascot and receive snacks and small gifts like stickers. A press conference, songs, flag salute or other group activity round out the event.

Volunteers help plan the event, walk with children and give out items at the school. These events offer the added benefits of bringing visibility to Safe Routes to School (SRTS) and related issues as well as educating families and the broader community about the benefits and joy of walking and bicycling safely to school. They may be held once a year, such as International Walk to School Day, or several times during the year.

International Walk to School Day at Edgecombe Elementary, Baltimore, Maryland.

International Walk to School Day at Early Childhood Center 61, Buffalo, New York.

**Strategy: Special Event**

**Description**
- Specially designated day when families walk or bicycle to school.
- May include a group walk from a designated meeting point, healthy snacks, giveaways for children, an assembly, media coverage and/or the use of walkability and bikeability checklists.

**Advantages**
- Less labor intensive than ongoing activities.
- Opportunity to engage broader community, including politicians and other community leaders, and bring visibility for Safe Routes to School.
- Opportunity to gain media coverage.

**Considerations**
- Requires providing a route, or routes, that will be safe for all participants which may not be a route from their homes.
- Limited ability to promote daily walking to school.

**Quick steps for a special event**
1. Find partners including parents, school personnel, law enforcement and community members.
2. Plan the celebration, including a safe route and any needed volunteers and incentives.
4. Promote the event.
5. Have fun.

See www.walktoschool.org/getstarted/index.cfm for tools, activities and detailed information.
**International Walk to School Events**

International Walk to School Day, held in October each year, joins children and adults from around the world to celebrate walking and bicycling to school.

This event can be a fun way to kick off an SRTS program. In fact, many participating communities use the event to work towards creating safe environments that support walking and bicycling every day. A survey of U.S. Walk to School Coordinators in 2002 found that 43 percent were working towards making permanent changes in conjunction with their event, and that percentage is on the rise. In 2005, over one-half of registered events were part of ongoing activities at the school to promote bicycling and walking.

Since it began in the United States in 1997, participation, both within the United States and in other countries, has grown every year. The event’s popularity led to the establishment of October as International Walk to School Month, giving communities the flexibility to celebrate on a single day, week or throughout the month. Information about how to register for and plan a local event can be found at www.walktoschool.org. Also see the 2005 International Walk to School Report at www.walktoschool.org/resources/reports.cfm.

---

**Walkability and Bikeability Checklists**

Walkability and bikeability checklists are designed for use by parents, children, school officials and other community members to assess the safety conditions of the route to school. They are often used during special events to get children and adults to think about what is good and what needs to be improved along the school route. Results are summarized and shared with decision makers and media to help gain support for needed improvements. Easy to use tools like the Walkability and Bikeability checklists are good ways for the public to identify the issues that need to be addressed. See the Engineering chapter for information about other assessment tools.

A few years ago, Hinsdale parents, school administration and community leaders were concerned about the increasing traffic congestion and the decreasing number of walkers around their seven neighborhood schools. Through collaboration with schools, villages and other governing bodies, their first Walk to School event was held.

The first year’s celebration was promoted with the slogans, “Feel the Power of the Fourth” and “May the Fourth be With You”, and signs with Yoda from Star Wars on them. The Star Wars theme was used to remind participants of the October 4th Walk to School date. As part of the day, participants were asked to complete walkability checklists in order to learn more about safety concerns along walk routes. Students and their families along with caregivers, law enforcement officers, firefighters, local, state and federal political leaders, teachers and staff, all wearing walk to school buttons, arrived at school on foot. A short flag pole ceremony and recognition of dignitaries and supporters wrapped up the event.

The Walk to School celebration described here as well as those held in subsequent years brought visibility to pedestrian safety concerns, which helped build support for a planned network of sidewalks, with the focus on providing walkways to schools, parks, and other locations generating pedestrian traffic. Other school based activities, including classroom lessons, mileage clubs and incentives have been initiated to meet the interest in promoting walking.4

Other Special Events
Many communities choose to have more than one Walk to School Day during the year, and some expand their event to include bicyclists, parents and drivers. “Walk and Roll to School Day” is a popular theme for many, but some places choose a separate day to celebrate bicycling including Earth Day, Trail Day, Car Free Day, Bicycle-to-Work Day and Bike Month. Traffic Safety Day, another event theme, provides an opportunity to include education for drivers. See the Education chapter for more information on safety days.
Putting It Into Practice: Cycle Saturation Project
St John’s Catholic Primary School, Rotherhithe, United Kingdom

St. John’s Primary School has taken up bicycling with great enthusiasm as a result of a £20,000 (approximately $34,000) local project funded by Rotherhithe Community Council. The funds have been used for bicycle training, bicycle events and bicycle racks to encourage bicycling to school as an alternative to riding in a motor vehicle.

Southwark Cyclists (www.southwarkcyclists.org.uk), the project coordinators, selected St. John’s school because of the principal’s support and the students’ enthusiasm, 84 percent of whom expressed a desire to bicycle to school. The key reason for the school’s involvement was concerns about the traffic congestion during pick-up and drop-off times.

The Cycle Saturation project, managed on a day-to-day basis by SEA/RENUE (www.sustainable-energy.org.uk), built on the students’ desires to bicycle to school by providing bicycle training for all interested students. Cycle Training UK (www.cycletraining.co.uk) provided the instructors to train students, parents and teachers and conducted maintenance workshops to ensure that the students’ bicycles were well-maintained. The project also added new bicycle racks because the existing ones were full every day.

The school also planned a series of events to complement the training, beginning in April with an event that included bicycle games. In June, all children and adults who bicycled that month were invited to a Bicycle Breakfast. The events were capped by a Bike Week bicycling celebration. With the help of Southwark Cyclists, these events were held jointly with a neighboring school where bicycling was already very popular. For the following school year, a bicycle club was planned in order to build on the momentum of the project and ensure that the bicycle racks stay full in the future.

Putting It Into Practice: Monthly Walk and Roll to School Days
Mason Elementary, Duluth, GA

When the Safe Routes to School project started at suburban Mason Elementary School, just a handful of the 1,200 students walked to school and only one bicycled. So when the first “Walk and Roll to School Day” was planned, organizers weren’t sure the event would be much of a success. Organizers reported that over 100 kids walked with the Walking School Bus, 50 joined the Bicycle Train, lots of parents came out and the enthusiasm for the now-monthly Walk and Roll to School Days hasn’t let up since.

To keep it interesting, each monthly Walk and Roll event at Mason had a special theme. In November, with growing darkness, the theme was “Be Safe, Be Seen.” In January it was “A Polar Bear Walk and Roll” to encourage walking and bicycling in cold weather. Children were greeted with hot chocolate and a giant painted polar bear. In February, the theme focused on healthy hearts; in March, kids were encouraged to “Be One Less Car.” At the end of the school year, the theme was a retrospective of the year’s Walk and Roll events including a picture album and a banner decorated with students’ personal reflections on walking and bicycling to school. One fifth grader tearfully lamented moving on to middle school because she would miss these special days.

Organizers reported that the Walk and Roll events at Mason have planted the seeds for daily walking and bicycling. The new bicycle racks are often full, walking and bicycling has become “cool” to do, and the “coolest” kids try to hide their excitement on Walk and Roll Days. “What’s the big deal?” they said, “We do this every day!”
Mileage Clubs and Contests

Mileage clubs and contests encourage children either to begin walking and bicycling to school or to increase their current amount of physical activity by making it fun and rewarding. Generally children track the amount of miles they walk or bicycle and get a small gift or a chance to win a prize after a certain mileage goal is reached.

Mileage clubs and contests are usually designed in one of three ways:

1. On an individual basis where every child logs miles walked or bicycled and has a chance to win.
2. As a classroom competition where a classroom’s collective miles are compared against other classes.
3. As a competition among schools.

Winners are rewarded with prizes including medals, certificates or trophies.

These activities are very flexible. Depending on the school, the competition aspect can be emphasized or not, and the rewards can be elaborate or simple. In rural areas or other places where the route to school is unsafe or difficult to walk or bicycle, the activity can be modified by providing credit for distance walked and bicycled at home, to and from a bus stop, or during the school day on campus.

Mileage clubs and contests usually involve incentives like prizes or small gifts. In order to be most effective, incentives need to be provided in concert with other strategies over a period of time, not just given once.5, 6, 7, 8

In Marin County, California, prizes were awarded for frequent walker/ rider contest winners.

Students walking the track in Fayetteville, North Carolina.
**Strategy: Mileage Clubs or Contests**

**Description**
Children are rewarded for walking and bicycling, usually based on reaching certain distances or walking or bicycling a certain number of times.

**Advantages**
- Can provide quick reinforcement for walking and bicycling.
- Children like incentives.
- Can include all students.
- Can include walking and bicycling beyond the trip to school.

**Considerations**
- Needs a coordinator.
- Requires record-keeping.
- Should be age appropriate and simple in design.

**Quick steps to a mileage club or contest**
1. Identify coordinator and (if necessary) obtain school’s support.
2. Decide where children can accrue mileage (on the way to school, at home, on the school campus).
3. Create system for logging and tracking mileage or number of times walked/bicycled.
4. Decide on incentives.
5. Promote.
7. Recognize and reward participation.
8. Track participation.
9. Make changes as needed.

**Putting It Into Practice: “Passport to Health”**

Lytchett Matravers Primary School, Dorset, England

In October 2004, Lytchett Matravers Primary School in Dorset, England, launched a walking incentive initiative called “Passport to Health.” Involving more than 400 children, the initiative was designed to reduce traffic around the school and to improve the health and fitness of children and parents.

As part of the initiative, children are given a “passport” that is stamped each time they walk to and from school. The number of stamps received depends on the distance walked. The school produced a map of the local area on which every road was color-coded into zones, so that children who come to school by motor vehicle can be dropped off within a specific zone and still earn stamps for their passports. The school has also marked out a walking route around the playground, so children traveling to school by bus can participate by walking measured distances within the playground at certain times of the day. Children exchange the earned passport stamps for small prizes.

Since the initiative’s introduction, organizers have measured an 18 percent reduction in motor vehicle use around the school, as well as a 16 percent increase in walking and bicycling rates. Children and a group of staff members are now responsible for managing the initiative on a daily basis. Lytchett Matravers is working with other schools in the area that want to develop similar passport schemes.
Putting It Into Practice: “Go for Gold”
Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom

“Go for Gold” is an informal walking initiative developed to encourage children to walk to school with the added benefits of helping to reduce traffic congestion and pollution and to promote healthier lifestyles.

Children who choose to register for the activity are issued a “passport” that is marked with a sticker for every walk to school. Organizers designated drop-off and parking areas so children who live farther away have the chance to walk at least part of the way. When a student walks to school ten times, he or she receives a colored star, and different colors are awarded for successive milestones, with gold the highest ranking. Incentives are awarded according to the number of stars a student has collected.

Go for Gold is simple and inexpensive, and schools participating in the initiative have seen a significant decrease in motor vehicle use. One school reduced motor vehicle use from 62 percent in 2000 to 26 percent in 2001 with 80 percent of children participating. The reduction has been maintained at 26 percent through 2003. The Go for Gold initiative has been replicated in other school districts in the UK. In 2002, the Go for Gold initiative received the International Walk to School Award for its impressive accomplishments.

Putting It Into Practice: Frequent Walker/Rider Program
Lincoln Elementary School, Elmhurst, IL

In an effort to increase physical activity and health awareness as well as to reduce traffic congestion, the Lincoln Elementary PTA developed a Frequent Walker/Rider Program in 2003 to encourage children to walk or bicycle to school on a regular basis. Walk to School Days are scheduled for the third Tuesday of each month and are published on the school calendar.

On each Walk to School Day, parent volunteers and teachers meet children at the four primary school corners to punch students’ Frequent Walker/Rider Punchcards. As incentives for participation, walkers and bicycle riders receive small prizes, and the school holds a year-end event to recognize children who have participated on the majority of the Walk to School Days.

The Frequent Walker/Rider Program led to an increase in the number of walkers and bicycle riders on the Walk to School Days as well as on a daily basis. Lincoln Elementary has approximately 500 children who live within a mile and a half of the school, and overall participation in the warmer months was between 90 percent and 95 percent. In colder months, participation falls only slightly (to between 80 percent and 90 percent) on the scheduled days. The activities have become part of the school’s culture, and Lincoln children look forward to participating each year.
The IWALK Club was initiated in 2004 by Green Communities’ Active & Safe Routes to School (ASRTS) in Ontario, Canada, as a strategy to encourage families to walk to school more regularly using the motivation of increasing daily physical activity. The Club makes walking and other forms of active travel fun by using incentives and rewards for students and by introducing in-school activities. The IWALK Club has several goals:

1. Reduce motor vehicle trips to the school.
2. Encourage walking and other active travel.
3. Reduce pollution and climate change emissions.
4. Promote healthier lifestyle choices for students and their families.

Schools register for the IWALK Club online and complete a short questionnaire which serves as a baseline for each school. Students are provided with an IWALK Club card and every time they walk to school or participate in a related in-school activity, like a kilometer club or walking club, they receive a stamp in their card. Every tenth stamp is a golden sneaker sticker. Five golden sneaker stickers equal 50 walks, upon which the student receives a certificate of achievement. Schools can add their own incentives, like an extra recess for class achievement or the awarding of a Golden Shoe Award.

Curriculum-linked classroom activity ideas are provided with the IWALK Club package along with a funky poster map of the world to encourage classes to “walk around the world” by walking to school or in school. All classroom resources are linked to the Ontario curriculum and cover several subject areas including science, math, geography, history, art, writing, music and physical education. The classroom resources cover the issues on the importance of daily physical activity; the impacts of air quality and climate change on human and environmental health; community design, land use planning and transportation; healthy, active bodies for healthy, active minds; and traffic safety and awareness.

Green Communities conducts a follow-up evaluation with each registered school and compares it to the baseline information. Schools that show a measurable difference in participation are entered into a drawing for three grand prizes, awarded each year during International Walk to School Week.

To learn more about this program, download resources and view the registration form, visit the ASRTS program IWALK Club at http://saferoutestoschool.ca/index.php?page=iwalkclub.
There are many ways to design mileage clubs and contests. A few brief examples are provided here. Also see the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Safe Routes to School Toolkit at www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/injury/pedimot/bike/Safe-Routes-2002 and the Marin County Safe Routes to School site at http://saferoutestoschools.org/events.html for further detail and other ideas.

Collecting miles in Marin County
In Marin County, California, many activities motivate children to walk and bicycle to school. For example, Hall Middle School in Marin County developed the Golden Sneaker Award: a sneaker spray-painted gold and placed on a pedestal. Children keep track of each time they walk or bicycle to school and keep a classroom record. To include children who are unable to walk or bicycle to school, children are allowed to accrue miles on the weekend or during school recess. Each month the class with the most children walking and bicycling the greatest number of times receives the trophy and usually a celebration.

Also in Marin County, children participate in “Frequent Rider Miles.” Patterned after GO GERONIMO, an alternative transportation program in the San Geronimo Valley of Marin County, this activity rewards children who come to school walking, bicycling, by carpool or by bus by awarding points that are accrued and redeemed for prizes. This contest was successful in getting students to walk and bicycle on a regular basis.

Traveling across the land in Toronto
Tracking the miles walked and bicycled across land (and sometimes sea!) is another popular theme that offers added benefits such as promoting physical activity and integrating educational elements, such as geography, into the activity. Individual students, classes or schools track the distances they have walked or bicycled and add the miles together to travel across a map of their state, province, country or even a continent.

Students at Maurice Cody Public School in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, created their own Cross Canada Walking Tour. After crossing Canada, they crossed North America; by the end of the 2003 school year they had “walked” though Central America to the Panama Canal. Several other schools in Canada now use a map and classroom curriculum provided by Green Communities to track their progress and learn as they make their way across the country.

Tracking mileage
Several resources are available on the Internet to support a mileage tracking program.

- **Green Communities’ Active & Safe Routes to School**
  Offers a variety of activities and resources for tracking walking and bicycling mileage.
  www.saferoutestoschools.ca
- **PE Central mileage log**
  www.peclogit.org/logit.asp
- **America on the Move mileage tracking system**
  http://aom.americaonthemove.org
- **Go for Green “Walking Tour of Canada”**
  http://asrts.goforgreen.ca
- **Marin County Bicycle Coalition Walk and Bike Across America.**
  www.saferoutestoschools.org/walk
Ongoing Activities

Ongoing walking and bicycling activities are defined here as activities that are held daily, weekly or several times per month throughout the school year. Walking school buses, bicycle trains, park and walk activities and routine on-campus walks all are ongoing encouragement activities. When planning, some schools choose more than one encouragement activity and include opportunities for children that cannot walk or bicycle the route to school from their home. See the end of this section for examples of how two schools created comprehensive, inclusive encouragement campaigns.

Walking School Buses and Bicycle Trains

A walking school bus and bicycle train both consist of groups of students accompanied by adults that walk or bicycle a pre-planned route to school. Routes can originate from a particular neighborhood or, in order to include children who live too far to walk or bicycle, begin from a parking lot. They may operate daily, weekly or monthly. Often, they are started in order to address parents’ concerns about traffic and personal safety while providing a chance for parents and children to socialize.

Walking school buses and bicycle trains can be loosely structured or highly organized. For example, walking buses or bicycle trains can be as simple as neighborhood families deciding to walk or bicycle together. More formal, organized walking school buses and bicycle have a coordinator who recruits volunteers and participants, creates a schedule and designs a walking route. While requiring more effort, more structured walking school buses and bicycle trains offer the opportunity to involve more children.
Strategy: Walking School Bus or Bicycle Train

Description
Group of children that walk or bicycle to school together accompanied by one or more adults.

Advantages
- Can be loosely structured or highly organized (see “Quick steps” below).
- Can include a meeting point with a parking lot so children and parents who must drive can participate.

Considerations
- Requires identifying appropriate routes.
- Requires parents to walk with children or use waivers to address liability concerns.
- More organized structure requires considerable planning.
- Bicycle train participants need to wear helmets.

Quick steps to a walking school bus or bicycle train

Loose, informal structure
1. Invite families who live nearby to walk or bicycle as a group.
2. Pick a route and take a test walk or ride.
3. Decide how often the group will travel together.
4. Start walking or bicycling.

Highly organized, more formal structure
1. Determine the amount of interest in a walking school bus or bicycle train. Contact potential participants and partners and identify a coordinator.
2. Identify the route(s).
3. Identify a sufficient number of adults to supervise walkers or bicyclists. (The Centers for Disease Control recommends one adult per three children for children ages 4 to 6 and one adult for six children for older elementary children ages 7 to 9. For bicyclists, one adult per three to six children is advisable.)
4. Finalize logistical details including setting a time schedule, training volunteers and promoting participation.
5. Kick off the activity.
6. Track participation.
7. Make changes to the activity as needed.

Planning their kick-off Walk and Roll to School Day, the Mason Safe Routes to School Team thought they’d include a bicycle train, but with only one student ever seen bicycling to school, they didn’t actually expect more than a rider or two to pedal with the train that morning. To their great surprise, 45 children showed up with bicycles and helmets, eager to participate in Mason’s first-ever bicycle train.

With that overwhelming start, the Mason bicycle train has become an integral part of the school’s monthly “Walk and Roll to School Day” events. The train is staffed by volunteers from the local Gwinnett County Bicycle Users Group and a few Mason parents. The “engineer” leads the group, the “caboose” brings up the rear, and adults are interspersed between the children, with a typical ratio of one adult to four children. The train has two starting “stations” in the morning, and the two groups merge to form a large train that rides down the highly traveled road to the school. In the afternoon, the bicycle trains run back to their starting stations.

Prior to each monthly event, the Safe Routes Team sends each student home with a flier announcing the Walking School Bus and Bike Train schedule. The flier includes a permission slip, and students must return the permission slip signed by a parent in order to participate. This procedure helps clarify liability issues and assists in planning for the number of adults needed for the event. Children in kindergarten through second grade must have a parent accompany them. At the start of each ride, the train leaders are provided a list of participants.

Riders are asked to bring their own helmet and lock, but the bicycle train leaders always have extra helmets on hand. As the group gathers, the leaders distribute bright neon-green reflective safety vests, provided by the Georgia Department of Transportation. The vests provide high visibility for safety on the road and have become the signature of the Mason bike train.

A few years ago, bicycling to school was unheard of at Mason. The monthly well-supervised bicycle trains have shown families in the neighborhoods around the school that bicycling can be a transportation option and many have now incorporated bicycling into their own daily travel patterns.
Putting It Into Practice: Walking School Bus  
C.P. Smith Elementary School, Burlington, VT

C.P. Smith Elementary School’s walking school bus has operated every Wednesday since March 2005 as part of a Safe Routes to School program.

While the neighborhood bordering the school has a fairly complete sidewalk system, some families were concerned about their children walking to school with the considerable traffic congestion along the route. In winter 2005, parents organized a meeting with other interested families to discuss their concerns and develop guidelines for a walking school bus. The group determined the bus’s route, time of departure, meeting points and other details.

Now, every Wednesday morning the bus departs from a walk leader’s house with a small group of children. For late arriving students, a closed garage door indicates that the bus has left the station. The group continues along a major roadway picking up children along the way. Some parents join in the walk while others escort their children to the stop and leave when the bus arrives. There is no written schedule, however, organizers plan to install signs along the route indicating stops and schedule.

Before the walking school bus began, approximately six children walked this route to school. Now on Walking Wednesdays there are between 25 and 40 children, and the traffic congestion along the route has all but disappeared.

Putting It Into Practice: Structured Daily Walking School Bus  
Natomas Park Elementary School, Sacramento, CA

At Natomas Park Elementary School in Sacramento, California, parents organize the walking school bus, which includes five routes based on where children live and a schedule with times for each stop. In order to participate, parents register their children ahead of time.

Walk leaders include parents and employees from a local business, which is a sponsor of the activity. Each volunteer must have a background check prior to participation. Training for volunteers, provided by the parent leader, includes first aid, CPR and pedestrian safety. While walking, volunteers wear vests and carry first aid kits.

To recognize the walkers’ achievements, parent volunteers track the total number of miles walked during the school year and announce it at a year-end assembly. Walkers also receive T-shirts and certificates.

About 50 children participate and many more children are now seen walking to school. Organizers have recently expanded the activity to include remote sites where parents can drop off their children and adult volunteers walk with the children the rest of the way to school.
Putting It Into Practice: Walking School Bus
Olive Chapel Elementary School, Apex, NC

In 2004, the Olive Chapel Walk to School Coalition kicked-off a monthly walking school bus, giving families an opportunity to walk to school despite the construction that neighborhoods near the school had experienced in recent years.

“Neighborhood captains,” parents and children walk from six separate departure points to the school. One route meets in a parking lot so families who live too far to walk can participate. Reminders about the monthly walk are sent home on the previous Friday, and children who participate receive prizes.

Parent volunteers act as neighborhood captains. At the start of the school year, they receive safety training. During the walks, they wear green vests and use whistles to communicate to children when they need to stop. Because the activity is designed to be family-oriented, parents are required to walk with their children to school, but they are free to arrange among themselves to supervise each other’s children.

A volunteer parent and the school physical education teacher share leadership of this growing activity. Since it began, one route has had as many as 200 people who regularly walk.

Putting It Into Practice: Informal Walking School Bus
Ephesus Elementary School, Chapel Hill, NC

At Ephesus Elementary School, a loosely organized walking school bus gets families out the door. In the past few years, more families have started walking, bicycling and riding scooters to school. In various neighborhoods, parents and children meet and walk to school together. If a parent is unable to walk on a particular day, another parent is contacted to supervise and walk with the child. According to parents, one of the greatest benefits of walking to school is the chance to socialize and get to know other families.
Park and Walk

A pre-determined parking lot acts as the meeting area for families who drive and then park and walk the remaining distance to school. Some communities require parents to walk with their children to school while others have designated adult volunteers to walk groups of children from the parking area to school.

Park and walk campaigns have the potential to reduce traffic congestion around a school and encourage physical activity for parents and children. This strategy is especially helpful for including families who live too far from the school to walk or who do not have a safe route to school.

Strategy: Park and Walk

Description
Instead of driving to the school, families drive to a remote parking lot and walk the remainder of the trip.

Advantages
- Includes families who live too far to walk or have an unsafe route.
- Encourages neighborhood involvement.
- Reduces traffic congestion at the school.

Considerations
- Requires identifying a safe route from the parking area to the school.
- Requires working with the parking lots owner.

Quick steps to a park and walk activity
1. Locate a parking lot within walking distance of the school. Work with lot owner to allow use.
2. Map a safe route to school from parking area.
3. Recruit volunteers if parents are not required to walk with their children.
4. Promote it.
5. Kick off.
6. Track participation.
7. Make changes to the activity as needed.
On-campus Walking Activities

In rural areas or other places where it is unsafe or difficult to walk to school, communities can encourage walking on the school campus. For example, school officials can establish walking activities before or after school or during recess, physical education or health class. Walk routes on the school grounds provide all students an opportunity to walk a safe route and increase their physical activity. Ideas presented in the Mileage Clubs and Contests section also provide suggestions for incorporating routine walking into the school day.
Strategy: On-campus Walking Activities

Description
Walks are held on the school campus during the school day, such as during physical education classes or recess, or occur before or after school.

Advantages
• Includes children that may otherwise not be able to participate in SRTS activities.

Considerations
• Needs school or volunteer coordinator and support from administration.
• May require time in the school schedule.

Quick steps to on-campus walking activities
1. Identify a coordinator and obtain school’s support.
2. Determine the scope of the activity: Who will be involved? When will they walk? Where will they walk? For how long will they walk?
3. Set goals for walkers either by accumulated distance, amount of time or number of days walked.
4. Obtain incentives (optional).
5. Promote.
7. Track participation.
8. Make changes to the activity as needed.

Putting It Into Practice: The Morning Mile
Jenkins Elementary School, Scituate, MA

The “Morning Mile” at Jenkins Elementary was designed to give bus riding students an opportunity to enjoy the benefits of walking.

Parent volunteers, including men in the school’s “Dad’s Club,” and Physical Education teachers created a half-mile loop around the school grounds for the children to walk during regular, all-school Morning Mile walks. The Dad’s Club built wide timber stairways to provide pedestrian access to the playground and school. Teachers report that children had more enthusiasm for schoolwork and behaved better after venting some energy during the Morning Mile walks.

Children walking the Morning Mile at Jenkins Elementary School in Scituate, Massachusetts.
Using More than One Encouragement Strategy

The following two schools used a combination of encouragement activities: creating weekly walks, park and walk locations, contests and walking school buses to make a comprehensive, thorough encouragement component that has really motivated children and parents.

Putting It Into Practice: Comprehensive Encouragement Campaign
Maurice Cody Public School, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

On Wednesday, June 8, 2005, Canada’s Clean Air Day, families and staff at Maurice Cody Public School in Toronto celebrated their 200th Walking Wednesday! The celebration involved many VIPs who accompanied students, parents and staff in a community parade led by a Scottish piper.

Maurice Cody, a Junior Kindergarten through sixth-grade public school with approximately 500 students, has participated in the Green Communities’ Active & Safe Routes to School since 1997. They have successfully combined daily physical activity with environmental protection and classroom learning in their Walking Wednesday activity. They are also one of four Toronto schools participating in Green Communities’ School Walking Routes pilot project.

Maurice Cody was one of the first three schools to participate in Green Communities’ Active & Safe Routes to School program and the very first Toronto school to implement Walking School Buses. Almost all of the students at Maurice Cody live within walking distance of the school and about 86 percent of the school’s students walk to school on Wednesdays.

Maurice Cody inspired the first weekly Walking Wednesday activity in Canada in 1999, following on the heels of International Walk to School Day, and then went on to initiate a Cross Canada Walking Tour. Not content to stay in Canada they then set off across North America and by the end of the 2003 school year they had “walked” to the Panama Canal!

The program relies heavily on parent volunteers with support from staff and students. Every Wednesday morning volunteers greet students at tables set up in the school yard or inside the school during inclement weather. Walking Wednesday banners hang on the fence around the school. As walkers arrive, they are greeted with a compilation of walking-themed music. They receive a Cody Coyote hand stamp and sign in on large shoes made from poster board which are then displayed in the school hall. For families who are unable to walk all the way to school on Wednesdays, they are urged to “walk a block” — actually a minimum of two blocks.

To track participation and encourage continued participation, each Wednesday classroom teachers count the number of students who arrive at school “actively.” During the Tuesday morning announcements the participation numbers from the previous Walking Wednesday are given, along with a reminder to “W-A-L-K: Walk to School on Wednesday!” At the end of each school year, a Recognition Assembly is held and the much coveted Golden Shoe Award is presented to the class with the highest participation in Walking Wednesdays throughout the year.

Putting It Into Practice: Comprehensive Encouragement Campaign
Morton Way Public School, Brampton, Ontario, Canada

For six years, Morton Way Public School has actively and successfully promoted walking to school through a variety of program elements: weekly Walking Wednesdays; “Walking Weeks,” including International Walk to School Week, Earth Week and Environment Week; parent-led walking school buses along designated routes; “IWALK Club” cards students use each time they walk; and a “25 [Cars] or Less” campaign. With 96 percent of the students living within walking distance of the school, their Green Communities Active & Safe Routes to School program is focused on increasing daily physical activity and reducing the number of motor vehicles in the school zone at drop-off time. For the school’s 870 students, the goal is to make every day Walk to School Day!

On Walking Wednesdays, parents and one teacher act as walking school bus leaders, meeting students at various locations in the school community and walking safely and happily to school as a group. Along one route, the number of participants has risen from four to over thirty. (Some leaders walk with their “buses” on other days of the week, too.) On Wednesdays, students hold up a banner outside the school stating, “Peel Students Walk” (purchased by the Police Services Board). Permanent banners (provided by Go for Green) proudly announce: “Morton Way Walks” and “Morton Way Celebrates Walking Wednesdays.” As students arrive at the school, songs about walking are played outside on the stereo. Once a month, parents and grandparents are invited into the library for tea and to hear guest speakers. These “meet and greet” sessions, sponsored by the school administration, help build a sense of community. Find out more about Walking Wednesdays at http://saferoutestoschool.ca/index.php?page=walkwheelwed.

To promote walking every day, each student has an “IWALK Club” card to track the number of times they walk to school. Students receive small rewards after reaching ten walks and then again after fifty. Completed cards are posted on a bulletin board. As an added incentive, students can become “Walking Winners” in the monthly Walk to School Draw and classes with 100 percent participation can win the use of a bag of playground equipment for a week.

Started in 2005, the “25 or Less” campaign aims to further reduce the number of motor vehicles dropping off children in front of the school. Stickers saying “25 or Less” and “We are counting…on you!” are posted throughout the school. To promote participation, reminders are included in the school newsletter, and the number of motor vehicles is announced daily. An enthusiastic Morton Way teacher even wrote a poem describing the goals.

The Walk to School Program has now been in place for six years. Walking Wednesday is practically considered a day of the week, even by kindergarten students. Morton Way staff members are committed to the program, and they are determined to continue it, led by a five teacher “Active Schools Committee.” Much of the weekly responsibilities are conducted by dedicated students who make up the “Walk to School Committee.” They conduct weekly surveys, then calculate, post and announce the Walk to School results, including the classes with 100 percent participation. In 1999 surveys showed that almost half of students were driven to school regularly. In 2000 Walking Wednesdays began, and ever since, between 80 percent and 95 percent of students walk, bicycle, scooter or in-line skate to school on Wednesdays. More students are using active means of transportation on other days, too, as indicated by the reduction in the number of motor vehicles dropping off students from an average of 75 to 55.

One reason Morton Way students walk is because they care about the environment.

Morton Way students walk to celebrate Earth Week.
Resources

International Walk to School in the USA
www.walktoschool.org

International Walk to School
www.iwalktoschool.org

Walking School Bus
www.walkingschoolbus.org

NHTSA SRTS Toolkit
www.walktoschool.org/resources/srts-nhtsa.cfm

PE Central Log-It
www.peclogit.org/logit.asp

America on the Move
http://aom.americaonthemove.org

Marin County Bicycle Coalition Safe Routes to School Walk Across America
www.saferoutestoschools.org/walk

Active & Safe Routes to School
www.saferoutestoschool.ca

Active & Safe Routes to School Walk Across Canada
http://asrts.goforgreen.ca/english

The Walking School Bus: Combining Safety, Fun and the Walk to School
www.saferoutesinfo.org/guide/walking_school_bus/index.cfm
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Overview

Education is one of the complementary strategies in a Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program. Education activities include teaching pedestrian, bicyclist and traffic safety and creating awareness of the benefits and goals of SRTS. While education dovetails with engineering and enforcement, it is most closely linked to encouragement strategies. For example, children may learn pedestrian and bicyclist safety skills and then get the chance to join a mileage club that rewards children for walking or bicycling to school. Encouragement activities also offer “teachable moments” to reinforce pedestrian and bicyclist safety education messages.

Planning education strategies includes identifying:

• Who needs to receive information.
• When the education should be delivered.
• What information needs to be shared.
• How the messages will be conveyed.

Who
Audiences for SRTS education include:

• Children.
• Parents.
• Drivers.
• Neighbors.

Once a community decides to begin a SRTS program, each of these audiences plays a role in receiving and/or providing related education. Some sub-groups may require particular attention, such as families who do not speak English as a first language, individuals with vision, hearing or mobility impairments, and families with low-incomes. These groups are often overlooked so planning ahead for how they will be reached is important.

When
Before beginning encouragement strategies, children should receive pedestrian and bicyclist safety education. Sometimes education strategies need to begin quickly. For example, in areas with unsafe routes where children are already walking or bicycling out of necessity, educa-
tion is urgently needed to reduce the risk of injury to children until other measures can also be put into place. The timing for education activities can also depend on the issues in the community and how education fits with other parts of the SRTS program.

**What and How**
What information needs to be shared with each audience is presented in this chapter as “key messages.” How the information can be conveyed is described in “strategies.” Key messages and strategies are organized by audience. It is worthwhile to read about all groups because there is overlap among them. For example, sometimes parents and neighbors are also drivers near the school and thus need to be reached for a variety of reasons in a variety of ways.

---

**Effective Education Strategies for Children and Adults**

Planning successful Safe Routes to School (SRTS) education activities requires considering how children and adults learn best. Children benefit from a combination of educational methods such as group activities, hands-on skill building and discussion. Many of the pedestrian and bicyclist safety skills that children need cannot be taught solely by verbal instruction; they also require practical experience.\(^1\)\(^2\) Hands-on activities, such as simulated street crossings and bicycle handling drills provide children with the opportunity to watch and apply safety skills. A parent or instructor walking or bicycling with a child enables the child to learn in a “real world” setting, and allows the adult to assess how well the child understands and applies safety skills.

Adults learn best when they feel the topic is relevant to them.\(^3\) SRTS education aims to provide parents with information about how to address barriers to walking and bicycling and how to create and promote safe walking and bicycling behaviors and environments for their children. For example, if vehicles frequently speed near the school, parents may be educated on both how the speed of a vehicle hitting a pedestrian relates to the seriousness of injuries and potential solutions for improving safety.
Children

Teaching children to safely walk and bicycle is of central importance in Safe Routes to School (SRTS) programs. A secondary, valuable focus is teaching children about the benefits of walking and bicycling, such as the positive impact these activities have on personal health and the environment. Knowing these benefits can help children understand the importance of these activities and inspire participation.

School-based Education
This section focuses on the delivery of education through the school because:

- While ideally children receive most of their instruction from parents, this does not always happen. School-based education assures that all children get the chance to learn and practice the same skills.
- All children can benefit from learning bicycle and pedestrian safety behaviors, regardless of whether they will walk and bicycle to school, as these skills will serve them throughout life.
- The reality in some communities is that young children who would ideally be supervised by adults are walking to school alone, which makes providing safety education and other strategies all the more important.

When to Teach
A challenge with providing safety education in the schools is that children, even in the same grade, vary in their readiness to handle traffic situations, such as choosing a safe time to cross a street. In general, children are not ready to cross a street alone until age 10.4 Ideally parents are a central figure in their children’s safety education. Parents have the best opportunities to effectively assess their individual child’s skills and teach safe behavior in the course of daily life so they should be encouraged to participate in their child’s safety education. It is also important to emphasize to children that they need to check with their parents before walking or bicycling alone. Children may believe that because they have been taught how to cross a street, for example, that they are ready to do so on their own.

Key Messages For Children
This section includes four main education topics that relate to Safe Routes to School (SRTS) for children:

- Pedestrian safety skills.
- Bicyclist safety skills.
- Personal safety.
- Health and environment benefits.

Strategies for educating children around these key messages are provided in the next section, Strategies for Educating Children.

It is also important to emphasize to children that they need to check with their parents before walking or bicycling alone.
**Pedestrian Safety Skills**

When pedestrians between the ages of five and nine are injured it is most often when motor vehicles have hit them as they cross the street midblock, particularly from between parked motor vehicles.\(^5\) Running across intersections and getting off of school buses are also common times for children to be hit by motor vehicles. In general, children are not ready to cross a street alone until age \(^10\).\(^4\) However, children vary in their developmental readiness to make decisions about where and when to walk and cross a street. Parents are often the best judges of when their child is ready to walk without an adult. When they are ready for this level of independence, children need to know how to choose where to walk, as well as when, where and how to cross a street. These skills also require an understanding of how to interact with drivers.

Children need to know the following points:

- Ask a parent before walking anywhere without them.
- Use sidewalks or paths. If there are no sidewalks or paths, walk as far from the motor vehicles as possible on the side of the street facing traffic.
- Watch for motor vehicles turning or pulling out of driveways.

Children who are old enough and have parent permission to cross the street need to know the following additional points:

- Choose the route with the fewest streets to cross. Avoid crossing busy or high-speed streets.
- Be more visible to drivers by wearing bright clothing in the daytime. When there is little or no light, such as at sunrise or sunset, wear retro-reflective gear or carry a flashlight.
- Always look for motor vehicles. Drivers are supposed to obey the rules and watch for pedestrians but they cannot be relied on to always do so.
- Do not cross behind or within 10 feet of the front of a bus or other large motor vehicle because the driver can not see this area.
- Stop at the edges of driveways and curbs or edges of the street where no curb exists and look for motor vehicles before proceeding.
Children practice crossing in a simulated setting at College Gardens Elementary School, Rockville, Maryland.

Bicyclist Safety Skills

Riding a bicycle is a major step towards independence and mobility for children and, like walking, is a skill that can be used throughout a lifetime. Supervised practice time on the bicycle is the most important way for children to gain riding and safety skills. It can also instill confidence and create better riders as well as better future drivers who are more aware of bicyclists on the street.

Before riding to school, children first need to have sufficient bicycle handling skills, including the ability to:

- Ride in a straight line.
- Ride in a straight line while scanning the situation ahead, behind and to the side.
- Stop quickly using the bicycle’s brakes without swerving, falling or colliding with anything.
- Swerve in a controlled manner to avoid a hazard or collision.

When children have these skills, they should learn and be able to demonstrate the following safety behaviors before riding to school:

Preparing for the ride

- Dress appropriately. Wear brightly colored, close-fitting clothing. Tie your shoes and secure long laces and loose pant legs. Do not wear headphones.
- Wear a properly fitted helmet. See the Resources section for information about bicycle helmet fit.
- Ride a bicycle that fits. When seated on the bicycle, both feet should be firmly planted on the ground and hands should reach the handlebars.
• Ride a bicycle that is in good condition. Tires should be firm, brakes should prevent tires from rotating when pushed, chain should not droop or be rusty and the seat and handlebars should be tight.

• Do not carry anyone else on the bicycle. A bicycle with one seat is a bicycle for one person.

• Do not carry anything in your hands. Use a backpack, basket or panniers to carry school supplies and books.

• It is best to ride only in daylight. If riding when it is dark, use headlights, taillights and reflectors, and wear bright clothing with reflective material.

**During the ride**

• Choose the route with the fewest streets to cross. Avoid busy and high-speed streets.

• Before entering the street, look for other vehicles to the left, right, in front and behind.

• Keep paying attention to your surroundings. Watch for other vehicles and hazards, such as potholes and parked motor vehicles, along the route.

• Watch for motor vehicles turning into or exiting at driveways.

• Stop at all intersections, and check for traffic before crossing. When possible, cross at locations where adult school crossing guards are present. It may be best to dismount and walk your bicycle across large or busy intersections.

• Ride in a straight line with two hands on the handlebar unless signaling.

• Follow all traffic laws, including:
  • If riding in the street, ride in the same direction as motor vehicles, on the right hand side of the street, about two or three feet from the edge.
  • Use hand signals when turning and stopping.
  • Obey traffic signs and signals.

• Always check in front and behind for traffic before changing lanes, crossing intersections or turning.

• If riding on a sidewalk or path, ride slowly and be prepared to stop quickly.

---

**Bicycle Helmets**

The protective effects of bicycle helmets are well-documented. Studies on bicycle crashes have shown that helmet wearers have a significantly lower risk of head and facial injuries than bicyclists without helmets. In fact, one study found that bicyclists wearing helmets had reductions in their risks of head and brain injuries of 85 percent and 88 percent respectively.

Bicycle helmets must be used by students participating in bicycling program. Some schools have rules that require students to attend a bicycle safety education class before bicycling to school and to wear a helmet whenever bicycling to school. In addition, many states and municipalities have laws requiring helmet use. See the Bicycle Helmet Safety Institute for a list of locations with bicycle helmet laws at www.helmets.org.

---

Bicycle safety training at Henry Elementary School in Tucson, Arizona.

A law enforcement officer teaches bicycle safety in Tucson, Arizona.
**Personal Safety**

In addition to pedestrian and bicyclist skills, many schools teach children ways to avoid potential risks in their environment beyond traffic, like criminal activity and people that may want to harm them. Fear of abduction or assault discourages some parents from allowing their child to walk or bicycle to school. Although child abduction, particularly near a school, is very rare, SRTS programs need to address not only the real dangers from crime, but also parents’ perceptions. Whether dangers are real or perceived, both affect parents’ decisions to allow their children to walk or bicycle to school. Some students and parents worry about bullying by other children while walking or bicycling to school. Schools address bullying as part of violence prevention programs, which can be incorporated into the SRTS program.

Walking school buses can help address personal safety concerns by providing a way for children to walk in a group with adult supervision.

**Health and Environment Benefits**

Beyond safety, education for children may also address benefits to personal health and the environment provided by walking and bicycling. Health benefits often focus on the importance of physical activity. Children learn about how the cardiovascular and muscular systems function and how physical activity can strengthen these systems. Although most children engage in physical activity primarily because they think it is fun, highlighting the relationship between personal health and physical activity gives children another reason to be physically active.

Education may also include information about the impact of motor vehicle use on air quality and limited energy resources. Children learn that they can help keep the environment healthy by walking and bicycling instead of traveling in a motor vehicle.

See the Resources section of this chapter for related programs and materials.
Strategies For Educating Children

The preceding section, Key Messages for Educating Children, describes the topics that may be included in Safe Routes to School (SRTS) education for children. This section includes ideas for:

- Ways to deliver the education message.
- How to support classroom-based teaching.
- Sources of instructors.

Ways to Deliver Education

A variety of methods are available for teaching children about safety and health. Deciding on a method (or more than one) may be influenced by:

- How much content is to be covered.
- The amount of time available.
- The desired outcome.

For example, one-time instruction, such as an assembly, generally offers the least information and requires the least time. Skills practice, which requires more time and extensive preparation, shows the greatest promise for children to adopt safety skills.¹

This section describes the following educational methods:

- One-time instruction.
- Classroom or physical education lessons.
- Parent involvement.
- Structured skills practice.

While each method is described separately, SRTS programs usually use a combination of methods. In fact, a multi-pronged approach will most likely reach more children.

One-time Instruction

One-time instruction, such as an assembly, offers an opportunity to reach many children quickly. The event builds school-wide excitement about bicycling and walking while offering a way to introduce safety education in schools where competing demands for class time do not allow for more extensive instruction.

Assemblies work best when they are short, visual, focused on a single topic, age-appropriate and engage children. Educational messages may be taught through skits, songs, chants, photographic or artistic presentations, videos, guest speakers or other ways of engaging a large audience. Classes working on related topics, such as health or air quality, can share what they have learned with other children in the audience.

Children may have a hard time remembering or applying what they learn in these brief sessions. One-time methods can be made more effective by reinforcing them throughout the year by inserting messages in school-wide announcements, signs and newsletter articles.
Classroom or Physical Education Lessons
In a classroom or physical education class, education can be provided in the following ways:

- Stand-alone lessons.
- Lessons integrated into subjects such as language arts and math.
- Comprehensive curriculum delivered in every grade.

Ideally, children will receive a comprehensive bicycle and pedestrian safety curriculum which includes hands-on skills practice. Many schools see bicycle and pedestrian safety, whether as part of a comprehensive curriculum or not, fitting nicely into physical education.

Lessons Integrated Into Classroom Subjects
Safety education can be integrated into traditional classroom subjects to meet education standards in many ways. Examples include:

**Math**
- Calculating average walking speeds or distances.

**Science**
- Walking outdoors to collect samples and observe nature.
- Learning about climate change, pollution and how walking and bicycling can play a protective role.

**Reading**
- Reading about nature or walking.

Students at Coldfall Primary in London, England, calculated their collective miles walked and bicycled and “climbed” to the top of Mount Everest.

School-based Instruction Requires Support

Teacher interest and enthusiasm is critical for success of any school-based education that will be part of the SRTS program. However, many demands are placed on teachers. If classroom or physical education teachers are to provide instruction, it may be helpful to consider the following steps to increase the chance of a successful education component.

**Get administrators on board.**
For teachers to devote class time to instruction, the principal needs to support and encourage it. If needed, the PTO/PTA can help persuade school administration of the importance of safety education.

**Link the lesson content to state or local education standards.**
Doing so will help justify the use of class time and will help children learn necessary skills and concepts.

**Provide lesson plans to teachers.**
Given the heavy workload on teachers, sample lesson plans may make it easier for teachers to get involved.

**Encourage parent involvement.**
Parents and other community members can volunteer their time to help.
**Language arts**
- Writing about walking or what is seen on the route to school.

**Art**
- Designing posters to encourage walking.

**Geography**
- Tracking students’ walking and bicycling mileage and plotting it on a map.
- Learning about places that the school or class “visits” as they gather miles. (See more details in the Encouragement chapter.)
- Drawing a map of the route to school.

**Health**
- Learning about the cardiovascular system.
- Calculating heart rate.
- Using pedometers to count steps.

**Parent involvement**
Parents can be the best instructors for their children because:
- They can serve as role models for safe walking and bicycling behavior.
- They can observe their child’s behavior and provide guidance in real-life situations.

Information about what’s being taught in school can be sent home and parents can be asked to reinforce the skills with their children. Encouraging parents to take a walk with their child provides time for them to assess the child’s skills, such as whether the child pays attention to traffic, chooses appropriate places to walk and has the ability to gauge gaps in traffic that allow for safe street crossing. Parents can also play a role in the school by volunteering to help with classroom and skills practice.

**Structured Skills Practice**
Skills practice gives children a safe, supervised environment in which to learn safety behaviors. Pedestrian skills practice includes where and when to cross a street and proper crossing procedure. Bicycle skills training includes bicycle handling drills and may also include a supervised group ride in a neighborhood. Simulated situations, whether on foot or bicycle, require space such as a playground or closed parking lot and more than one adult. Bicycle skills practice also usually requires cones, stop signs and other props.

Skills practice may be included in the following ways:
- Part of classroom or physical education class-based lessons.
- Part of an after-school program.
- A one-time event such as a bicycle rodeo.

Bicycle skills practice or any on-bicycle activity is more logistically complex than pedestrian safety training and a knowledgeable instructor such as a law enforcement officer, bicycle club member or experienced physical education teacher is needed. Bicycle skills practice is generally conducted with older elementary children and may occur one-time as a bicycle rodeo, or over several sessions as a more complete bicycle safety training.

Walking to Rushton Elementary School in Mission, Kansas.
**Bicycle Rodeo**

Bicycle rodeos are one-time events for children to practice basic bicycling techniques and can serve as an opportunity to check children’s bicycles for fit and functioning and to provide instruction on proper helmet use. Rodeos require a knowledgeable instructor and use a simulated setting for practice. Simulated settings may be playgrounds or parking lots set up with stop signs, traffic cones and other props. Often a stop sign course is set up to teach children how to stop and look for oncoming traffic. Other activities teach balance, stopping, turning and control. Rodeos are often community sponsored instead of solely conducted by a school.

**Bicycle Safety Training**

Bicycle safety training generally lasts five to 10 hours over several sessions and includes both information and on-bicycle practice of safe ways to operate a bicycle. At the end of the course, participants apply their knowledge and skills in simulated or actual on-road settings. Simulated activities are as described for a bicycle rodeo, but allow more time for practice and mastery. Knowledgeable instructors may be available from the local law enforcement agency or bicycle club. For example, the League of American Bicyclists offers trained instructors to teach their Bicycle Education program, which is available at [www.bikeleague.org/programs/education](http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/education).

See the Resources section for activities, lesson plans, comprehensive curricula and pedestrian and bicycle skills training programs.

The following individuals can play a role in educating children:

- Physical education or classroom teacher.
- Law enforcement, fire department or safety personnel.
- Local bicycle club member including a League of American Bicyclists Instructor.
- Parent.
- Volunteer.
- School nurse.
- Public health professional.
- Community group, such as a local Safe Kids coalition.

**Sources of Instructors**

All of these educational strategies require at least one individual who is knowledgeable and willing to teach. A variety of people may take on this role. If instruction is to be provided at the school, teachers may cover the material themselves or they may appreciate guest instructors, such as a local bicycle club member or law enforcement officer. Parents can play a central role as instructors for their own children, but they may need guidance on what to teach. After-school activities are another opportunity to provide safety training and can tap into other community resources.
### Advantages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>One-time instruction</th>
<th>Classroom or physical education lessons</th>
<th>Parent involvement</th>
<th>Structured skills practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Requires little time.</td>
<td>• Reaches all children regardless of whether they currently walk or bicycle to school or have parent instruction.</td>
<td>• Uses opportunities to assess and teach pedestrian skills in real-life situations.</td>
<td>• More likely that children will retain and apply skills than education without hands-on practice.¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reaches many children at once.</td>
<td>• Can be part of progressive instruction year to year.</td>
<td>• Each child receives guidance based on his or her individual developmental readiness.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Requires space, equipment (including helmets) and several adults.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Children may not retain information.</td>
<td>• Requires class time.</td>
<td>• Children may not all equally benefit as some parents may not choose to be involved.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Requires activities that will engage a large audience with a range of ages and attention spans.</td>
<td>• Requires instructor preparation time.</td>
<td>• Parents may need guidance as to what are appropriate safety messages.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Putting It Into Practice: Bicycle Safety Training

**B.B. Harris Elementary, Duluth, GA**

At B.B. Harris Elementary in Duluth, Georgia, Safe Routes to School Project staff collaborated with the school’s physical education teachers to train 450 children in grades three through five in bicycle safety over one month. Using the League of American Bicyclists Kids Bicycle Education and the Basics of Bicycling curricula, the school developed a five-session bicycle safety program to fit the physical education schedule. The course was entitled “Safe Bicycle Driving,” and the instructor (certified by the League of American Bicyclists) began each class by telling the students that this was effectively their very first driver’s education class; whatever they grow up to drive — cars, trucks, motorcycles or bicycles — the same rules of the road apply.

Through the training, the children had opportunities to fit helmets and bicycles, practice bicycle-handling skills, and learn four basic rules of the road. On the final day, the students were introduced to “Harristown, A Bicycle-Friendly City” in the gym, with simulated streets and destinations, such as a store, a park and a library. The students rode around the “city” to the Harristown destinations, some as bicycle drivers and some as vehicle drivers. A few served as police officers, giving out tickets to those who violated a rule of the road. The students then received a “Safe Bicycle Drivers License” and an activity booklet by the same name.
In Rockville, Maryland, all 7,000 elementary students receive bicycle and pedestrian education. Since 2004, bicycle and pedestrian safety has been a standard part of the school system’s teaching curriculum. The program was initiated by City of Rockville staff and is now coordinated by physical education teachers.

The curriculum includes a series of interactive lesson plans designed for each grade. Students in kindergarten through second grade learn basic pedestrian concepts. Older elementary school students (grades three through five) focus on bicycle safety fundamentals such as proper use of a bicycle helmet, rules of the road, laws pertaining to bicyclists and bicycle handling techniques. Students practice pedestrian and bicyclist skills through simulated scenarios using bicycles, helmets and pedestrian safety props supplied by the city. In addition, the school’s safety patrol practices bicycle and pedestrian safety skills and then reinforces safety messages to students.

At Farmland Elementary School in Rockville, few students bicycled to school before the program began. Afterwards, the bicycle rack was full every day. The Washington Area Bicyclist Association has begun to extend the reach of the program into other schools in Montgomery and Prince George’s counties. The Maryland Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Education Program has been made available to public and private schools, law enforcement agencies and community organizations throughout Maryland, as well as being available online for any community to use at http://www.walktoschool.org/resources/safety-education.cfm
Parents

Education directed towards parents can strongly influence whether more children walk and bicycle to school in a safe manner. Parents control whether their child walks or bicycles to school and how their child behaves during these activities. A parent’s own behavior also impacts the safety of his or her child and all children as they walk or bicycle to school. For example, a parent who speeds to drop off his or her child at the school makes a less safe environment for walkers and bicyclists. Parents who walk with their children to school can provide supervision and guidance for children who are learning how to negotiate traffic and people in their environment.

Key Messages For Parents
In relation to Safe Routes to School (SRTS), parents play a role in their child’s safety in three ways:

1. As teachers of safety behaviors.
2. As drivers on the school campus during drop-off and pick-up times.
3. As drivers near the school.

Different messages apply to parents for each of these roles.

Parents as Teachers
Practice safe walking and bicycling with your child. Parents teach and model safe behavior for their children. Children have the best chance of retaining and applying walking and bicycling skills if they have a chance to practice them with supervision and reinforcement. It is similar to the need to teach teens to drive; new drivers are not expected to have the skills or knowledge to drive safely without receiving instruction.

Parents need detailed information about proper safety practices specific for their child’s age. Most parents naturally want to do what is best for their child and need to be aware of the appropriate safety messages to share with their child. An informed and interested parent can identify safe walking and bicycling routes for his or her child, teach his or her child rules as they walk or bicycle, and model safe behavior themselves. See the Key Messages for Children section for more information.

Parents as Drivers on the School Campus During Drop-off and Pick-up Times
Follow correct drop-off and pick-up procedure if driving to the school is necessary. Drivers need to know the appropriate locations for pick-up and drop-off at the school and any special rules that apply at these times. A well-designed drop-off and pick-up procedure along with drivers who correctly follow the procedure will improve the safety of everyone arriving to or departing from school. See the Student Drop-off and Pick-up chapter for more information on how to improve the safety of this process.
Parents as Drivers Near the School
Parents are no different than other drivers. Some contribute to safety problems by speeding through school zones and failing to obey traffic signals. See the next section, All Drivers Near the School, for messages and strategies for reaching parents in this role.

Strategies For Reaching Parents
A variety of strategies can be used to reach parents as they teach their children safety skills and drive on the school campus and adjacent streets.

**Print materials**
To communicate with parents, school Web sites, e-mails to parents or information sent home with students can all be used. In California, some schools hold Traffic Safety Days to promote safe driving in the school zone, as well as encourage safe walking and bicycling. School officials, parent volunteers, law enforcement officers and others distribute fliers and talk to drivers who pick up or drop off children. Walkers and bicyclists are given safety information and incentives at a welcome table as they arrive at the school.

**Enforcement strategies**
Signs, pavement markings, notices and educational flyers placed on windshields of illegally parked motor vehicles remind parents of proper rules and procedures. See the Enforcement chapter for more information.

**Media stories**
Local news stories that focus on Safe Routes to School (SRTS) can also include key messages about pedestrian, bicyclist and traffic safety.

**Training**
While many parents feel comfortable teaching their child pedestrian safety, they sometimes feel less prepared to teach bicycling rules of the road. One bicycle club in Marin County, California, responded to this need by offering a training class for parents on how to teach bicycling skills to their children. Some communities have sought ways to improve parents’ driving behavior through training.

For more information see the Strategies for Reaching All Drivers Near the School section and the Student Drop-off and Pick-up chapter.
Putting It Into Practice: Parent Safety Drive Initiative
Dorset County Council, England

Dorset County Council’s innovative Parent Safety Drive was piloted at Sherborne’s Abbey Primary School in 2003. It aims to reduce the county’s high number of child passenger injuries and to cut down on unnecessary trips to school by motor vehicle by helping and encouraging parents to become better, safer and more sensible drivers. Linked to the development of school community supported travel plans, this scheme aims to change parent attitudes to motor vehicle use in a practical, non-threatening way. The initiative is promoted in partnership with the local National Health Service Primary Care Trust, which provides a range of health services for local people and is eager to work in partnership with the local highway authority to reduce the number of child transportation-related injuries and improve driving standards.

The focus of the program is to:
- Improve parents’ driving standards.
- Reduce the number of child road casualties.
- Encourage more sensible use of the motor vehicle.
- Reduce the number of parent vehicles within the immediate environment of the school.

Parents spend an hour with an experienced driving instructor who shares useful defensive driving and hazard awareness advice and tips using familiar local streets. There is no test or assessment involved. Parents drive on a range of roads, including congested urban environments and quieter but faster rural roads. Safer parking and reversing techniques are included in the session together with an opportunity to discuss in-car safety issues and suggestions for locations to park and walk the remainder of the trip to school. Highway code knowledge is revisited as well. It is promoted as a rare chance to refresh driving skills, perhaps for the first time since taking a driving test. There is a fee for the drive of £18 per hour, but a subsidy is planned. Evaluation from parents who have participated was reported as encouraging.

This initiative requires schools to recruit volunteers and to promote the concept of parent driver improvement as a fundamental objective in the school travel planning process. It also requires persuading some parents that you never stop learning as a driver and that 100 percent concentration is required.

Visit Dorset County Council’s road safety Web page at www.dorsetcc.gov.uk/rsafe to find out more about driver improvement schemes.
Many parents, community members and school personnel drive near the school on most weekdays. Each driver can contribute to or detract from the safety of the walking and bicycling environment for children. Failure to comply with traffic laws and posted speed limits are examples of driving behaviors that result in unsafe conditions.

A National Safe Kids study of 27 cities found that of the vehicle speeds recorded during the 30 minutes before and after school, 65 percent of drivers exceeded the posted speed limit with 23 percent of these drivers traveling at least 10 mph above speed limit and 33 percent traveling 30 mph or more beyond the limit.\(^\text{14}\)

The need to reduce the number of speeders and the speeds at which they travel is crucial to ensure the routes to school are safe. As motor vehicle speed increases, so does the pedestrian injury severity and the likelihood of death. A pedestrian struck by a motor vehicle moving 20 mph has a 5 percent chance of dying. As motor vehicle speed increases to 30 mph and 40 mph, the likelihood that the pedestrian will be killed increases to 45 percent and 85 percent respectively.\(^\text{15,16}\) Slowing motor vehicle speeds not only reduces the chance of a pedestrian-vehicle collision because of the reduced stopping distance required, but it also reduces the chance of a pedestrian fatality or serious injury.

Along with speeding, failure to comply with stop signs and traffic signals also contributes to unsafe environments. A National Safe Kids study on driver behavior at intersections in school zones and residential neighborhoods found that 45 percent of drivers failed to completely stop at the intersection even though a stop sign was present, and of these 7 percent did not even slow down for the sign. Although the study found that drivers were more likely to stop when a pedestrian was present compared to not present, 36 percent of drivers violated the stop signs when pedestrians were waiting at the curb to cross and 24 percent of drivers did not come to a complete stop at the intersection while pedestrians were crossing.\(^\text{17}\)

Additionally, a study of crosswalks in school zones shows that approximately 30 percent of drivers stopped within or beyond the boundaries of crosswalks, thus blocking the pedestrian path.\(^\text{18}\)

Drivers traveling at safe speeds, yielding to pedestrians and bicyclists, and stopping at stop signs and crosswalks help create a pedestrian and bicyclist-friendly environment.

---

**A National Safe Kids study of 27 cities found that of the vehicle speeds recorded during the 30 minutes before and after school, 65 percent of drivers exceeded the posted speed limit.**

---

*Roadrunner Elementary School, Marana, Arizona.*

---
Key Messages For Drivers Near the School
Drivers near the school can help create an environment that feels safe and inviting for pedestrians and bicyclists. They need to know the following:

- Watch for, and yield to, pedestrians and bicyclists near and around the school.
- Obey speed limits for the school zone.
- Come to a complete stop at stop signs.
- Do not block pedestrian crosswalks.

Strategies For Reaching All Drivers Near the School
A good time to provide safety messages to drivers is while they are in their motor vehicles and near the school, through signage, enforcement strategies and media.

Signage
Sign messages, such as “Drive 25, Keep Kids Alive” and “Give Our Kids a Brake,” remind drivers to slow down and help to build a cooperative community spirit. Although these signs are not in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), communities are allowed to install educational and guide signs which are not uniform. Signs installed on private property, like yards, are not covered by the MUTCD. Stickers and banners are also sometimes affixed to garbage cans or hung across streets. Before hanging banners or signs across streets or on public signposts, approval should be obtained from the appropriate government office. See the Engineering chapter for more information about signage.

Enforcement Activities
Enforcement strategies can be combined with education, such as by using speed trailers at key locations around schools. Speed trailers display the speed a motor vehicle is traveling as it passes the trailer. See the Enforcement chapter for additional examples.

Media
Radio announcements played during drive times can serve as timely reminders. Other media, such as newspaper articles or television features, can be used to draw attention to the importance of careful driving when children are present and to highlight a Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program.

Parents and neighbors often make up a large amount of the traffic near a school during school drop-off and pick-up times. See the Parents and Neighbors sections of this chapter to learn about messages and strategies to reach them.
Neighbors

Neighbors include residences and businesses near the school. The success of a Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program can be influenced by neighbors who can either play an active role in making it safer for children to walk and bicycle to school or resist these efforts. While some neighbors have children who attend the school, many do not. Addressing their needs and concerns and involving them in the SRTS process will increase the odds that they will be supportive.

Key Messages For Neighbors

Messages to neighbors depend on local conditions. If there are environmental barriers to safe walking routes, often the neighbors can help.

Messages for neighbors include:

- Keep sidewalks clear so they are passable by pedestrians. Sometimes motor vehicles, garbage cans, snow and other materials force pedestrians off of walkways and into traffic.
- Prune plants and shrubs to enhance visibility. This will help pedestrians, bicyclists and drivers see one another, particularly at street crossings.
- Keep unleashed pets off the route. A loose animal can be intimidating and deter walking or bicycling, regardless of the friendliness of the animal.

Also see the Key Messages for All Drivers Near the School section for additional relevant messages.
Strategies For Reaching Neighbors

Neighbors should be engaged early in the Safe Routes to School (SRTS) planning process. This provides an opportunity for SRTS coordinators to hear and address these concerns and increases the likelihood that neighbors will take action to make or keep routes safe. The impact of potential SRTS activities on neighbors should be assessed. For example, a remote drop-off area may be initiated to ease traffic congestion near the school. While it improves safety for pedestrians and bicyclists and gives those that live further away the chance to walk, it may also create traffic problems in new areas. Identifying and addressing these issues need to be part of the process.

Ways to reach neighbors include:

• Attend neighborhood group meetings to introduce SRTS, discuss neighbors’ needs and concerns and ask for their help. A community in California invited neighbors to a “pruning party” and provided supplies and assistance to trim vegetation growing over the sidewalks. If conflict over trimming trees and bushes occurs, local officials can often resolve issues by enforcing local ordinances.

• Host an open house for neighbors and parents to learn more about SRTS.

• Install informational signs in highly visible locations around the neighborhood.

• Distribute fliers to homes near the school. Some communities have mailed information with utility bills.

Neighbors should be engaged early in the Safe Routes to School planning process.
Resources

Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety

OECD Keeping Children Safe in Traffic
  Report by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development draws on best practices and research results to show how child casualties can be reduced. Free executive summary. $45 for full report. www.oecd.org/document/9/0,2340,en_2649_34351_31416393_1_1_1_1,00.html

League of American Bicyclists
  Bicycle safety and bicycle maintenance education for bicyclists of all levels and ages. Information on how to find Bicycle Education courses taught by League Certified Instructors. www.bikeleague.org

Safe Kids
  Walking and bicycling safety tips for parents to teach children. www.safekids.org/tips/tips.html

Bicyclinginfo
  Tools and resources for improving bicycle safety including education and enforcement, bicycle parking and a bikeability checklist. www.bicyclinginfo.org

Walkinginfo
  Tools and resources for improving pedestrian safety including education and enforcement, pedestrian safety plans, a walkability checklist and crash data. www.walkinginfo.org

American Academy of Pediatrics “About Bicycle Helmets” brochure
  Describes why children need helmets and how to select one. www.aap.org/family/thelmabt.htm

Bicycle Helmet Safety Institute
  Information about states with helmet laws, studies on bicycle helmet use and a list of bicycle helmet videos. www.helmets.org

Consumer Product Safety Commission recalls and standards
  Search on “bike helmets” for benefits of wearing helmets and product recall announcements. www.cpsc.gov

ASIMO Step to Safety Pedestrian Safety Video

FHWA Bicycle Safety Education Resource Database
  Searchable database by audience, riding skill level and bicycling topic. www.bicyclinginfo.org/ee/fhwa_db.cfm

FHWA Good Practices Guide for Bicycle Safety Education
  For program developers or those seeking an existing bicycle safety education program. www.bicyclinginfo.org/ee/bestguide.cfm

NHTSA Ride Smart, It’s Time to Start
  Video for middle school students that promotes bicycle helmet use. www.nhtsa.dot.gov/portal/site/nhtsa/menuitem.810acaee50c651189ca8e410dba046a0

NHTSA Bike Smart, Bike Safe
  Bicycle safety video and materials for elementary school children in English and Spanish. www.nhtsa.dot.gov/portal/site/nhtsa/menuitem.810acaee50c651189ca8e410dba046a0
Florida DOT and University of Florida Dept of Urban and Regional Planning, Florida Traffic and Bicycle Safety Education Program
Elementary and middle school materials and activities. www.dcp.ufl.edu/centers/traficsafetyed/safeways.htm

Hawaii Bicycling League BicycleEd Hawaii Program
For fourth grade students in public schools; offers classroom and on-bike instruction with a focus on comprehension of street patterns and acceptable street behavior. www.hbl.org

North Carolina DOT Division of Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation and the Bicycle Federation of America (now the National Center for Bicycling and Walking), Basics of Bicycling Curriculum
Bicycle safety and on-bike handling skills for elementary school children in North Carolina. www.ncdot.org/transit/bicycle/safety/programs_initiatives/curriculum.html

Bicycle Coalition of Maine Bicycle Safety Education Program
The program serves kindergarten through eighth grade, but is aimed primarily targeted to fourth and fifth grade students. www.bikemaine.org

Bicycle Transportation Alliance Bicycle Safety Program
Hands-on bicycle safety courses for fourth through seventh grade children in Oregon. www.bta4bikes.org/at_work/programs.php

Texas Bicycle Coalition Texas Supercyclist
Curriculum to certify elementary health and physical education teachers to teach fourth and fifth grade students the basics of traffic safety, with emphasis on bicycle riders as vehicle operators. www.biketexas.org/content/view/36/49

Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks Maryland Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Education Program
Pedestrian safety skills for children in kindergarten through second grade and bicycling skills for children in third through fifth grade through a combination of classroom and hands-on skills practice. Free and downloadable from the Internet. www.walktoschool.org/resources/safety-education.cfm

NHTSA Safe Routes to School Toolkit, Classroom Activities
Designed to assist parents and school personnel with initiating and implementing SRTS programs and includes information for developing pedestrian and bicycle safety curricula and lessons and how to integrate safety education messages into other academic subjects. www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/injury/pedbimot/bike/Safe-Routes-2002/overview.html

NHTSA Safe Routes to School Practice and Promise
Provides decision makers with information about SRTS, including the history of SRTS, the key factors and strategies used by successful programs, the risks and benefits, and case studies of SRTS programs from around the United States and abroad. www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/injury/pedbimot/bike/Safe-Routes-2004

Marin County Bicycle Coalition Safe Routes to School Program
Lesson plans on physical fitness, healthy lifestyles and the environment. www.saferoutestoschools.org

Active & Safe Routes to School Canada, IWalk Week Activity Ideas
Kindergarten through high school hands-on learning activities covering safety, health and the environment. www.iwalktoschool.org/resources.htm

Personal Safety
Center for Missing and Exploited Children Guidelines for Programs to Reduce Child Victimization
Provides school personnel, parents and communities with guidance about program elements and messages needed to teach personal safety to children. www.thelost.org/missingkids/servlet/ResourceServlet?LanguageCountry=en_US&PageId=0

Center for Missing and Exploited Children Know the Rules ... For Going To and From School More Safely

Provides information for parents about how to talk to children about safety, advice to parents about how to keep children safe, and tips to children about how they can protect themselves. http://ojjdp.ncjrs.org/publications/PubAbstract.asp?pubi=196166&ti=&si=&sei=&kw=&PreviousPage=PubResults&strSortby=&p=&strPubSearch=

US HRSA Stop Bullying Now

Health and Environment

USDA My Pyramid
Activities and physical activity messages for children. www.mypyramid.gov

CDC Verb Campaign
Physical activity promotion for middle school children. www.cdc.gov/youthcampaign

Georgia Clean Air Campaign
Classroom activities and information for parents and educators. www.cleanaircampaign.com

US EPA Environmental Kids Club
Classroom activities and information for parents and educators. http://epa.gov/kids

City of Portland Office of Transportation Kids on the Move
Curriculum focuses on safety and the impact of vehicle use on the environment. Free and downloadable from the Internet. www.trans.ci.portland.or.us/saferoutes/learning/teachers/KidsOnTheMove/default.htm
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Overview

The purpose of a Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program is to encourage and enable more children to walk and bicycle to school safely. Communities tailor a combination of engineering, enforcement, education and encouragement strategies to address the specific needs of their schools. This includes the walk or bicycle journey to and from school as well as the drop-off and pick-up process of children at school who are transported by motor vehicle. The drop-off and pick-up process must be safe and efficient for students and parents arriving by bus or private motor vehicle, as well as those who arrive on foot and bicycle.

Some parents are reluctant to allow their children to walk or bicycle to school due to the traffic congestion and perceived traffic danger during student arrival and dismissal. This often results in more parents driving their children to school which adds to the extra congestion and safety problems at the school, creating an increasing cycle of more traffic problems and less walking. By improving the drop-off and pick-up process, traffic conditions become safer for all, including pedestrians and bicyclists. Better organized and safer traffic conditions will ease the concerns of parents, and make them more willing to allow their children to walk or bicycle.

This chapter will help readers identify problems associated with the drop off and pick up of students at school, and identify engineering, enforcement, education and encouragement solutions to these problems. The purpose of improving the drop-off and pick-up process is to increase the safety and attractiveness of traveling to and from school on foot or by bicycle. The drop-off and pick-up process, as with all components of a SRTS program, requires coordination with local government officials, law enforcement, school officials, parents and the general public.

Improving the drop-off and pick-up process will:

- Increase safety for everyone in route to and from school, as well as on school grounds.
- Employ engineering, enforcement, education and encouragement strategies.
- Require a site-specific application of strategies; each school will have its own set of limitations and opportunities.

Orangewood Elementary School, Phoenix, Arizona.

Casselberry, Florida.

Rogers Elementary School, California.
There are many ways that a drop-off and pick-up zone can become dangerous for children. The next several images illustrate a variety of situations that are chaotic and potentially unsafe.

This drop-off and pick-up site employs some useful strategies including striping, signs and enforcement, but it is not working. The pictures show the chaos along the curb and in the street. Note the double parking, erratic behavior and dangerous mix of pedestrians and motor vehicles.

Motor vehicles are parked in the school crosswalk.

Motor vehicles are driving in the wrong direction. Children are exiting motor vehicles in the middle of the street.
This small child is running across a busy parking lot unaccompanied.

The driver of this motor vehicle is making a U-turn in the school drop-off and pick-up zone.

Motor vehicles are parked along the NO STOPPING zone when they should not be.

The school utilizes orange cones to mark the drop-off and pick-up lanes and a driver still performs an illegal U-turn.
Student Drop-off and Pick-up Tools

When assessing the drop-off and pick-up process, activity on school grounds (on-site), as well as activity in the area surrounding the school (off-site), must be considered. These images depict an on-site drop-off and pick-up process that is orderly; motor vehicles are approaching single file and releasing students directly to the sidewalk in the designated drop-off zone.

But off-site, on a street near the same school, the process is chaotic. Notice the backed-up street, delaying commercial vehicles, school buses and parents wishing to drop off children. Such situations are often accompanied by unsafe driving behavior as everyone rushes to beat the morning bell or get to work on time. Developing safe routes to schools requires an orderly process for dropping off and picking up children, both on and off the school campus.

Numerous tools can be used to improve the safety and efficiency of the drop-off and pick-up process at schools including:

- Encouraging walking, bicycling and carpooling.
- Curb striping and other pavement markings.
- Signage.
- Separating motor vehicles from pedestrians and bicyclists.
- Adding a drop-off and pick-up lane.
- Assistants to help students exit and enter motor vehicles.
- Adding an off-site queuing lane.
- Temporary street closures and one-way streets.
- Temporary use of school grounds as a drop-off and pick-up zone.
- Education, including maps and frequent reminders using school announcements and newsletters.
- Monitoring and enforcement of drop-off and pick-up policies.
Encouraging Walking, Bicycling and Carpooling

Naturally, a Safe Routes to School (SRTS) Program encourages students to bicycle and walk to school. But, some students simply live too far from their school to walk or bicycle, and are not provided with bus service. For those parents who must drive their children to school, several strategies can reduce traffic congestion at the school and in the adjacent streets, including park and walk and carpool programs. A park and walk program makes use of an off-site location (such as a nearby church or park) as a parking area for parents who then walk their child to school or join a regularly scheduled walking school bus to complete their journey. The Encouragement chapter of this guide describes park and walk and walking school bus programs in detail.

Families that have no alternative to driving their children to school can also carpool to reduce traffic congestion at the school.

Communities such as Charlottesville, Virginia (www.rideshareinfo.org/schoolPool.asp), Fort Collins, Colorado (www.fcgoc.com/transportation/schoolpool.php), and Santa Cruz, California (www.commutesolutions.org/schoolpool.html), have developed “school pool” programs in which a voluntary group of parents share the responsibility of getting children to and from school safely. This can include walking, bicycling, carpooling or taking the bus, and whether done on a daily basis, occasionally or in case of an emergency, school pools help communities address child safety and reduce traffic congestion.

Many larger metropolitan areas around the nation have free programs that assist people with forming carpools. These programs are now extending their reach to include school related trips. The school pool program, for example, is a service that provides “matchlists” to parents with students attending the same school so that students may carpool, walk or bicycle together. In some cases, participating schools provide student rosters containing names, addresses and phone numbers to the agency, which then provides the computer matching. In other cases, parents sign up individually and are matched with parents at the same school. After parents receive a matchlist of other parents it is up to them to make the arrangements they prefer.
The Mid-America Regional Council runs the RIDESHARE program for the greater Kansas City Region. School Pool is a service of RIDESHARE, a free commuter matching service. Visit www.marc.org/rideshare/schoolpool.htm to learn more about how this program works. RIDES for the San Francisco Bay Area operate a similar program. Bay Area Commuters, Inc. is a nonprofit organization promoting commute alternatives to driving alone to school or work.

Walking school buses and bicycle trains can be loosely structured or highly organized. For example, walking buses or bicycle trains can be as simple as neighborhood families deciding to walk or bicycle together. More formal, organized walking school buses and bicycle have a coordinator who recruits volunteers and participants, creates a schedule and designs a walking route. While requiring more effort, more structured walking school buses and bicycle trains offer the opportunity to involve more children.

### Tool: Encouraging Walking, Bicycling and Carpooling

**What is it and how does it work?**
Urge students and parents to walk and bicycle to school, and when not possible, to ride the bus or carpool.

**Benefits strategy provides**
- Decrease traffic at school.
- Reduce vehicle emissions.
- Increase physical activity levels.

**Key factors to consider**
- Develop encouragement activities to reflect specific situation at each school and within each community.

### Putting It Into Practice: “25 or Less” Campaign

**Morton Way Public School, Brampton, Ontario, Canada**

Morton Way Public School in Brampton, Ontario, Canada, has 877 students in junior kindergarten through grade five. Approximately 50 students travel to school by school bus, and the rest of the students live within walking distance of the school. During the past four years Morton Way has sustained a successful walk to school program with between 83 and 92 percent of students walking or bicycling to school on specific days.

Despite the success of the program, the Morton Way community still felt there were too many private vehicles dropping off students. They recently implemented a new initiative to reduce the amount of motor vehicles at the school through a “25 [Cars] or Less” campaign. A “thermometer” is displayed to alert drivers how many vehicles dropped off students the day before and school PA announcements update the students of progress. There are also signs displayed around the school promoting the 25 or Less campaign.

See the Encouragement chapter for a description of other Morton Way Safe Routes to School activities.
Curb Striping and Other Pavement Markings

Curb striping or painting is used in drop-off and pick-up zones to clarify parking and other curb use rules. The color painted on curbs means:

**White (or no color)**
Parking allowed, unless restricted or limited by signs.

**Blue**
Parking for the disabled only. Drivers must have a disabled person parking placard (typically hanging on the rear view mirror) or disabled person or disabled veteran license plate.

**Green**
Parking allowed for a short time. The time is usually shown on a sign next to the green zone, or it may be painted on the curb. Green curb can also be used for student loading zones if accompanied by the appropriate signs.

**Yellow**
Stop only long enough to load or unload passengers. Drivers are usually required to stay with their vehicle.

**Red**
No parking. Red curb may also be used in NO STOPPING or NO STANDING zones in conjunction with the appropriate signs. A bus may stop at a red zone marked for buses. Red is also used to designate fire lanes at schools.

In some cases it may be helpful to stripe out the loading area, both for the driver and for the waiting students. Some schools stripe the path the drivers are supposed to use for drop off and pick up, and some schools use pavement arrows and pavement stencils to designate circulation patterns and where loading is to occur.

---

The blue line used by the Deer Valley School District in the Phoenix, Arizona, metropolitan area designates parent drop-off circulation for school parking lots. This sign corresponds to the blue pavement markings used by the Deer Valley School District in Phoenix, Arizona.

The combined use of signs and striping on a residential street adjacent to school property clarifies the intended curb use. The white curb marking indicates an area in which drop-off and pick-up of passengers is permissible. Santee, California.

This is part of an on-site drop-off and pick-up zone with highly visible red striping. The loading and unloading occurs in a specially marked area beyond the red curb. Orangewood Elementary School, Phoenix, Arizona.
Tool: Curb Striping

What is it and how does it work?
Delineate zones and intended use with paint.

Benefits strategy provides
• Low cost.
• Provides continuous explanation of zone.

Key factors to consider
• Maintain paint.
• Use standard colors.
• Educate parents and students on proper use.
• Use in conjunction with signing to clarify purpose.

Signs
Signs help define areas in drop-off and pick-up zones and explain their proper use. Signs should be standard, highly visible, properly installed and well-maintained.

Some signs can be confusing if improperly placed or poorly worded. Signs with fewer words are easier to read and understand. Standard signs should be used on school property and in the surrounding area for regulating and guiding traffic. A local traffic engineer can recommend appropriate signs and their placement. See the Engineering chapter for more information on signing.

Separating Motor Vehicles From Pedestrians and Bicyclists
Separating or eliminating conflicts between students arriving on foot or bicycle from those arriving by buses and motor vehicles is highly recommended. Adequate physical space should be provided for each mode by which students arrive at school. Also, the route provided for each mode should be separate from other modes. Provision of sidewalks and bikeways that are separate from lanes dedicated to buses and lanes dedicated to motor vehicles will reduce a student’s exposure to traffic. Students walking or riding to school should not have to cross busy driveways or roadways to access the campus. If they do, an adult school crossing guard or older student should be placed at the crossing to assist students safely across.

Tool: Signing

What is it and how does it work?
Clearly indicates intended use of zone.

Benefits strategy provides
• Low cost.
• Provides continuous explanation of zone.

Key factors to consider
• Use standard signs.
• Install signs properly.
• Maintain signs.
It may be appropriate to provide a separate travel lane for buses, a separate lane for private motor vehicles and specific routes for pedestrians and bicyclists. Separate bus zones can be established either on the school site, or on the adjacent street, wherever sufficient room exists. Preferably, the bus zone is not immediately adjacent to the private motor vehicle area to ensure that there is no spillover from the motor vehicles into the bus area.

A separation of arrival and departure times may also be useful. Staggered bell times for groups of students help to disperse the traffic peak at schools during the relatively short drop-off and pick-up periods. Staggered release or bell times for walkers and bicyclists, and bus riders and carpoolers can help reduce pedestrian or bicyclist exposure to, and minimize conflicts with, motor vehicles. Conflicts often occur when private motor vehicles and buses arrive at the same time and in the same location. For example, buses may use a drop-off and pick-up lane at a certain time, followed by private motor vehicle use at a later time. Staggered bell times are most applicable for schools with a large student population or when two or more schools are in close proximity to one another.

To further reduce conflicts, school facilities can be arranged to eliminate or reduce the number of children walking through parking lots. Children should walk around parking lots on dedicated walkways or sidewalks. If this is not possible, clearly marked walkways through parking lots with adult or older student monitors should be used, and speed calming treatments, such as humps or bumps, should be employed in the parking lots.

School bus loading areas should be separated from parent drop-off and pick-up areas if at all possible. Signs, pavement markings, gates or orange cones may be used to provide this separation, but some education and enforcement will also be needed.

---

**Tool: Separating Vehicles From Pedestrians and Bicyclists**

*What is it and how does it work?*
Provide different school access points in space or time for various student travel modes.

*Benefits strategy provides*
- Provide efficient and safe flow of all modes with minimal mixing.

*Key factors to consider*
- Can be costly if construction is needed.
- New schools and rebuilt or modernized schools should be carefully reviewed to ensure that separation is present.
Drop-off and Pick-up Lane

A drop-off and pick-up lane is an area on a street adjacent to school grounds or directly on the school grounds that is dedicated to the loading and unloading of students by private motor vehicles.

This school created a drop-off and pick-up lane on the street adjacent to school grounds. The picture to the left shows a corral where children wait to be picked up. Motor vehicles with identification tags that correspond to an individual student line up in the yellow-lined area. When the motor vehicle progresses to the white-striped loading area, the appropriate child exits or enters the vehicle. Signs, such as the one in the picture to the right, can remind drivers to follow the established process.

An on-site drop-off and pick-up lane can employ the same general technique as in the on-street drop-off and pick-up lane. The system illustrated in the pictures to the right uses two lanes rather than one, and the lanes are actually on school grounds. Several motor vehicles in one lane progress to the unloading zone, release the children simultaneously and move out when all the children have cleared the street. The next group of motor vehicles moves into the loading zone from the other line of queued vehicles and repeats the process. Curb striping delineates the areas, signs further explain their proper use, orange cones mark the lanes and school personnel orchestrate the entire process.

Tool: On-street and On-site Drop-off and Pick-up Lane

What is it and how does it work?
- A lane designated for drop off and pick up of students from private motor vehicles only.
- May be on school grounds or on street adjacent to school.

Benefits strategy provides
- Speeds up and provides order to the drop-off and pick-up process.

Key factors to consider
- Clearly delineate zone and define process.
- The student loading area should be at the far end of the lane to maximize vehicle storage. In some cases two storage lanes may be used.
- Unload or load three or four motor vehicles at a time.
- Do not create a process that negatively impacts students arriving on foot or bicycle, and do not encourage more parents to drive students to school.
Assistant to Help Students In and Out of Vehicles
Providing curb-side assistants in drop-off and pick-up zones to help students exit and enter motor vehicles can provide order to the process and decrease its time.

Parents, school personnel, safety patrol or older students can serve as valets and open curb-side doors for students to enter and exit motor vehicles and remove bags or other items. This speeds up the drop-off and pick-up process by eliminating the need for the parents to get out of the vehicle and ensures students are directly accessing designated locations. These assistants should wear safety vests or belts, and the loading area should be designated by signs or paint and be located at the far end of the lane. It is best to have enough assistants to help load three or four vehicles at a time to speed up the process in a safe manner.

Off-site Queuing Lane
Another strategy to improve the safety and efficiency of the drop-off and pick-up process is the use of off-site queuing lanes.

The street in this photograph is a major collector. During arrival and departure of students, the right lane is marked no parking and the motor vehicles line up for drop off and pick up. As students are loaded or unloaded from the motor vehicles at the drop-off and pick-up zones the vehicles in the queue advance. Off-site queuing lanes, in conjunction with drop-off and pick-up lanes and assistants to help students enter and exit motor vehicles, can speed up and improve the safety of the loading and unloading process.

In some instances, striping a center turn lane on a collector street can provide a queuing area for left-turning drivers waiting to enter the school drop-off and pick-up area, without blocking other traffic using the street.

Tool: Assistants to Help Students In and Out of Vehicles
What is it and how does it work?
Person opens and closes curb-side motor vehicle door for students entering and exiting vehicles. Parents stay in vehicle and leave immediately after the child exits.

Benefits strategy provides
• Speeds up drop-off and pick-up process.
• Channels students directly from motor vehicle to pedestrian zone or from pedestrian zone to motor vehicle.

Key factors to consider
• Parents, school personnel and safety patrol can all participate.
• Need to educate parents and children on the process.
• Assistants should wear safety belts or bright vests.

Tool: Off-site Queuing Lane
What is it and how does it work?
Orderly line of vehicles on street adjacent to school waiting to pull into the drop-off and pick-up zone.

Benefits strategy provides
• Reduces conflict with non-school traffic.
• Speeds up and provides order to the drop-off and pick-up process.

Key factors to consider
• Clearly delineate queue.
• Do not block non-school traffic with queue.
• Does the public right-of-way provide sufficient space for the vehicles, or does the needed width infringe on private property?
• Do not extend the motor vehicle queue through a student crosswalk.
Temporary Street Closures and One-way Streets

Temporary street closures during student arrival and departure times can improve the efficiency and safety of the drop off and pick up of students at school. Temporary street closures eliminate motor vehicles in areas congested with pedestrians, bicyclists and perhaps buses. Another similar technique is to designate a street as one-way during drop-off and pick-up times. Signs are essential for this method.

Both temporary street closures and temporary use of one-way streets can work well in densely developed neighborhood schools. Any proposed street closures must be approved by the appropriate local transportation agency and must be coordinated closely with neighbors. It is also important to ensure that employing either of these techniques does not create traffic problems on other streets. Remember that all of these techniques should improve the safety of the overall process, and not simply relocate the chaos.

Tool: Temporary Street Closures and One-way Streets

What is it and how does it work?
Officially close street to traffic, or create a one-way street only during drop-off and pick-up times.

Benefits strategy provides
- Decreases traffic and chaos at drop-off and pick-up times with minimal cost.

Key factors to consider
- Coordination with local government and adjacent property owners is necessary.
- School officials may have to place and remove barricades and maintain them during the street closure.
- Do not relocate traffic problems to adjacent neighborhood streets by employing this strategy.

Temporary Use of School Grounds as a Drop-off and Pick-up Zone

A section of the school grounds, such as a play area or parking lot, can be used as a dedicated drop-off and pick-up zone only when children are arriving at, or leaving, school. Temporary drop-off and pick-up zones can be useful in older, urban schools that were built without student loading areas when most children walked to school rather than being driven to school.

Some schools have received permission from their fire department or fire marshal to use a gated fire lane that encircles the school building as a parent pick-up and drop-off zone. This use requires parents to always stay in their vehicle, and to use a circulation pattern so that students load on the building side of the vehicle. At other times this area is closed to motor vehicle traffic.
Tool: Temporary Use of School Grounds as a Drop-off and Pick-up Zone

What is it and how does it work?
Use school play area, parking lot or other area as a drop-off and pick-up zone.

Benefits strategy provides
- Provides a separate space for drop-off and pick-up by motor vehicle.

Key factors to consider
- Useful in schools in densely developed areas with space constraints.
- Education of parents and students is important.
- Need good sign and paint plan; cones may be helpful.
- To use a fire lane as a drop-off or pick-up zone, schools need to obtain approval from the fire department beforehand.

Education
Educating parents and students on proper drop-off and pick-up procedure is essential in developing a safe and efficient system.

Regular reminders of drop-off and pick-up procedure from school officials to students and parents is one way to keep parents informed. Information provided to parents should be clearly stated, provide consistent messages and be delivered regularly throughout the school year. Maps of the drop-off and pick-up area with traffic flow patterns are very helpful. It is often good to begin a new drop-off plan at the start of a new school year or after a break, and after sufficient notice has been given to parents and students about the new plan.

Some schools hold traffic safety days to provide students and parents with useful information. Drivers are reminded of traffic safety principles and school drop-off and pick-up policies and processes. At this time children can be recognized and rewarded for walking or bicycling to school. Drivers who are not following proper process can receive warnings from school personnel, parents or law enforcement officers. Giving small rewards, such as stickers or pencils, to students whose parents follow proper process may be more beneficial in correcting bad habits than punishing poorly behaved parents.

Communities with a large non-English speaking population may benefit from multi-lingual educational literature, parking lot monitors and events.
Monitoring and Enforcement of Drop-off and Pick-up Policies

Enforcement of drop-off and pick-up rules is essential in creating a safe drop-off and pick-up environment. Enforcement as it applies to the entire Safe Routes to School program is discussed in detail in the Enforcement chapter, so it will be mentioned just briefly here.

Enforcement of drop-off and pick-up policies and process can be performed by a variety of people. Schools around the country have had success utilizing law enforcement officers, school personnel or parent volunteers. When new drop-off and pick-up plans are implemented assistance may be requested from law enforcement officers to make sure traffic flows smoothly during the first few days. Implementing a new plan may also require more volunteers or monitors to regulate parent activity in the first few days.

Tool: Monitoring and Enforcement of Drop-off and Pick-up

What is it and how does it work?
Inform and remind the school community of drop-off and pick-up policies and process.

Benefits strategy provides
• May be the only additional activity necessary to keep drop-off and pick-up safe and efficient.

Key factors to consider
• Regular reminders and consistent application of rules are necessary.
• Reward students if their parents follow the process.
• Police assistance may be requested when implementing a new plan.

Enforcement of drop-off and pick-up rules is essential in creating a safe drop-off and pick-up environment.
Evaluation Guide for Community Safe Routes to School Programs

Identifying issues, improving activities and understanding results
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Overview

Around the country, communities are conducting Safe Routes to School (SRTS) programs in order to enable and encourage children to walk and bicycle safely to school. Communities tailor a combination of engineering, education, encouragement and enforcement strategies to address the specific needs of their schools. Evaluation is an important component of any SRTS program. Evaluation is used to determine if the aims of the strategies are being met and to assure that resources are directed toward efforts that show the greatest likelihood of success. Also, evaluation can identify needed adjustments to the program while it is underway. This information describes how to conduct a SRTS program evaluation that is tailored to that program’s objectives and strategies.

Benefits of Evaluation

Every SRTS program, no matter the size, can benefit from evaluation. For local programs, evaluation allows for:

- **Making sure that the underlying problem is identified so that proper strategies to address the problem are picked.** Sometimes a SRTS program begins without a good understanding of the underlying issues resulting in a less successful program.

- **Setting reasonable expectations about what the program can do.** By knowing the starting point, SRTS programs can set specific and reasonable objectives.

- **Identifying changes that will improve the program.** Part of evaluation is monitoring what happens throughout the life of a project so that mid-course corrections can be made, if needed, to improve chances of success.

- **Determining if the program is having the desired results.** This is a primary purpose of any evaluation and can be used to inform funding sources, the media, and the public to help build support for SRTS.

There are benefits that extend beyond an individual program. Data collected and shared by local programs can influence future funding at the local, state and national level. Today’s SRTS exists in part because of the evaluations of earlier programs. In the 1970s, Odense, Denmark, initiated SRTS efforts to combat the high rate of pedestrian and bicyclist injuries. Over a 20-year period, the number of injured school children in Odense decreased 30-40 percent. That success helped lead to the establishment of SRTS programs in the U.S. — first in the Bronx in New York City, then Congressionally-funded pilot programs in Arlington, MA, and Marin County, CA, and then state-level programs in Texas and California, as well as others. Evaluation of the success of those early programs in increasing walking and bicycling to school and reducing the numbers of parents driving their children to school, combined with strong demand, spurred Congress to establish the $612 million National Safe Routes to School Program in 2005. Findings from evaluations conducted by local programs will play a similarly important role when policymakers at the national, state, and local levels decide whether and how to continue SRTS programs.

Audience

This information is intended for all those who have an interest in the success of SRTS programs, particularly those seeking information about how to evaluate a local program. This information is written with local program implementers in mind — people who are busy and responsible for many tasks, who do not necessarily have experience with evaluation but are invested in the success of SRTS. It is not expected that readers intend to conduct a scientific research study. The information focuses on ways to gather information about a program’s progress, potential improvements and results that do not take lots of time or necessarily require a specialist.

Ideally, evaluation begins when the SRTS program is in the planning phase. However, the information in this
section can be helpful for those with programs at other points, too, such as:

- Applying for funding in order to justify the request.
- Identifying problems and potential solutions if a part of the program is not having the desired impact.
- Conducting or completing a program to be able to identify successes or needed adjustments.

**Purpose**
This information is designed primarily to assist in the development and implementation of a local SRTS program evaluation plan. It describes how the timing of evaluation corresponds to the life of a program; gives an overview of commonly used ways to collect data, including two ready-to-use data collection instruments (see the student travel tally in Appendix A and parent survey in Appendix B); and then outlines a six step process for SRTS program evaluations.

If initial planning meetings have already taken place or an application for funding has been submitted, it is likely that the first step has already been accomplished. A worksheet (Appendix C) provides a way for program implementers to organize their program information for each step and a completed worksheet (Appendix D) serves as an example.

Every effort has been made to condense this information to the most vital information needed for a local SRTS program. Readers interested in developing a deeper understanding of evaluation are encouraged to review the Resources section.

---

**Six Step Process for SRTS Program Evaluation**

1. Plan the program/Collect information
2. Write objectives
3. Decide what, how and when to measure
4. Conduct the program and monitor progress
5. Collect information and interpret findings
6. Use results

This guide outlines a six step process along with tools and a worksheet for developing an evaluation plan.
When and How to Evaluate

Safe Routes to School (SRTS) evaluation plans come in different sizes and shapes to fit different program goals, strategies and resources. This section provides an overview of the times during a SRTS program when evaluation occurs and then provides two evaluation plan options based on those times. The options differ in amount of time and resources required. The benefits and drawbacks of each option are provided to assist program implementers in deciding what evaluation plan would work best for their situation.

The Timing of Evaluation
The evaluation process mirrors the lifespan of a program. It ideally begins when the program is initially formulated and ends after a program ends. Evaluation helps in different ways at different times in the program’s life. Each time provides important information that can strengthen or improve a program.

Evaluation occurring:
- **Before** the program collects baseline information and helps plan the program.
- **During** the program identifies progress and/or challenges and areas needing improvements.
- **After** the program identifies changes in behaviors, attitudes and/or the physical environment and informs decisions about the future of the program.

Before the Program Begins
Understanding what is happening in a community and around a school requires the collection of baseline information in order to discover barriers and assets to walking and bicycling and to understand the circumstances before a program takes place. Baseline data collection also serves as a reference point against which to compare conditions during and after the SRTS program, such as the number of walkers. This evaluation stage is also called formative assessment.

Naples, Florida.

Evaluation ideally begins when the program is initially formulated and ends after a program ends.

During the Program
This information gathering occurs while the program or a particular activity is underway. Monitoring what activities are being done during the program is a way to check that a program is doing what it planned to do and to identify improvements to make along the way. It can reveal what is working and what is not and can allow for quick fixes. For example, if the program includes crossing guards and the evaluation reveals that the parents are not obeying them, then there is the opportunity to work toward solving that problem right away. Evaluation during the program usually includes counting things such as the number of education sessions taught, the number of walkability checklists completed or the number of fliers distributed — all related to what activities are being conducted. This kind of monitoring continues through the life of a program as a way to report on what took place. This evaluation stage is also called process evaluation.
After the Program
This data collection occurs after the program or activity is completed and can reveal the program’s effects. The same evaluation tools used to collect data before the program was implemented are used to gather data after the program’s completion. The evaluation consists of measuring changes in knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, behaviors, or the physical or social environment from before the SRTS activity or project occurred to after the activity or project ended (or yearly). This is also called outcome evaluation. Additionally, the project conclusion is when the data collected during the program are summarized in order to understand what took place and whether the planned activities were conducted as intended. Summarizing this information helps make sense of the outcome evaluation results because it explains the context in which the results were achieved.

The standard method of evaluation is the preferred method as it is more comprehensive and allows for adjustments during the program.

Options for Evaluation
This section discusses two evaluation methods for local programs to consider: standard and basic. The standard method of evaluation is the preferred method as it is more comprehensive and allows for adjustments during the program. However, it is understood that not everyone will have the resources for standard evaluation. Therefore, the basic evaluation will also be explained.

Standard evaluation:
Evaluation is done before, during, and after the program.

Basic evaluation:
Evaluation is done before and after the program.

Standard evaluation can be conducted by the program implementers or with the help of a professional evaluator. Standard evaluation is ideal since it provides information throughout the life of the program and can be used to examine the effectiveness of specific strategies. However, for some programs the ideal must be balanced with the time and the resources available. Basic evaluation may be the choice that fits the circumstances.

This information is shaped around standard evaluation conducted by the program implementer, since it provides a more complete picture than basic evaluation and does not have the costs associated with engaging an evaluation specialist. However, the worksheets and evaluation tools can be used for either of these evaluation plans. Below are descriptions of these options.

Standard Evaluation:
• Data collection is done before, during and after the program (Steps 1, 4 and 5)
• Provides more information for improving the program along the way than basic evaluation
• Provides a better understanding of what worked in the program than basic evaluation
• Requires more time and resources than basic evaluation
Similar to basic evaluation, standard evaluation includes the information collected before and after the program. However, standard evaluation also requires monitoring program activities while they are underway. In addition, programs may also choose to add questions to the parent survey or gather other information to learn more about specific issues relevant locally. For example, if speed around the school is believed to be a problem and a public education campaign to remind drivers about appropriate driving speed is planned, then gathering speed data before, during and after the program would make sense.

The diagram above shows how the timing of the data collection relates to the six steps for evaluation.

**Standard Evaluation with the Assistance of a Professional Evaluator:**

- Ideal for large, complex programs.
- Allows for a more rigorous research design for understanding what worked.
- Requires more resources than standard or basic evaluation conducted by the implementers.

A professional evaluator offers the opportunity for a more rigorous research design which often provides a more valid and reliable picture of what is happening with the program, why it is happening, and the relationship between the evaluation results and program activities. While involving an evaluator is not necessary or feasible for every program, for some, such as large, multi-component programs, it may be most appropriate. See Working with an Evaluation Specialist (Appendix E) for information on how to find and best use an evaluation specialist. More complex evaluation designs require additional considerations of what and how information will be collected. See Evaluation Designs (Appendix F) for more information.

**Basic Evaluation:**

- Data collection is done before and after the program (Steps 1 and 5)
- Provides the minimum amount of evaluation a program should conduct
- Requires the least amount of time and resources

Basic evaluation includes collecting baseline information using a student travel tally and parent survey and using these tools again when the program is over. This will enable program implementers to gain insights on attitudes, behaviors, and conditions before a program begins and what changes have taken place after the program. For example, changes in student travel tallies will reveal any increase or decrease in the number of

---

**Six Step Process for SRTS Program Evaluation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Evaluation</th>
<th>Basic Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collects data during steps 1, 4 and 5.</td>
<td>Collects data during steps 1 and 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEFORE</strong></td>
<td><strong>BEFORE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Plan the program/Collect information</td>
<td>1. Plan the program/Collect information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Write objectives</td>
<td>2. Write objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Decide what, how and when to measure</td>
<td>3. Decide what, how and when to measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DURING</strong></td>
<td><strong>DURING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Conduct the program and monitor progress</td>
<td>4. Conduct the program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AFTER</strong></td>
<td><strong>AFTER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Collect information and interpret findings</td>
<td>5. Collect information and interpret findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Use results</td>
<td>6. Use results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Basic Evaluation Tips
When time and resources are very limited, some basic steps can help.

Local programs often have many responsibilities, just one of which is monitoring the progress and effects of their Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program. If time and resources are very limited, collecting data before and after the program can provide information to help guide program planning, understand the progress and identify next actions. This basic evaluation calls for data collection during Steps 1 and 5 of the standard evaluation process.

Note: Using the SRTS student travel tally (Appendix A) and parent survey (Appendix B) developed by National Center for Safe Routes to School enables programs to use online tools at www.saferoutesinfo.org/tracking to enter data, generate reports and summarize results.

Before the Program
Collect Baseline Information
Before starting any SRTS activities:

- Use a student travel tally and parent survey to identify current student walking and bicycling rates and parent attitudes toward children walking or bicycling to school.
- Compile the information. Baseline information from the tools in this section can be entered onto Web-based tools at www.saferoutesinfo.org/tracking to summarize information and create basic reports.
- Ask the school principal to describe:
  - the main walking and bicycling routes
  - any safety concerns
  - any known pedestrian or bicyclist crashes in recent past
  - any rules relating to walking/bicycling to school
- Assess the main walking and bicycling routes. Walk the main routes that students take or would take when walking or bicycling to school looking for any safety concerns and other potential barriers.

Use Results to Inform SRTS Program Plan
Use information to determine strategies and goals. Correct unsafe conditions before conducting encouragement activities.

After the Program
Collect Information Again at the End of the Program
Collect the student travel tally and parent survey information again. Enter the data into the Web-based tools at www.saferoutesinfo.org/tracking. These tools can generate reports that compare findings. If engineering improvements were made, reassess the walking and bicycling routes affected with the audit checklist.

Compare Results Collected Before and After the Program to Identify Changes
Did walking and bicycling increase? Did parents’ attitudes change? Did safety improvements occur? Did parents recognize these improvements?

To plan and conduct a more thorough evaluation that could provide deeper insights on a program’s achievements and results, see standard evaluation.
Who Will Be Involved in the Evaluation?
One person cannot do all the planning for evaluation alone. The group responsible for planning and conducting the Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program will also most likely be responsible for evaluation. The following stakeholders all can play important roles.

**Implementers:**
Those involved in running the SRTS program.

**Partners:**
Those who support the program with resources, such as finances or time.

**Participants:**
Those served or affected by the program, including students, parents/caregivers or neighbors.

**Decision-makers:**
Those in a position to do or decide something about the program.

**Professional evaluators:**
Those whose assistance is required if a complex research design or data analyses is planned. (See Appendix E.)

**SRTS program leader:**
The person who oversees the evaluation process and convenes the stakeholders.

Sharing Information as it is Collected
Since each stage of evaluation provides important information that can strengthen or improve a program, the results need to be put to use as soon as possible at each stage:

**Before the program:**
Helps inform the program objectives and activities so the findings can be shared with those who can get the program started.

**During the program:**
Identifies what is or is not working while the program is being conducted. These results should be shared with those who can make mid-way changes to the program to improve it.

**After the program:**
Highlights the changes since the program began. These results need to be shared with those that can re-fund the program or make other decisions about whether to expand or change the program.
Collecting Safe Routes to School Information

Now is when a program begins to consider what kind of information will be collected for evaluation. There are many ways to gather information that will inform and evaluate a Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program. This section describes the types of information collected and the methods for collecting it. The next section will integrate what these methods are and when these different methods might be used.

Kinds of Information to Collect
There are two kinds of information that will be collected:

Numbers
This is also called quantitative data. A good example of this type of data is tallies of how students arrive at school.

Words
This is also called qualitative data. A good example of this type of data is what a principal says about traffic safety around the school during an interview.

Results of some data collection methods, such as surveys or observations, may be either numbers or words depending on the type of questions asked. Quantitative data is sometimes easier to handle — numbers from surveys are entered, totaled and compared. However, qualitative data offers a richer understanding of the how or why behind quantitative findings. For example, interviews with parents who participate in a walking school bus help reveal why they choose to be involved and how the walking school bus improves their perception of traffic safety. Interview questions can collect personal opinions or experiences; however, the answers may not necessarily reflect reality. For example, the question “Do walking school buses keep children safe?” can best be answered with data rather than personal opinion. Both quantitative and qualitative data are useful and can inform each other so that together they paint a more complete picture.

Ways to Collect Information
There are five ways often used by SRTS programs to collect information:

1. Tallies/counts
2. Surveys
3. Observations and audits
4. Interviews
5. Existing data sources

1. Tallies/Counts
Tally forms are simply ways to count numbers of people or things. Tally forms can answer a question that every SRTS program needs to be able to answer: How do students travel to and from school? Tallies can be used to count the number of children traveling to and from school using different modes of travel, such as walking, bicycling, bus, private vehicle, etc. Travel behavior enables a program to measure changes after SRTS activities. It also provides a means of identifying which...
modes of travel to target and gives a general understanding of the school travel environment.

**School Travel Tally Forms**

Student travel tally forms (Appendix A) developed by the National Center for Safe Routes to School are available for download and use. There is a 1-page tally sheet that teachers complete and online tools (www.saferoutesinfo.org/tracking) that generate a cumulative report for the entire school. Basic steps for use are to the right.

2. **Surveys**

Surveys or questionnaires are commonly used in evaluation. They provide a low-cost way to obtain information from many people in a relatively short amount of time, and they allow responses to be anonymous. Surveys may be distributed in many ways such as paper and pencil, telephone, e-mail messages, or over the Internet. Questions for a survey need to be carefully written and ideally pre-tested with potential respondents to be sure that the questions are understandable and that the answers will provide the kind of information sought. Entering survey data and generating results can be time consuming. The parent survey (described below and at box at right) developed by the National Center for Safe Routes to School has a Web-based entry tool (www.saferoutesinfo.org/tracking) that automatically summarizes results.

Parent surveys can answer the question: *What are the attitudes and issues that may influence how students get to and from school?* Understanding why students are or are not walking and bicycling is important. A survey may reveal that parents or caregivers perceive it is unsafe for their children to walk or bicycle. Then the job for a local program is to determine if the perception is reality. If safety is an issue, strategies to fix the unsafe conditions are needed. If it is a *perception* of a safety issue rather than a real danger, then strategies to correct such misperceptions are needed. Without this information, the local program might focus efforts on an issue that will not result in significant improvements.

**Parent Survey**

A parent survey (Appendix B) developed by the National Center for Safe Routes to School is available for download and use. The survey includes questions about what affects parents’ decisions to let children walk or bicycle to school, the presence of factors that might influence parents’ decisions, and parents’ perceptions of safety related to walking or bicycling to school.

Completion of the survey requires about 5 to 10 minutes. Basic steps for use are above.
3. Observations and Audits
Information can be gathered by both observing the physical environment and the behaviors of people like pedestrians, bicyclists and drivers. There are many existing tools available, such as walkability and bike-ability checklists and instructions for conducting a walk or bicycle audit (go to www.saferoutesinfo.org/guide/engineering and click on School Route Maps and the Tools to Create Them in the menu). The tools range from those designed for use by the general public to detailed, technical audits intended for transportation professionals.

4. Interviews
This may include interviewing people one-on-one or in groups. Individual interviews may be informal, such as chatting with parents when they drop off children at school, or formal interviews with a principal, town planner, or another stakeholder using pre-planned questions. A benefit of interviewing is that it will render more specific information about a person’s experience, opinions or knowledge than a survey. On the other hand, it can be time consuming and responses are not necessarily anonymous.

5. Existing Data Sources
Existing data sources can reveal important information, especially before a program begins. There are many potential sources with a variety of helpful information. Statistics about pedestrian and bicycle crashes may be available from local or state injury prevention programs, hospitals or law enforcement agencies. The school or town may already have a walking route map, and potentially, the school or local health agency may already ask students about their attitudes and behaviors regarding physical activity which would eliminate the need to collect some data. The school may also have records that reveal how many students live within walking and bicycling distance.

Evaluation Standards
There are four important questions to consider during the entire process of evaluation. These four questions summarize key evaluation standards (see Resources) of utility, feasibility, accuracy and propriety which are important to consider before moving forward with an evaluation plan.

Is the evaluation useful?
The amount and type of information collected should meet the needs of those who intend to use the evaluation findings. If not, there is no need to collect the data. For example, collecting student body weight data would only make sense if the program included increasing physical activity among its goals.

Is the evaluation feasible?
The evaluation should be possible and realistic to complete. The information must be collectable within the needed timeframe and costs must fall within a reasonable budget.

Is the evaluation accurate?
The evaluation findings should be correct. For example, if an observation of student arrival only counted students arriving on one street but not another street,
then the findings would not be a complete, true picture of student travel.

**Is the evaluation fair?**
The evaluation has to be conducted with awareness of the rights of the people involved in the program. For example, no one should be singled out or made to feel uncomfortable because of how they respond to a question.

**Working with Schools**
Data collection, such as student travel to and from school or surveys of parents, will require close coordination with the school. For example, schools may have rules about collecting information from students and it will require time from teachers, school staff and administration in order for data collection to be a success.

Collecting data from students can be challenging. Be aware that data are routinely collected from students to meet state requirements and additional requests may be difficult to accommodate. Furthermore, parent permission may be needed before surveying students. The following tips come from program implementers who have fostered relationships that have eased the way for data collection:

- Learn and act on the permission requirements early if students are to be surveyed.
- Develop a relationship with and gain the understanding of the school board and school principal as to why Safe Routes to School (SRTS) is important and how data collection will help.
- Learn what data is already being collected in what manner and see if there is a way to coordinate efforts.
- Find a key supporter of the SRTS data collection efforts in the administrative office.
Evaluation in Six Steps

Ideally, planning a Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program and planning its evaluation are done together. For local programs just starting to talk about SRTS, it is the right time to be thinking about how progress and results will be measured. If a local program has already spent time developing a plan and collecting information about what is happening that is related to walking and bicycling to school, then the first step of evaluation most likely has occurred even if no one considered it to be evaluation.

A six step process for conducting an evaluation is described in detail in this section. Program implementers may choose to record their local program information on the downloadable blank worksheet (Appendix C). An example school (Appendix D) is used to demonstrate how an evaluation might be planned using the worksheet.

**Step 1: Plan the Program/Collect Information**

Planning for evaluation should start when the program is in its very beginning phase. For programs already underway, the components of this step may already be accomplished. This step includes the following actions (not necessarily in this order):

- Defining the program’s goal(s)
- Collecting baseline data and understanding current walking and bicycling conditions
- Picking activities

If these actions are done, move on to Step 2. If not, this section will explain why and how to accomplish these tasks.

**1a. Defining the Program’s Goal(s)**

Knowing what to evaluate requires that a local program knows what it wants to achieve in the long term. A goal is a broad statement of the program’s purpose. It may be the first decision made before launching a program. Sometimes baseline data and other information are collected first and those findings drive the goal.

Deciding on the program’s goal requires input from all stakeholders. A local program may have one or more goals. The goal(s) may be tailored to a community’s particular interests or needs or chosen from the stated purposes or desired outcomes of the Safe Routes to School National Program.

---

**Six Step Process for SRTS Program Evaluation**

1. Plan the program/Collect information
2. Write objectives
3. Decide what, how and when to measure
4. Conduct the program and monitor progress
5. Collect information and interpret findings
6. Use results

Planning for evaluation should start when the program is in its very beginning phase.
The purposes of the Safe Routes to School National Program stated in the Federal legislation are:

- To enable and encourage children, including those with disabilities, to walk and bicycle to school.
- To make walking and bicycling to school a safer and more appealing transportation alternative, thereby encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle from an early age.
- To facilitate the planning, development and implementation of projects and activities that will improve safety and reduce traffic, fuel consumption and air pollution in the vicinity of schools.

The desired outcomes of the Safe Routes to School National Program are:

- Increased bicycle, pedestrian and traffic safety
- More children walking and bicycling to and from schools
- Decreased traffic congestion
- Improved childhood health
- Reduced childhood obesity
- Encouragement of healthy and active lifestyles
- Improved air quality
- Improved community safety
- Reduced fuel consumption
- Increased community security
- Enhanced community accessibility
- Increased community involvement
- Improvements to the physical environment that increase the ability to walk and bicycle to and from schools
- Improved partnerships among schools, local municipalities, parents and other community groups, including non-profit organizations

1b. Understanding Local Walking and Bicycling Conditions
Before beginning a SRTS program, it helps to have an understanding of current circumstances that may influence walking and bicycling to school. These include both assets that make a community supportive of children walking and bicycling, as well as barriers that make it difficult or unsafe. The information helps generate ideas about how to run the program in order to capitalize on assets and overcome barriers. For example, assets revealed through this process may be financial support or resources, such as volunteers to help run the activities or a local media outlet or business that wants to champion the cause.

Collecting data about the current situation is equally important and serves as baseline data that can be used for comparison after SRTS activities have been conducted. For example, the walkability of a particular route or parental attitudes toward walking and bicycling may be assessed before a program begins. These same measures should be repeated after the program has been implemented to see if a change occurred.

There are pieces of information to collect that will paint the picture of local conditions, including:

**School information:**
School information includes particular characteristics about a school and its circumstances that influence walking and bicycling by students. Examples include policies, school district boundaries or staggered dismissal times.

**Walking and bicycling numbers:**
This information includes the number of students.
Collecting data about the current situation is equally important and serves as baseline data that can be used for comparison after Safe Routes to School activities have been conducted.

walking and bicycling to school and the number that live close enough that walking and bicycling would be an option if all other conditions, like safety or convenience, were met.

Safety issues:
Safety issues may include traffic, personal safety and lack of facilities, such as sidewalks, bike paths, crosswalks, or bicycle racks.

Attitudes about walking and bicycling:
Parents, children and school staff all have attitudes about walking and bicycling that influence their behavior. For example, if parents believe that children are more attentive at school if they walk, then this may motivate them to walk to school with their child.

Other assets:
There can be financial support or resources, such as volunteers to help run the activities or a local media outlet that wants to champion the cause. Assets to consider include:
- Sources for grant money
- Sources for volunteer support
- Local government resources (particularly needed for built environment changes, such as sidewalks)
- Local business support
- Media interest

Tools to Use for Collecting Information:
- The student travel tally will reveal current walking and bicycling counts.
- The parent survey will uncover attitudes about walking and bicycling and provide insight into what kinds of actions might increase the number of children walking and bicycling.
- The walking and bicycling route assessment is an important way to identify safety and other problems on travel routes.
- An interview with the school principal or someone else who knows about children’s travel to and from school. Information to considering gathering includes:
  - The number of children who live within walking or bicycling distance
  - How the school district defines walking and bicycling distance
  - School personnel who might be interested in participating in a SRTS program
  - Rules or policies that impact travel to school

Other Ways to Learn About Current Conditions
There are many other worthwhile ways to gather information about current conditions, including:
- Survey the community regarding their views on walking and bicycling to school.
- Interview different groups, including:
  - Stakeholders: Ask what they see as the strengths and weaknesses in the community with regard to SRTS.
  - Students: Ask what might persuade them to walk or bicycle to school.
  - School Resource Officer or other local law enforcement officers: Ask them to identify potentially unsafe intersections or driver and pedestrian behaviors.
  - School board members: Ask for their suggestions regarding strategies.
  - School nurse: Ask about health and safety benefits and concerns related to walking or bicycling to school.
- Crash reports from the local police department
- Student attitude surveys
- Discussions with groups of parents or parent interviews
In this example, the school knew their first goal was to increase safe conditions for walking and bicycling to school. The information collected about local conditions and issues helped them set their other goal to reduce traffic congestion.

**Safe Routes to School Program Evaluation Plan**
School: High Hopes Elementary School

1. **Program Planning Information**

1a. Program goal(s):
   - Increase safe walking and bicycling to school
   - Reduce traffic congestion around school

1b. Local conditions and issues (formative assessment):
   
   (1) School information:
   - Half of school enrollment lives within a mile of school
   - School has no policies against walking or bicycling
   
   (2) Walking and bicycling numbers:
   - 10 percent of children walk or bicycle to school
   
   (3) Safety issues:
   - Principal stated that one child was hit by a car last year in the crosswalk.
   - Police stated that speeding was a problem; using radar gun to determine speeds, they determined that the average driver is going 35 mph instead of 25 mph through school zone during morning arrival.
   - Observation of school campus during morning arrival showed traffic congestion around drop-off area to be a problem for walkers and bicyclists.
   - Walk audit of routes to school showed good conditions for walking.

   (4) Attitudes affecting walking and bicycling:
   - Parent survey rated safety as main concern
   - Discussions with parents showed interest in their children being able to walk to school if adult supervision provided

   (5) Other assets that can benefit the program:
   - Opportunity to receive grant to fund program
   - Parents willing to provide volunteer help

Conclusions:
   - Strategies to increase walking and bicycling to school should include adult supervision.
   - Efforts are needed to reduce speeds around the school.
   - Drop-off and pick-up area is a problem.
1c. Activities or Strategies
The program reaches its goals through activities or strategies. Examples of activities include initiating walking school buses, fixing broken sidewalks and focused speeding enforcement in school zones. There are many strategies that may be included in a SRTS program and more than one strategy may be needed to achieve any one goal. For example, to reach the goal of increased knowledge, educational strategies may be initiated. To achieve the more complex goal of the changing behaviors of drivers, pedestrians or bicyclists, education, encouragement, enforcement and engineering strategies together may be needed. The following are examples of some of the possible program activities divided into categories often used by SRTS programs: education, encouragement, engineering and enforcement. For more information see www.saferoutesinfo.org/guide.

Education Activities:
• Safety games or safety trainings
• Materials for parents to teach safety to children
• Classroom programs
• Materials for drivers near schools or drivers’ safety training

Encouragement Activities:
• Walking school buses
• Walk and Wheel Wednesdays
• Incentive programs
• Mileage clubs
• Walk to School Day

Engineering Activities:
• Sidewalks or paths
• Signs or signals
• Rerouting of pick-up and drop-off areas away from walkers

Enforcement Activities:
• Crossing guards
• Campaign to reduce speeds around schools
• Neighborhood Hotline

Example School

This school decided to take a comprehensive approach and identified more than one strategy for each of education, encouragement, engineering and enforcement.

Safe Routes to School Program Evaluation Plan
School: High Hopes Elementary School

1. Program Planning Information

1c. Program Activities

Education Strategy:
Provide basic bicycle and pedestrian safety classroom lessons to school children, reinforced by take-home safety sheets for parents as well as a map of existing safe walking and biking routes.

Encouragement Strategy:
Start a Walk and Wheel Wednesday program that includes organized walking school buses and an incentive program.

Engineering Strategy:
Reroute parent drop-off area away from walkers and bicyclists, including improving the pedestrian crosswalk to school site.

Enforcement Strategy:
Develop a Parent Driver Safety Campaign that includes a school zone speed enforcement program and a clear enforcement message.
**Step 2: Write Objectives**

At this point, the program’s goal(s) are set, information relating to current walking and bicycling has been examined and activities have been selected. The next step is to write objectives for the activities. Objectives describe what is expected for both while the program is underway and after the program or an activity is completed. This information will ultimately help program implementers know if they have achieved what was intended.

There are two different kinds of objectives:

1. Those that describe **what will be done**, such as Walk to School events, called **process objectives**.

2. Those that describe **what change is expected** or desired as a result of what has been done called **outcome objectives**.

Selected program activities need to have both process and outcome objectives. In general, objectives should include specific information about what is to happen, to whom, by when, and in what amount. These are sometimes called SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time-bound) objectives (see Appendix G). The table below provides examples of the two types of objectives that can be tailored to fit a local program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Objectives: What will be done</th>
<th>Objectives: What change is expected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiate Walking Wednesday</td>
<td>Distribute 100 fliers announcing the Walking Wednesday program during first two months of the activity.</td>
<td>Increase the number of children walking on Wednesdays from 20 to 50 by the end of the school year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promote Safe Routes to School (SRTS)</td>
<td>Present information on the SRTS program at PTA meeting and place article in school newsletter during first two months of the activity.</td>
<td>Increase parental support of SRTS by 50% by the end of the school year as measured by changes to the parental support question in the parent survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct Pedestrian Safety Education</td>
<td>Deliver safety presentations to all 4th grade classes within one year.</td>
<td>85% of 4th Graders pass a walking safety knowledge test within one year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promote Bicycle Helmet Use</td>
<td>Custom-fit 50 helmets for bicyclists during the fall semester.</td>
<td>Increase students wearing bicycle helmets from 20% to 60% by end of school year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install Sidewalks</td>
<td>Get sidewalk improvements listed on city plan during the school year.</td>
<td>Complete all sidewalk gaps along the 4 major designated safe routes to school within a three year period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install Bicycle Rack</td>
<td>Install two bike racks at the school by end of the fall semester.</td>
<td>Increase the percent of children bicycling to school from 1% to 5% within 3 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct Bicycle Security Education</td>
<td>Teach 80% of bicycle riders how and why to properly lock their bicycles by the end of fall semester.</td>
<td>Decrease the percent of parents from 18% to 10% who identify “security concerns” as a barrier to allowing their child to ride a bicycle to school by the end of the spring semester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage Speed Reduction</td>
<td>Hold one news conference and deliver informational fliers to all school parents within two months of start of the activity.</td>
<td>Reduce speeds in school zone from 35 mph to 25 mph during the first year of the SRTS program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforce Parking Regulations</td>
<td>Place 50 information cards on illegally parked cars during the first three months of activities.</td>
<td>Reduce illegal parking during arrival and dismissal by 60% by the end of the school year.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Example School

The example shows how the school is developing the evaluation plan for their encouragement strategies. Objectives are divided into “What will be Done” and “What Change is Expected.” The time frame for when this will happen is also filled in. The completed worksheet shows the evaluation plan for all the strategies. In the next step, “What will be Measured” and “How and When It will be Measured” will be completed.

Safe Routes to School Program Evaluation Plan
School: High Hopes Elementary School

Encouragement Strategy:
Start a Walk and Wheel Wednesday program that includes organized walking school buses and an incentive program.

Time Frame:
Kick-off in October (International Walk to School Month) and promote weekly through school year

Data Collectors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What will be Done</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When it will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Five walking school buses established</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An average of 50 students participate in Walk and Wheel Wednesdays program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A six-week long incentive program with 50 children participating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Change Expected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Expected</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When it will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 percent increase in children walking or bicycling to school on Wednesdays</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
Step 3: Decide What, How and When to Measure

After objectives are written, the next step is to identify what will be measured and how and when the information will be collected.

**What to Measure**

Knowing the activities and their objectives makes what to measure easy to decide. For example, if a selected activity is to encourage parents to walk with their children to school by initiating “Walking Wednesdays,” then determining the number of parents and children who walk on Wednesdays (the “what”) by observing and counting them (the “how”) will reveal any changes in behavior. Using an example from the table in Step 2, the objective might say, “Increase the number of children walking on Wednesdays from 20 to 50 by the end of the school year.” The table found in this section provides more examples of what may be measured depending on the objective.

For every objective, there should be at least one measurement. For some objectives there may be multiple measurements. Using another example from Step 2, if the objective states, “Reduce speeds in school zone from 35 mph to 25 mph during the first year of the Safe Routes to School program,” potential measurements include the speed of vehicles near the school and the number of warnings given to drivers in the school zone. How the information will be collected then needs to be determined. In the speed reduction example, a portable speed detection device and police records are two possible ways.

**How to Measure**

Collecting SRTS information offers an array of choices for measuring. Re-using the same tools from the planning process (Step 1) allows a comparison of the information before and after the program. Adding additional measures is a way for programs to better understand the potential impact of specific program activities.

Depending on what information is desired, different people may supply it. For example, while parent surveys may show that parents think speeds are reduced, the speed measures collected by law enforcement can show if speeds really are reduced.

**When to Measure**

At a minimum, information should be collected before and after the activity in order to identify any changes that have occurred. The information that was collected before the program began provides the baseline information. Collecting information while the activity is underway (Step 4) will provide additional information.

When measuring walking and bicycling rates, it is also important to consider weather variations in the four seasons and the impact on walking and bicycling. Given that walking and bicycling may vary with temperature and precipitation, ideally information would be collected in the fall, winter, and spring so the same seasons could be compared.

The table on the following page shows examples of combining what will be done and what change is expected with what will be measured, how it will be measured and when (before, during or after the program).

Also see Examples of What and How to Measure (Appendix I) organized by strategy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>What to Measure</th>
<th>How and When to Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiate Walking Wednesday</td>
<td>Number of fliers distributed</td>
<td>Count of distributed fliers (During)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribute 100 fliers to parents announcing the Walking Wednesday program within the first 3 months of school. (What will be done)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase the number of children walking on Wednesdays from 20 to 50 within 1 year. (Change expected)</td>
<td>Number of students walking on Wednesdays</td>
<td>Classroom travel survey on Wednesdays, Observational count of students walking on Wednesdays (Before*, during and after)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install Sidewalks</td>
<td>Presence of sidewalk improvements on city plan</td>
<td>Existing data on city plan (During)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get sidewalk improvements on city plan within 1 year. (What will be done)</td>
<td>Presence and quality of sidewalks</td>
<td>Observation, Walkability assessment (Before* and after)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete gaps in sidewalks along routes to school within 2 years. (Change expected)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install Bicycle Rack</td>
<td>Number of bike racks at the school</td>
<td>Observation, School audit (Before* and after)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install two bike racks at the school within 1 year. (Change expected)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage Speed Reduction</td>
<td>Number of news conferences and fliers distributed</td>
<td>Count of news conferences and fliers distributed (During)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold one news conference and deliver informational fliers to all school parents regarding speed awareness campaign within the first 3 months. (What will be done)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce average speeds in school zone from 35 mph to 25 mph within 1 year. (Change expected)</td>
<td>Speed of vehicles near school, Number of citations given</td>
<td>Portable speed detection device, Records from local law enforcement agency (Before*, during and after)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforce Parking Regulations</td>
<td>Number of cards distributed</td>
<td>Count of cards distributed (After)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place information cards on illegally parked cars warning drivers of the danger they create during first 6 months. (What will be done)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop illegal parking during arrival and dismissal within 1 year. (Change expected)</td>
<td>Number of illegally parked cars</td>
<td>Observational count (Before*, during and after)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct Pedestrian Safety Education</td>
<td>Number of classes receiving presentations</td>
<td>Count of presentations (After)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliver safety presentations to all 4th grade classes within 1 year. (What will be done)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All 4th graders pass a walking knowledge quiz within 1 year. (Change expected)</td>
<td>Score on quiz</td>
<td>Paper and pencil quiz (Before* and after)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promote Bicycle Helmet Use</td>
<td>Number of helmets fitted</td>
<td>Count of helmets distributed (After)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 helmets are custom fit for students within 1 year. (What will be done)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase percentage of student bicyclists wearing helmets from 20% to 60% within 1 year. (Change expected)</td>
<td>Number of bicyclists with helmets</td>
<td>Observational count of bicyclists with helmets, Survey of bicyclists (Before*, during and after)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage Yielding to Pedestrians</td>
<td>Number of neighborhood residents who attend meetings</td>
<td>Sign in sheet at meetings (During)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribute 100 fliers about meetings and activities to neighborhood during first month of school. (What will be done)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve percent of drivers yielding to pedestrians from 30% to 70% within 1 year. (Change expected)</td>
<td>Driver behavior around school at school arrival and departure times</td>
<td>Observation of drivers yielding to students within school zones at school arrival and departure times (Before* and after)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Use the student tally and parent survey to capture this information before the program begins.
Now the school can complete the sections on: what will be measured, how it will be measured, and when. This is also when the data collectors can be determined.

**Safe Routes to School Program Evaluation Plan**

**School:** High Hopes Elementary School

**Encouragement Strategy:**
Start a Walk and Wheel Wednesday program that includes organized walking school buses and an incentive program.

**Time Frame:**
Kick-off in October (International Walk to School Month) and promote weekly through school year

**Data Collectors:**
- SRTS Program coordinator to conduct travel surveys and walking school buses location information
- PE teacher to count Walking Wednesday participants
- School Wellness Coordinator or nurse to collect incentive sheets and distribute incentives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What will be Done</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When It will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Five walking school buses established</td>
<td>Number of walking school buses and number of children in each school bus</td>
<td>Count walking buses at beginning and end of school year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An average of 50 students participate in Walk and Wheel Wednesdays program</td>
<td>Number of students walking to school on each Walk and Wheel Wednesday</td>
<td>School travel tally sheets collected on designated Wednesdays Count of students arriving at school by walking or wheeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A six-week long incentive program with 50 children participating</td>
<td>Number of students who sign-up to participate Number of students who receive incentives</td>
<td>Total count of participating students at beginning and end of six week program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Expected</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When It will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 percent increase in children walking or bicycling to school on Wednesdays</td>
<td>Number of children walking or bicycling</td>
<td>School travel tally sheets collected before, during, and after program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
Step 4: Conduct the Program and Monitor Progress

Step 4 is when the program’s progress will be monitored using the process developed in Step 3. Monitoring or tracking usually involves counting or describing activities. Examples include:

- Counting participants at a bicycle rodeo event.
- Observing crossing guard locations to determine improved safety or increased use.
- Observing a student pick-up location for improved safety or reduced numbers of vehicles.
- Interviewing a walking school bus leader to learn about safety issues or whether parents and students are enjoying the walking school bus.

The intent is to put results into action to improve the program while the program is underway. For example, counting participants at a bicycle rodeo event may reveal that the number of participants is lower, higher or about the same as what was planned. If participant numbers were low, having this information would allow for additional promotion or other strategies to address the shortfall before the next bicycle rodeo. Finding participation to be higher than planned may mean that additional volunteers or equipment will be needed for the next rodeo. When the program ends, this tracking will also make it possible to summarize all activities.

### Example School

For this school, the interim results indicate that the strategies may be starting to work but that more effort needs to be put into informing parents.

**Safe Routes to School Program Evaluation Plan**

School: High Hopes Elementary School

4. Conduct the Program and Monitor Progress

Findings during the program:
- Students were unaware of safe walking and bicycling behavior
- Students and families were unaware of existing safe routes to school
- Three walking school bus routes established
- Police report speeding is reduced by some but not all drivers
- Parents interviewed unaware of speed enforcement
- Incentive program increases participation in Walk and Wheel Wednesday program
- Parents do not yield to pedestrians in crosswalk

Recommendations for adjustments:
- Reinforce student safety presentations with hands-on safety events
- Identify two more routes for walking school buses
- Get media coverage of enforcement efforts
- Send information home to parents about enforcement efforts
- Introduce different incentive programs throughout the school year
- Crossing guard needs to be stationed at crosswalk
Step 5: Collect Information and Interpret Findings

When the program is over or at a logical evaluation point, like the end of the school year, it is time to examine both whether activities were carried out as intended and whether the results met expectations. This is when data collected in Step 1 is collected again in the same manner as originally collected. Once data are collected, the results are interpreted.

The Interpretation Process

Interpreting results, also called data analysis, does not have to be hard or complex. The process for analysis mainly depends on whether the data is words (like quotes from interviews) or numbers (like responses to survey questions). Some forms of data require little to no analysis, such as direct quotes from an interview with a traffic engineer before and after a traffic improvement.

A brief summary of how to analyze results is included here. More complex analyses may require working with an evaluation specialist.

Interpreting Number-Based Information

The basic steps include:

1. Entering the data into Microsoft Excel, Access, Epi Info or other programs.
2. Checking for data entry errors. A common method is to enter all or some of the data twice to see if it matches and fix any errors detected.
3. Tabulating the data (e.g., calculate the number of participants or percentage of participants who walked to school every day or at least one day per week).
4. Sorting data by sub-groups (like grade or gender).
5. Making comparisons with program objectives, with a comparison site (if one has been identified), or with other Safe Routes to School programs.

Interpreting Word-Based Information

Basic analysis of word-based information (respondents’ verbal answers in interviews, focus groups, or written commentary on surveys) includes:

- Reading through all the data.
- Organizing comments into similar categories (e.g., concerns, suggestions, strengths, weaknesses, similar experiences, recommendations, etc.).
- Labeling the categories or themes.
- Attempting to identify patterns in the themes. For example, parents who walked a particular route with their child to school all felt the route was safe.

Adapted from the CDC Physical Activity Evaluation Handbook (www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpa/physical/handbook).
Once the analysis is complete, conclusions can be drawn and outcomes summarized. Below are a few examples of possible findings.

(1) Program Activity: Using a Frequent Walker Punch Card to encourage students to walk or bicycle to school.

Finding A: More students walking and bicycling and parents’ surveys show more positive attitudes toward the benefits and feasibility of these travel modes.

Finding B: More children are not walking or bicycling and parent surveys reveal some of the reasons.

(2) Program Activity: Conducting an education and enforcement campaign to decrease speeding in school zones.

Finding A: Speeds reduced, parents aware of campaign and feel safer.

Finding B: Speeds reduced, parents unaware of campaign and do not feel safer.

Finding C: Speeds not reduced, parents unaware of campaign and do not feel safer.

Each of these findings would lead to different conclusions and recommendations which will be discussed in the next step.

When Results Do Not Match Expectations

If objectives were not met, what explanations are there? Were activities conducted as planned? Were any necessary changes made along the way? Were there external factors that might have worked against the Safe Routes to School program? For example, perhaps students were redistricted so that fewer lived within walking or bicycling distance compared to when the program began, or there may have been an event that had a huge impact, such as a pedestrian injury. Consider the context in which the results took place before drawing any conclusions.

Example School

In this example, the school was able to show an increase in students walking to school and identified some strategies that could improve the program.

Safe Routes to School Program Evaluation Plan
School: High Hopes Elementary School

5. Collect Information and Interpret Findings

Results:
- Students walking to school increased from 50 to 75, a 50 percent increase
- 50% increase in helmet usage among students bicycling to school
- Four walking school buses started; 5th bus to start next fall
- Parent surveys show awareness of speed campaign but not more willing to let children walk
- Nearly all (90%) of parents use new drop-off site

Recommendations:
- Continue walking school bus program
- Continue Walk and Wheel to School day
- Secure source for free bicycle helmets
- Continue speed enforcement program with more effort to inform parents at the start of school next year
Step 6: Use Results
This is where all the work to collect and interpret the findings pays off. It is an opportunity to build off of what is working, change what is not working as well as it could and announce successes. This step includes: preparing the products of the evaluation like recommendations and reports, sharing them with stakeholders and other audiences, and following up to promote maximum use.

Formulating Recommendations
The first task is to create recommendations based on the evaluation findings. When developing recommendations:

• Align recommendations with stakeholders’ and funders’ priorities when possible.

• Share draft recommendations with stakeholders and solicit feedback before finalizing the report.

• Target recommendations appropriately for each audience. For example, a local health department might be most interested in increased physical activity levels, while local law enforcement might be more interested in decreased traffic violations.

Using the example program’s goals and findings from Step 5, a sample of potential recommendations was developed.

(1) Program Activity: Using a Frequent Walker Punch Card to encourage students to walk or bicycle to school.
Finding A: More students walking and bicycling and parents’ surveys show more positive attitudes toward the benefits and feasibility of these travel modes.

Recommendation: Continue use of the Frequent Walker Punch Card.

Finding B: More children are not walking or bicycling and parent surveys reveal some of the reasons.

Recommendation: Adjust activity to address barriers identified by the parents.

(2) Program Activity: Conducting an education and enforcement campaign to decrease speeding in school zones.
Finding A: Speeds reduced and parents aware of campaign and feel safer.

Recommendation: Continue campaign and monitor to see if the effect is maintained.

Finding B: Speeds reduced, parents unaware of campaign and do not feel safer.

Recommendation: Keep the enforcement program in place, but modify the educational outreach.

Finding C: Speeds not reduced, parents unaware of campaign and do not feel safer.

Recommendation: A different enforcement or education technique is needed as well as other changes.

Sharing Results and Recommendations
There are several reasons to share results, including:

• Providing positive reinforcement for everyone involved, including children, families, stakeholders and funders.

• Offering a newsworthy “hook” that can result in media coverage of the program.

• Providing a way to share lessons learned.

• Communicating next steps and additional needs, thus moving the program forward.
Channels for information sharing include:

- School or community newsletters and Web sites
- Stories in the local media (see Tips for Working with the Media in Appendix J for tips on getting media coverage, or for more in-depth information, see the Media and Visibility chapter)
- Reports to the local decision-makers and political leaders in the community
- Meeting or conference presentations

For example, community leaders may be reached through a short report presented at a town council meeting with the media invited. Results also are shared with funders as progress reports or to solicit additional funds. Knowing the positive impacts of a Safe Routes to School program will help to keep the program alive.

The primary purpose of sharing evaluation findings is for local program partners to know what is working and what changes to make to improve the program and to celebrate successes. Local evaluation results can have other benefits. Documented successes are needed as communities struggle to identify the best approaches for improving walking and bicycling to school. Local program leaders cite case studies as one of the most helpful types of information. Schools with programs or strategies that are evaluated to be successful are encouraged to share their results with the National Center for Safe Routes to School so that these programs can be shared with the rest of country.

### Example School

Below shows how the school organized how they would share their program results according to the audience.

#### Safe Routes to School Program Evaluation Plan

**School: High Hopes Elementary School**

**6. Plan for Using Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual or Organization with Whom to Share Results</th>
<th>Format in which the Results will be Shared</th>
<th>Channel by which the Results will be Shared</th>
<th>Which Results or Recommendations will be Shared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School parents</td>
<td>Report</td>
<td>• PTA meeting</td>
<td>• Speeding reduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Article in newsletter</td>
<td>• Walking buses a success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• More Students walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Media story</td>
<td>• Local newspaper</td>
<td>• Speeding reduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Radio station</td>
<td>• Walking buses a success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• More Students walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community officials</td>
<td>Report</td>
<td>Town Council meeting</td>
<td>• Speeding reduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Walking buses a success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• More Students walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>School assembly and classrooms</td>
<td>• Walking buses now a way to get to school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• More students walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local business contributors</td>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>Chamber of Commerce meeting</td>
<td>• More students walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Part of encouragement programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funders</td>
<td>Presentation/Report</td>
<td>News conference with funders present</td>
<td>• More students walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Safer because of reduced speeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• How program should be continued with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>recommendations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendices

A. Safe Routes to School Student Travel Tally
This form will help measure how students get to school and whether the SRTS program affects trips to and from school. Teachers can use this form to record specific information about how children arrive and depart from school each day for a week. The information this form helps collect will be used to help track the success of SRTS programs across the country. Also available online at www.saferoutesinfo.org/resources under the Evaluation heading.

B. Safe Routes to School Parent Survey
This survey asks for information about what factors affect whether parents allow their children to walk or bike to school, the presence of key safety-related conditions along routes to school, and related background information. The survey results will help determine how to improve opportunities for children to walk or bike to school, and measure parental attitude changes as local SRTS programs occur. Also available online at www.saferoutesinfo.org/resources under the Evaluation heading.

C. Evaluation Worksheet
This worksheet follows the format of the six steps presented in this guide. Program implementers may choose to use it to record their local program information and evaluation plan development. Also available online at www.saferoutesinfo.org/guide/evaluation in Appendix C.

D. Example Completed Evaluation Worksheet
This example worksheet demonstrates how a local program could use it to plan and conduct its evaluation. Also available online at www.saferoutesinfo.org/guide/evaluation in Appendix D.
Teachers, here are simple instructions for using this form:

- Please conduct these counts on any two days from Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday of the assigned week. Only two days worth of counts are needed, but counting all 3 provides better data.
- Please do not conduct these counts on Mondays or Fridays.
- Before asking your students to raise their hands to indicate the one answer that is correct for them, read through all potential answers so they will know what the choices are.
- Ask your students as a group the question "How did you arrive at school today?"
- Read each answer and record the number of students that raised their hands for each.
- Place just one character or number in each box.
- Follow the same procedure for the question "How do you plan to leave for home after school?"
- Please conduct this count regardless of weather conditions (i.e., ask these questions on rainy days, too).

### Step 1.
Fill in the weather conditions and number of students in class each day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weather</th>
<th>Number of Students (in class when count made)</th>
<th>Walk</th>
<th>Bike</th>
<th>School Bus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S= sunny</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R= rainy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O= overcast</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn= snow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Step 2.
Ask students “How did you arrive at school today?” and “How do you plan to leave for home after school?” (record number of hands for each answer)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weather</th>
<th>Number of Students (in class when count made)</th>
<th>Walk</th>
<th>Bike</th>
<th>School Bus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S= sunny</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R= rainy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O= overcast</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn= snow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments: (List disruptions to counts or any unusual travel conditions to/from the school on the days of the tally):

Thank you for helping gather this information!
Dear Parent or Caregiver,

Your child’s school wants to learn your thoughts about children walking and biking to school. This survey will take about 5 - 10 minutes to complete. We ask that each family complete only one survey per school your children attend. If more than one child from a school brings a survey home, please fill out the survey for the child with the next birthday from today’s date.

After you have completed this survey, send it back to the school with your child or give it to the teacher. Your responses will be kept confidential and neither your name nor your child’s name will be associated with any results. Thank you for participating in this survey!

School Name: ____________________________________________

Completing this form: Please write with CAPITAL letters. Mark boxes with “X” instead of “✓”.

1. What is the grade of the child who brought home this survey? (K – 8) □ grade

2. Is the child who brought home this survey male or female? □ MALE □ FEMALE

3. How many children do you have in Kindergarten through 8th grade? □ children

4. What is the street intersection nearest your home? (provide the names of two intersecting streets)

    AND

5. How far does your child live from school? (choose one and mark box with X)

        □ a. less than 1/4 mile □ b. 1/4 mile up to 1/2 mile □ c. 1/2 mile up to 1 mile
        □ d. 1 mile up to 2 miles □ e. More than 2 miles □ f. Don’t know

6. On most days, how does your child arrive at school and leave for home after school? (select one choice per column, mark box with X)

        Arrive at school

        □ a. Walk □ b. Bike □ c. School Bus □ d. Family vehicle (only with children from your family)
        □ e. Carpool (riding with children from other families) □ f. Transit (city bus, subway, etc.)
        □ h. Other (skateboard, scooter, inline skates, etc.)

        Leave for home

        □ a. Walk □ b. Bike □ c. School Bus □ d. Family vehicle (only with children from your family)
        □ e. Carpool (riding with children from other families) □ f. Transit (city bus, subway, etc.)
        □ h. Other (skateboard, scooter, inline skates, etc.)

7. How long does it normally take your child to get to/from school? (fill-in circle for one choice per column)

       Travel time to school

       □ a. Less than 5 minutes □ b. 5 - 10 minutes □ c. 11 - 20 minutes
       □ d. More than 20 minutes □ e. Don’t know / Not sure

       Travel time from school

       □ a. Less than 5 minutes □ b. 5 - 10 minutes □ c. 11 - 20 minutes
       □ d. More than 20 minutes □ e. Don’t know / Not sure
8. Has your child asked you for permission to walk or bike to/from school in the last year? (select one)
   □ YES □ NO

9. At what grade would you allow your child to walk or bike without an adult to/from school?
   (select a grade between K – 8) □ grade (or □ I would not feel comfortable at any grade)

10. Which of the following issues affected your decision to allow, or not allow, your child to walk or bike to/from school?
    (select all that apply, mark with X in box)
    □ Distance
    □ Convenience of driving
    □ Time
    □ Child's before or after-school activities
    □ Speed of traffic along route
    □ Amount of traffic along route
    □ Adults to walk or bike with
    □ Sidewalks or pathways
    □ Safety of intersections and crossings
    □ Crossing guards
    □ Violence or crime
    □ Weather or climate

11. Would you probably let your child walk or bike to/from school if this problem were changed or improved?
    (select one choice per line)
    □ My child already walks or bikes to/from school
    □ YES □ NO □ Not Sure

12. In your opinion, how much does your child's school encourage or discourage walking and biking to/from school? (select one, mark with X in box)
    Strongly Encourage □ Encourage □ Neither □ Discourage □ Strongly Discourage □

13. How much FUN is walking or biking to/from school for your child? (select one)
    Very Fun □ Fun □ Neutral □ Boring □ Very Boring □

14. How HEALTHY is walking or biking to/from school for your child? (select one)
    Very Healthy □ Healthy □ Neutral □ Unhealthy □ Very Unhealthy □

15. What is the highest grade or year of school you completed? (select one, mark with X in box)
    □ Grades 1 through 8 (Elementary) □ Grades 9 through 11 (Some high school)
    □ Grade 12 or GED (High school graduate) □ College 1 to 3 years (Some college or technical school)
    □ College 4 years or more (College graduate) □ Prefer not to answer

16. Please provide any additional comments below:

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

Thank you for participating in this survey!
1. Program Planning Information

1A. PROGRAM GOAL(S):

1B. LOCAL CONDITIONS AND ISSUES (FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT):
    (1) School information:
    (2) Walking and bicycling numbers:
    (3) Safety issues:
    (4) Attitudes affecting walking and bicycling:
    (5) Other assets that can benefit the program:

Conclusions:
1C. PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

Education Strategy:

Encouragement Strategy:

Engineering Strategy:

Enforcement Strategy:

2. Objectives
For each strategy, write at least one objective that describes what will be done (also called a process objective) and another objective that describes the change expected (also called an outcome objective). See the next page.

3. What, How and When to Measure
Next to each objective, fill in what will be measured, how it will be measured, and when (before, during or after the program). See the next page.
STRATEGY:

Time Frame:

Data Collectors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What will be Done</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When it will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Expected</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When it will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
4. Conduct the Program and Monitor Progress

FINDINGS DURING THE PROGRAM:

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADJUSTMENTS:

5. Collect Information and Interpret Findings

RESULTS:

RECOMMENDATIONS:
6. Plan for Using Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual or Organization with Whom to Share Results</th>
<th>Format in which the Results will be Shared</th>
<th>Channel by which the Results will be Shared</th>
<th>Which Results or Recommendations will be Shared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Program Planning Information

1A. PROGRAM GOAL(S):
- Increase safe walking and bicycling to school.
- Reduce traffic congestion around school.

1B. LOCAL CONDITIONS AND ISSUES (FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT):

(1) School information:
- Half of school enrollment lives within a mile of school
- School has no policies against walking or bicycling

(2) Walking and bicycling numbers:
10 percent of children walk to bicycle to school

(3) Safety issues:
- Principal stated that one child was hit by a car last year in the crosswalk
- Police stated that speeding was a problem; using radar gun to determine speeds, they determined that the average driver is going 35 mph instead of 25 mph through school zone during morning arrival.
- Observation of school campus during morning arrival showed traffic congestion around drop-off area to be a problem for walkers and bicyclists.

(4) Attitudes affecting walking and bicycling:
- Parent survey rated safety as main concern
- Discussions with parents showed interest in their children being able to walk to school if adult supervision provided

(5) Other assets that can benefit the program:
- Opportunity to receive grant to fund program
- Parents willing to provide volunteer help

Conclusions:
- Strategies to increase walking and bicycling to school should include adult supervision.
- Efforts are needed to reduce speeds around the school.
- Drop-off and pick-up area is a problem.
1C. PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

Education Strategy:
Provide basic bicycle and pedestrian safety classroom lessons to school children, reinforced by take-home safety sheets for parents as well as a map of existing safe walking and biking routes.

Encouragement Strategy:
Start a Walk and Wheel Wednesday program that includes organized walking school buses and an incentive program.

Engineering Strategy:
Reroute parent drop-off area away from walkers and bicyclists, including improving the pedestrian crosswalk to school site.

Enforcement Strategy:
Develop a Parent Driver Safety Campaign that includes a school zone speed enforcement program and a clear enforcement message.

2. Objectives
For each strategy, write at least one objective that describes what will be done (also called a process objective) and another objective that describes the change expected (also called an outcome objective). See the next page.

3. What, How and When to Measure
Next to each objective, fill in what will be measured, how it will be measured, and when (before, during or after the program). See the next page.
**EDUCATION STRATEGY:**
Provide basic bicycle and pedestrian safety classroom lessons to school children, reinforced by take-home safety sheets for parents as well as a map of existing safe walking and biking routes.

**Time Frame:**
Year-long with focus on month before start of Walking Wednesday program

**Data Collectors:**
- Safe Routes to School Coordinator to count number of presentations scheduled
- Classroom teachers to count number of students at presentations
- Safe Routes to School Taskforce to do traffic counts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What will be Done</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When it will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| All 4th-6th grade classes receive bicycle and pedestrian safety presentations | ▪ Number of presentations  
▪ Number of children present | Count number of presentations and children in attendance |
| Take-home bicycle and pedestrian safety sheets for parents via backpack mail (500 sheets) | Safety Sheets distributed | Count number of safety sheets created and distributed |
| Map of existing routes sent to all parents via backpack mail | Number of maps distributed | Number of maps created and distributed |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Expected</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When it will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 90 percent of 4th-6th graders will increase knowledge of safe behavior | Student safety knowledge | ▪ Count number of students who receive presentations.  
▪ Score on student knowledge surveys  
▪ Observe student safety behavior during Walk and Wheel days |
| 50 percent of parents will increase their knowledge of safe behavior | Parent safety knowledge | ▪ Count number of parents who receive safety sheets  
▪ Count number of parent-driver violations before and after distribution of safety sheets |
| 20 percent of students and families will identify a safe walking and bicycling route | Students walking and wheeling to school | Number of students using existing walking routes through traffic counts before, during and at the end of the school year |

**Notes:**
**ENCOURAGEMENT STRATEGY:**
Start a Walk and Wheel Wednesday program that includes organized walking school buses and an incentive program.

**Time Frame:**
Kick-off in October (International Walk to School Month) and promote weekly through school year

**Data Collectors:**
- SRTS Program coordinator to conduct travel surveys and walking school buses location information
- PE teacher to count Walking Wednesday participants
- School Wellness Coordinator or nurse to collect incentive sheets and distribute incentives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What will be Done</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When it will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Five walking school buses established</td>
<td>Number of walking school buses and number of children in each school bus</td>
<td>Count walking buses at beginning and end of school year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An average of 50 students participate in Walk and Wheel Wednesdays program</td>
<td>Number of students walking to school on each Walk and Wheel Wednesday</td>
<td>School travel tally sheets collected on designated Wednesdays</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| A six-week long incentive program with 50 children participating | Number of students who sign-up to participate  
  Number of students who receive incentives | Total count of participating students at beginning and end of six week program |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Expected</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When it will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 percent increase in children walking or bicycling to school on Wednesdays</td>
<td>Number of children walking or bicycling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School travel tally sheets collected before, during and after program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
ENGINEERING STRATEGY:
Reroute parent drop-off area away from walkers and bicyclists, including improving the pedestrian crosswalk to school site.

Time Frame:
Over the upcoming school year

Data Collectors:
- Town engineer/planner to evaluate current conditions
- Safe Routes Taskforce to collect traffic counts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What will be Done</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When it will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A new parent drop-off area is designated away from walkers and bikers</td>
<td>New drop-off site is designated and promoted</td>
<td>The way the new drop-off site is publicized (number of new signs, announcements)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosswalk is improved</td>
<td>Improvements made to crosswalk</td>
<td>Way crosswalk was improved (paint signage, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Expected</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When it will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 percent of parent-drop-offs are rerouted to new site</td>
<td>Number of parents who use new drop-off site</td>
<td>Traffic counts at before and after rerouting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 100 percent of students who walk and bicycle have access to a safe crosswalk to the school | • Number of students using crosswalk  
• Number of pedestrian and bicycle accidents involving a motor vehicle at crosswalk site | • Traffic counts before and after crosswalk improvement  
• Police data of accident reports six months after improvement  
• Anecdotal data from Principal six months after improvement |

Notes:
ENFORCEMENT STRATEGY:
Develop a Parent Driver Safety Campaign that includes a school zone speed enforcement program and a clear enforcement message.

Time Frame:
Month-long fall campaign to be repeated in the spring

Data Collectors:
- Police to measure speeds
- Police to report enforcement activities and citations issued
- Safe Routes to School Team to collect enforcement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What will be Done</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When it will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Safety Poster and message contest</td>
<td>Number of student poster submissions</td>
<td>Count posters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Selection of 1 message and poster</td>
<td>Count number of times safe message is replicated in safety campaign materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribute 500 fliers/stickers to parent drivers with enforcement message</td>
<td>Number of fliers/stickers distributed</td>
<td>Number of fliers/stickers distributed at end of month-long campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site speed trailer in high-traffic school zone area</td>
<td>Number of speeding cars and average speeds</td>
<td>Record number of cars that are over speed limit and speed (single day count)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police conduct enforcement activity 3 days each month of the campaign</td>
<td>Number of days of enforcement activity</td>
<td>Count number of police enforcement days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of traffic violators</td>
<td>Count number of citations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct 1 news conference</td>
<td>Number of media that are present at news conference</td>
<td>Media stories from news conference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Expected</th>
<th>What will be Measured</th>
<th>How and When it will be Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduce average speed from 35 mph to 25 mph during arrival and departure times</td>
<td>Reduced speeds</td>
<td>Speed data from speed trailer during one-day counts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of traffic violations during police enforcement days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase parent driver awareness and improve driver behavior</td>
<td>Number of traffic violations (cited and observed)</td>
<td>Observations during Walk and Wheel Wednesdays at beginning and end of month-long campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Police data collected at end of month-long campaign</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
4. Conduct the Program and Monitor Progress

FINDINGS DURING THE PROGRAM:
- Students were unaware of safe walking and bicycling behavior
- Students and families were unaware of existing safe routes to school
- Three walking school bus routes established
- Police report speeding is reduced by some but not all drivers
- Parents interviewed unaware of speed enforcement
- Incentive program increases participation in Walk and Wheel Wednesday program
- Parents do not yield to pedestrians in crosswalk

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADJUSTMENTS:
- Reinforce student safety presentations with hands-on safety events
- Identify two more routes for walking school buses
- Get media coverage of enforcement efforts
- Send information home to parents about enforcement efforts
- Introduce different incentive programs throughout the school year
- Crossing guard needs to be stationed at crosswalk

5. Collect Information and Interpret Findings

RESULTS:
- Students walking to school increased from 50 to 75, a 50 percent increase
- 50% increase in helmet usage among students bicycling to school
- Four walking school buses started; 5th bus to start next fall
- Parent surveys show awareness of speed campaign but not more willing to let children walk
- Nearly all (90%) of parents use new drop-off site

RECOMMENDATIONS:
- Continue walking school bus program
- Continue Walk and Wheel to School day
- Secure source for free bicycle helmets
- Continue speed enforcement program with more effort to inform parents at the start of school next year
### 6. Plan for Using Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual or Organization with Whom to Share Results</th>
<th>Format in which the Results will be Shared</th>
<th>Channel by which the Results will be Shared</th>
<th>Which Results or Recommendations will be Shared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School parents</td>
<td>Report</td>
<td>PTA meeting</td>
<td>Speeding reduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Article in newsletter</td>
<td>Walking buses a success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>More students walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Media story</td>
<td>Local newspaper</td>
<td>Speeding reduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Radio station</td>
<td>Walking buses a success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>More students walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community officials</td>
<td>Report</td>
<td>Town Council meeting</td>
<td>Speeding reduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Walking buses a success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>More students walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>School assembly and classrooms</td>
<td>Walking buses now a way to get to school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>More students walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local business contributors</td>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>Chamber of Commerce meeting</td>
<td>More students walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Part of encouragement programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funders</td>
<td>Presentation/Report</td>
<td>News conference with funders present</td>
<td>More students walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Safer because of reduced speeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>How program should be continued with recommendations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Role of an Evaluation Specialist

If a program plans to use an evaluation specialist, the specialist should be included from the very beginning. The specialist can help identify what can be measured and what questions an evaluation will be able to answer. The evaluation specialist can anticipate potential future problems that may arise when gathering or analyzing particular types of data. For example, the evaluator will recognize the potential effect of seasonal differences in the number of walkers, or the impact political changes might have on enforcement activities. Beyond recognizing the potential problems, however, the evaluator will also know how to deal with them.

A specialist may perform the following tasks:
- Design the evaluation
- Identify and train data collectors
- Collect the data
- Provide interim feedback during the program
- Analyze data and present the findings
- Provide input on recommendations

The evaluator can determine survey tools, train data collectors and decide how to analyze results. Program implementers need to stay in communication with the evaluator to make sure that the processes and products align with expectations.

Finding an Evaluation Specialist

For Safe Routes to School programs, a local college or university will most likely be the best source of evaluators or leads on where to find someone. When seeking an evaluator, consider the following list of desirable characteristics:

- Explains evaluation and related processes in understandable terms.
- Demonstrates previous evaluation experience, particularly in use of observations, surveys, and analysis of existing data.
- Writes technical information in a clear, logical manner and uses graphics to help explain findings.
- Knows where to access needed data, such as pedestrian and bicycle injury and fatality rates.
- Has experience working with non-professional data collectors.
- Statistical analyses may be appropriate, depending on what is going to be measured. Describe what is known about the planned program activities and ask the evaluator what he or she would recommend. Ask for a description of situations which would not require statistical analyses. If the answer is “Statistical analyses are always required,” that may indicate a problem.

E. Working with an Evaluation Specialist

Some programs will have the resources and interest in conducting a more comprehensive, complex evaluation and will seek the assistance of a specialist in order to do so. The role of an evaluation specialist and tips for creating a successful product are described here.

Adapted from the National Highway Transportation Administration’s *Art of Appropriate Evaluation* (www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/injury/research/ArtofAppEvWeb/pages/5GettingHelp.htm).
F. Evaluation Designs

The quality of an evaluation varies by design. The most rigorous design is a randomized trial, which requires randomly assigning individuals or groups to either intervention or control status. This is probably not feasible or appropriate for a community-level Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program. Less rigorous designs have strengths and weaknesses to consider when choosing among them.

Common Evaluation Designs for Program Evaluation

Pre and Post One-Sample Tests:
For example, assess how many students walk to school before a kick off event takes place and how many students walk after the event.

Strength:
Easy to conduct, it is the most feasible design.

Weakness:
Results may not be accurate as there is no control for outside factors that may explain the findings even in the absence of the SRTS program.

Pre and Post Two-Sample Tests:
For example, measure how many students walk or bike before and after SRTS has been in place for 6 months and measure at those same points in time in a similar school elsewhere that did not take part in SRTS.

Strength:
Fairly easy to conduct, better control than the one-sample test, especially if the second school is similar with regard to outside factors.

Weakness:
No two schools are exactly alike with regard to outside factors; some unmeasured difference between the two schools may still explain the result rather than the SRTS program itself.

Time-Series Design:
For example, measure rates of walking and bicycling before the SRTS program, then every other month for one year. A time-series design is most feasible with one sample (the school where the program occurs). However, it is more accurate when it includes a comparison school to rule out the possibility of other explanations (beyond the SRTS program) for the changes.

Strength:
The strongest of the three designs presented here when it includes a comparison group. Provides information over time.

Weakness:
More costly to conduct and because the comparison school will not be exactly the same, some differences in the results will still not be explained just by the presence of the SRTS program.

Adapted from Physical Activity Evaluation Handbook DHHS, CDC, 2002.

Note: All of these designs require baseline data (data collected before the SRTS program begins). This is another reason it is important to identify conditions before the program starts.
G. Writing Smart Objectives
Planning for a program, and the evaluation of that program, is made easier by carefully creating objectives that include specific information about what is to happen to whom by when in what amount. Following the “SMART” acronym helps create objectives that are measurable and attainable. The meaning behind each letter of SMART is described below.

Specific
A specific objective guides measurement while a vague objective is hard to measure. For example, to find out whether a Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program increased students’ well-being is harder to measure than whether the program increased the number of steps they took before school.

Measurable
To qualify as measurable, there should be a tool, like a tally form, or methodology to capture the needed information.

Achievable
Objectives should be attainable. If only 25 percent of the students live within 2 miles of school, it is not realistic to expect that a SRTS program will result in walking and bicycling by 50 percent of all students. It is important to consider all the information gathered before the program to derive realistic objectives.

Relevant
While it may seem obvious, the objective should relate to the intended activities. For example, if a SRTS program is focused on engineering improvements on one particular route to school, it is not relevant to have walkability of the entire community as the objective.

Time-Bound
An objective needs to have a time frame. If not, it may be arguable that an objective is yet to be met some time in the future, or someone may expect the objective be met sooner than is realistic. A date or time frame eliminates these uncertainties.

For examples of SMART objectives, see Step 2: Write Objectives.
H. Data Collection, Storage and Management
Planning for data collection includes making important decisions about the people involved and the data itself. Consider the following:

1. From Whom Will Information Be Collected?
If information from parents is desired, will data from all parents with children at a particular school be collected? If information from students is needed, will all students be surveyed or interviewed or observed? Selecting a smaller group of people to represent the entire group of interest (like parents or children) can make data collection much easier. However, it can be tricky because the appropriate size (sometimes called the sample size) may vary depending on the question. For example, if the number of children walking or bicycling to school is desired, the appropriate group from which to collect data may be the subset of students who live within two miles of school. If awareness of safety issues is to be measured, the entire student body (and their parents) may be the appropriate sample. If gathering information from the entire student body is not possible, a representative sample is needed, which may require stratified random sampling. While this term may sound complex, it only means separating students by grade, sex, race/ethnicity or another variable and randomly selecting some from each sub-group (for example, ten boys and ten girls from each grade, randomly selected as every third boy or girl who enters the classroom on data collection day).

2. Data Collectors
Consideration must be given to who will collect the data and how they will be trained. Good training helps ensure consistent data collection from different data collectors. Without this, it is difficult or impossible to ensure that results are accurate. Common errors, such as entering the wrong information, may arise out of boredom or fatigue. Ideally, having a second person enter all the data or a fraction of it again helps to avoid this error by testing how frequently errors are occurring and working to fix the problem. If an evaluation specialist has been hired, he or she will be responsible for training data collectors and making a plan to prevent errors.

3. Protecting Confidentiality
Confidentiality is often of concern to schools and many districts have their own policies and procedures that must be followed. For example, if any data will be collected from students, informed consent from the parents is often required.

4. Data Storage
In most cases, data will be stored electronically in a spreadsheet or database. This is helpful because once raw data from paper forms (tally sheets, surveys, etc.) has been converted to a reliable electronic format it can be transferred to other software programs for analyses and/or graphic design.
### I. Examples of What and How to Measure

The examples below are organized by strategy. “How to measure” column also indicates in bold the type of method it is. For more information about these methods in general, see Ways to Collect Information on page 8–8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>What to measure</th>
<th>How to measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engineering Topics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install bicycle racks</td>
<td>Construction of bicycle racks</td>
<td><strong>Observation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct sidewalks</td>
<td>Prioritization on local improvement plan</td>
<td><strong>Existing records</strong> from city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve intersection near school</td>
<td>Installation of signage and devices</td>
<td><strong>Observation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build walking and bicycling paths</td>
<td>Presence of walking and/or bicycling paths</td>
<td><strong>Audit</strong> <strong>Observation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enforcement Topics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver education campaign to encourage slowing down</td>
<td>Number of fliers distributed</td>
<td><strong>Observation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of media stories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of warnings or citations given near school</td>
<td><strong>Data</strong> from police department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using a speed trailer</td>
<td>Speed of vehicles near school</td>
<td><strong>Portable speed detection device</strong> <strong>Existing data or log</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning a school safety patrol</td>
<td>Number of safety patrol volunteers training</td>
<td><strong>Observation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcing no parking in drop-off and pick-up areas</td>
<td>Number of fliers placed on illegally parked cars</td>
<td><strong>Observation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of tickets for illegally parked cars</td>
<td><strong>Records</strong> from Law Enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of illegally parked cars</td>
<td><strong>Observation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education Topics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach pedestrian or bicyclist safety to students</td>
<td>Score on a knowledge survey</td>
<td><strong>Survey</strong> <strong>Student interviews</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice pedestrian or bicyclist safety skills with students</td>
<td>Percent of helmeted bicyclists</td>
<td><strong>Observation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percent of pedestrians crossing properly</td>
<td><strong>Observation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educate parents about laws requiring yielding to pedestrians and bicyclists</td>
<td>Score on survey question</td>
<td><strong>Survey</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of parent driver violations</td>
<td><strong>Observation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop an “Eyes on the Street” program</td>
<td>Number of volunteers in program</td>
<td><strong>Tally</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Encouragement Topics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold a Walk to School event</td>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td><strong>Interview</strong> with school staff person <strong>Survey</strong> of students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Media coverage</td>
<td><strong>Existing data</strong> from newspaper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct a walking school bus/bicycle train program</td>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td><strong>Observation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training of students and volunteers</td>
<td><strong>Survey</strong> of students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parents’ attitudes about walking and bicycling to school</td>
<td><strong>Interview</strong> with leader <strong>Written or telephone survey</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a Frequent Walker Punch Card</td>
<td>Number of cards distributed</td>
<td><strong>Tallies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of prizes given</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promote a Morning or Recess Mile program</td>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td><strong>Observation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
J. Tips for Working with the Media

- **Make sure there’s something newsworthy to say.** The story should “hook” onto a newsworthy element, such as an existing national or state-level event or involvement of a local official or celebrity.

- **Think visually.** Student-made posters or school mascots provide great visuals for the media, and they make photos of events more appealing.

- **Prepare for an interview.** Use talking points to ensure a consistent message about your Safe Routes to School program. Think ahead of time about people who might speak to the media for an interview and obtain their permission to share their contact information.

- **It is okay to pick up the phone and talk to a reporter or editor about the program.** Find out who covers a beat related to Safe Routes to School (education, physical activity, local issues, etc.) For television, the best time to call is between 10am-2pm and 7pm-10pm to avoid peak news broadcast hours.

- **Be available.** Make it a priority to answer requests when possible.

- **Limit the length of news releases and advisories.** When writing a news release or media advisory, keep the length to one or two pages and offer more detailed information on a Web site or through supplemental materials. It is important to include accurate and complete contact information.

- **Establish media partnerships.** Approach local media to discuss opportunities for partnering on the promotion of Safe Routes to School. Contact the community affairs department to discuss potential partnerships, such as public service announcements.

For template media materials and resources, see www.saferoutesinfo.org/resources/index.cfm.

For more information, see the Media and Visibility chapter of the SRTS Guide (www.saferoutesinfo.org/guide/media).

Adapted from the National Center for Safe Routes to School Media Tip Sheets (www.saferoutesinfo.org/resources/marketing_tip-sheets.cfm).
This information can be used to develop most desired types of evaluation, but it is limited by the enormous potential scope of activities that might be part of a Safe Routes to School program and by the scope of program evaluation and evaluation research. The following resources are for readers interested in developing a better understanding of evaluation, either for their own benefit or to conduct more complex evaluation.

**General Resources**

- *CDC Evaluation Working Group Resource List* (www.cdc.gov/eval/resources.htm)

**Evaluation Standards**


**Evaluation Texts**
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Overview

Working with the news media can be an effective, low-cost strategy to promote and expand Safe Routes to School (SRTS) programs. The news media can have a tremendous effect on the attitudes and behaviors of their audience. When news anchor Katie Couric underwent a colonoscopy live on television, rates for the procedure across the U.S. jumped more than 20 percent.¹

While the influx of consumer-driven media, such as YouTube, is on the rise, traditional media sources are still the primary source of information for most people. Nearly 74 percent of consumers get their information from local television news and approximately 69 percent read the local newspaper. Local media are also considered highly credible sources of information by consumers, along with national newspapers and broadcast news.²

Media attention surrounding a SRTS program can help grow a program by making more people aware of its existence. For example, media attention could increase community participation in a Walk to School Day or help garner support from local elected officials.

Promoting SRTS programs through the media may also impact safety surrounding schools and neighborhoods. Announcing the launch of a program in the news media can alert local drivers that more children will be walking or bicycling in the neighborhood, possibly encouraging them to be more alert.

Getting information out in the headlines about Safe Routes to School is worth the investment. Use this chapter to learn more about increasing the newsworthiness of your SRTS program and maximizing your media relations activities.
Basics of Working with the News Media

Think like a Journalist
One of the first steps in effective media relations is to understand the perspective of the news media. By asking yourself, “What makes my Safe Routes to School program newsworthy?” you are one step closer to seeing your program in the headlines.

If you would like to invite the media to an event or pitch a story to a journalist, first ask yourself, how can I offer the media an interesting story? Gather information you can offer the journalist, such as how the Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program impacts the community, the number of children walking and bicycling within the program and the effect the program has had on the children and school. If possible, find out information about the types of stories the journalist writes and offer information to support those types of stories.

Accuracy is Essential
A journalist’s reputation, both in the newsroom and with their audience, is dependent on their ability to accurately report the news. Journalists rely on their sources to provide them with accurate, credible information. If you can position yourself as a reliable source of information to a journalist, then they will be more likely to call you for information surrounding a story and also respond to your story ideas.

If you are unsure or unaware of the answer to a journalist’s question, it is best to say “I don’t know, but I can find out” and follow through on that promise. After an interview, if you realize you misspoke or gave false information, call the reporter right away and give them the accurate information.

Being a Journalist is not a 9 to 5 Job
Understanding the difference in a journalist’s deadline and your own is important. News is happening 24 hours a day, and the media works around the clock to cover it. A journalist does not call at 4:50 p.m. on a Friday afternoon to annoy you. They simply may have just started their “day” or just been handed the assignment. If you are able to work with the media under their tight deadlines, you will be seen as an asset.

“No Comment” is not an Option
It is never a good idea to answer a question with “no comment.” In the eyes of the reader or audience, “no comment” is an automatic assumption of guilt or wrongdoing. It is important to anticipate difficult questions that could potentially be asked, and prepare sincere, honest answers. For example, if it is a school’s policy to not discuss pending policy, then let the reporter know this instead of saying, “no comment.”

“Off the Record” is off the Table
Always assume that anything you say in an interview will appear in the story. There is no binding agreement that requires a reporter to honor an “off the record” comment, so even if you were to give information off the record, there is no guarantee it will stay off the record. In addition, if you are an employee of the government or some other public agency, any information you provide is public record.

Work Together as a Team
Media organizations are increasingly promoting their own worthy causes. Approach your local television, radio or newspaper about the possibility of working together to co-promote Safe Routes to School. Many times, news anchors or other media personalities can record public service announcements surrounding SRTS issues such as pedestrian safety or Walk to School Day.
Who’s Who in the Newsroom
If you are talking to the wrong person in the newsroom, you are not only wasting their time, you’re wasting your own as well. Understanding the difference in roles among members of the news media can be important in getting your message into the right hands. While titles can vary across newsrooms, here is a quick rundown of “who’s who” in the newsroom.

**Newspaper Editor:**
These individuals serve as gatekeepers, making decisions on the types of stories that make it into print. They can also make changes after the reporter has finalized a story. Oftentimes they cover a specific topic or a series of topics, such as Health, Education or Crime.

**Reporter:**
Reporters are out “in the field,” working to uncover stories, research information to support their stories and conducting interviews. Pitch reporters on stories specific to the areas they cover.

**Anchor:**
These individuals are the “face” of the TV news. While they have an extremely public presence, they typically do not control which stories get on the air. Consider inviting anchors out to events as a local celebrity.

**Assignment Editor:**
These individuals assign stories to reporters and photographers. Depending on the size of the outlet, there are typically several assignment editors who work during the week and another who covers the weekend. When calling or contacting a station, ask for the assignment editor to make sure they are aware of your event or story idea.

**Producers:**
Producers typically work in the broadcast sector and brainstorm story ideas. Many times, producers work on longer stories called “packages” or a series of stories being covered by the outlet.

**Photographer/Videographer:**
Photographers accompany reporters to capture the visual and auditory elements for a story. Sometimes photographers cover a story independently of a reporter. When it comes to newspaper photographers, the stories they cover independently may not be exhaustive in length, but they may get front page coverage if the photo is a good one.

**Editorial Boards:**
This group of individuals, usually at a print publication, makes the decisions on what editorials will run in the publication. Set up a meeting with the editorial board to try to get on the radar of the publication.

**Calendar Editor:**
These individuals are responsible for publishing the outlet’s calendar or events section. Send announcements or media advisories for special events and other Safe Routes to School activities.
Quick Tips

While the following tips will not guarantee that the media will cover your Safe Routes to School (SRTS) story, they can certainly up your odds. Use these basics of media relations to further develop the newsworthiness of your event or program.

• Make sure you have something newsworthy to say. Your story should “hook” onto a newsworthy element, such as an existing national or state-level event or involvement of a local official or celebrity.

• Think visually. Posters made by children or school mascots provide great visuals for the media, and they make photos of events more appealing.

• Prepare for the media interview. Use talking points to ensure a consistent message about your program. Think ahead of time about people who might speak to the media for an interview – but make sure you discuss this with them beforehand.

• Call a reporter or editor to talk about your program or event – just make sure you target someone who covers a beat related to SRTS (education, physical activity, local issues, etc.) For television, the best time to call is between 10 a.m. – 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. – 10 p.m. so that you are not calling during peak news broadcast hours.

• Position yourself as a resource. Make sure the media understands what kind of information you can provide them and make it a priority to answer requests when possible.

• Keep the length of a news release or media advisory to one or two pages when drafting a news release or media advisory. Offer more detailed information on a Web site or through supplemental materials. It is important to include accurate and complete contact information.

• Approach your local media to discuss opportunities for teaming up on the promotion of SRTS. Contact the community affairs department to discuss potential partnerships, such as public service announcements.

• Visit www.saferoutesinfo.org/resources/index.cfm for template media materials and resources.
Identifying the News Hook

In order to get news coverage, you have to have something newsworthy to say. As media events and messages are developed, it is important to first identify the “hook” that will be used. The “hook” is that critical piece of newsworthy information that will capture the attention and interest of both the news media and their audiences.3

While there is never any guarantee for media coverage, incorporating newsworthy hooks simply increases the likelihood of interest and coverage from the media. There are many variations of news “hooks” within Safe Routes to School (SRTS) including the following:

- Timeliness
- Impact
- Prominence
- Proximity
- Magnitude
- Conflict
- Oddity

**Timeliness**
The timeliness hook ties SRTS to an event or season, such as “Back to School,” or other events that could incorporate a SRTS message. In addition to times of the year, media events can also be tied to national campaigns, such as International Walk to School Day or National Bike Month.

**Timeliness Examples:**
- **Walking school bus leads the way on Walk to School Day**
  Kansas City Star
- **Back to School Tips**
  American Academy of Pediatrics Newsletter

**Impact**
The media is also interested in how a potential story impacts their audience in the community. Stories surrounding funding announcements and infrastructure projects are examples of how SRTS can have an impact on the community.

SRTS media stories can also incorporate information on how walking and bicycling to school can have an impact on the health of children, the environment surrounding a school and the safety in nearby neighborhoods.

**Impact Examples:**
- **Town of Joyce getting its first-ever sidewalk**
  Peninsula Daily News
- **Traffic calming policy to get vote**
  Denver YourHub.com

**Prominence**
Prominent members of the community are a natural draw for the media. These individuals can be leaders within schools and districts or government, as well as prominent members of the community.

The prominence hook can also involve the media itself. Often media personalities are local celebrities themselves. Consider inviting a news anchor to attend an event or ask your local meteorologist to do the weather live from an event.

**Prominence Examples:**
- **Governor wants kids to hoof it**
  WFIE News

---

“Just because you are worthy, doesn’t mean you are newsworthy” – David Henderson
Proximity
In order to define proximity, you must understand the audience of the media organization. The proximity of The New York Times is much wider than the proximity of a small, community newspaper. Editors at small community newspapers are generally going to be more interested in what is happening in their county as opposed to events in a distant county.

_Proximity Examples:

Oakwood students walk the walk, take part in annual international event
Dayton Daily News

Magnitude
The magnitude hook incorporates the element of quantity into the SRTS story. Will there be a record number of children walking or bicycling during an event? Are you announcing a large amount of statewide funding for the program? If you are conducting pre- and post-surveys, consider promoting your survey results as well to the media.

_Magnitude Examples:

$4 Million to improve school pedestrian safety
North Jersey Media Group

Conflict
Conflict can create a platform to promote the issues of SRTS, such as an increased need for pedestrian safety in surrounding neighborhoods and the importance of enforcing speed limits around schools. Conflict can bring about a positive story, with a headline such as “Support for sidewalks improved safety for kids”

_Conflict Examples:

Parents upset with traffic plan for school route
Lincoln Journal Star

Walk to School Day underscores dangers
News Bank

Oddity
Incorporating an odd element within your program or event can also attract the attention of the media. To utilize this hook, look for ways to incorporate an unusual twist into your SRTS story.

_Oddity Examples:

Principal’s 18-mile trek to school sets example
Deseret News
Tools of the Trade

As the volume of media outlets is on the rise, the target audience for each has become more tailored and the number of journalists within each media outlet has decreased. With this downsizing of the newsroom has come an increased reliance on outside sources for information. Many newsrooms rely on tips from their viewers to know more about what is going on in the community.

Safe Routes to School (SRTS) programs have a tremendous opportunity to reach out to the news media to promote the aspects of their programs. In order to supply the media with newsworthy and accurate news stories, it is helpful to know more about the tools of the trade.

Media Lists:
A media list contains the reporters’ names, the types of stories they cover, their contact information and their preferred method of contact, if known. An updated media list can help you make contact with the right media outlet or journalist.

News Release:
The news release is a basic form of communication to the media that announces some type of event or announcement. News releases can be faxed, mailed, emailed or delivered in person to the outlet or journalist. Consider writing a news release to announce the launch of a SRTS program or funding, release the findings of a SRTS survey or to promote a walking school bus program. For template news releases provided by the National Center for Safe Routes to School, please visit www.saferoutesinfo.org/resources/marketing_press-releases.cfm.

Media Advisory:
The media advisory announces the basic information about a newsworthy event. It includes the who, what, where, when and significance of the event. Consider using a media advisory to announce a Walk to School Day event or the presentation of SRTS funding. For a template Walk to School Day media advisory, please visit www.walktoschool.org/resources/media-advisory.cfm.

Talking Points:
Talking points can offer helpful information on topics such as trends in school travel, safety, physical activity, environment and air quality, background on the event, Safe Routes to School and a list of participating countries. Provide a copy of talking points to journalists as background. Talking points can be helpful during interviews with local media, meetings with parents or any other communication planned surrounding a SRTS program. For SRTS-related talking points, please visit www.saferoutesinfo.org/resources/marketing_talking-points.cfm.

Letter to the Editor:
Letters to the Editor can be written to raise an issue concerning the readers of that publication. Keep letters brief, as publications typically have length guidelines.

Op-Ed Piece:
An op-ed piece is an editorial submitted to a media outlet for publication. Generally longer than letters to the editor, op-ed pieces can be written to comment on the importance of pedestrian and bicycle safety or the need for proper infrastructure surrounding a school.
The Art of the Interview

After writing the news release and preparing for weeks, the phone rings. It is a reporter wanting to cover your story and do an interview. Now what? With proper preparation and a little practice, an interview can be an enjoyable and rewarding experience.

Here are a few general guidelines for a good interview:

• Speak in bullet points. Most broadcast news stories are 10 to 30 seconds long and the newspaper doesn’t have the space for lengthy quotes. Keep it straight, to-the-point and compelling.

• Stick to the talking points and avoid going off onto tangents.

• Be prompt in your response when a reporter leaves you a message. Most reporters are working under a tight deadline, so respond to phone calls and requests as quickly as possible.

• Ask for clarification if a question is unclear. It is better to understand what the reporter wants to know than answering around the question and appearing evasive.

• Do not feel pressured to answer questions you do not know the answer to. If you are a parent and a reporter is asking about a specific school policy, refer them to the principal or a teacher who would be more acquainted with the topic.

• Avoid jargon and complicated terminology. For example, use the more general term “engineering improvements” instead of specific jargon such as “bulbouts.”

• Be aware and try to avoid nervous habits such as repetitively saying “uuumm” or shifting your feet.

• Avoid expressing your personal opinion when speaking about the program. If you think a school could do more to reduce speed in its drop-off zone, the front page of the newspaper may not be the best place to announce this.

• Never say “no comment.” If you simply do not know the answer, then say that. If it is against policy to answer a certain type of question, then tell that to the reporter.

Tips for Interviews

Tips for TV Interviews

• Look at the reporter, not the camera. Talk with the reporter as if you are having a one-on-one conversation.

• Unless the interview is live, do not be ashamed to stop and start over if you lose your train of thought or stumble over your words.

• Avoid wearing white or brightly patterned clothing.

Tips for Radio/Print Interviews

• Use your talking points: If you are conducting a radio or newspaper interview over the phone in your office, have your talking points at hand. The information is right in front of you and no one is there to see you using it. Just be sure to not sound as if you are reading straight from the document.

• Consider using pre-recorded audio clips called actualities to promote your Safe Routes to School program. Actualities are pre-recorded statements
With proper preparation and a little practice, an interview can be an enjoyable and rewarding experience.

regarding the program that the media can access to use in conjunction with their stories. Work with your agency’s public information officer on how to develop actualities.

- Do not conduct an interview on a cell phone unless absolutely necessary because of the possibility for dropped calls or poor reception.

**Tips for Live Interviews**

- Do a dress rehearsal of the interview if time permits. Anticipate questions that may be asked and prepare short, concise answers using your main points.

- Make sure you know whether there will be “call-ins” where the audience can call in to ask questions.

- Make sure you turn off all phones and TVs to minimize background noise if you are doing the interview in your office or home.

- Always operate under the assumption that your microphone is on and recording.

- Pay attention to your body language. Do not slouch. If you are sitting right next to the reporter, look them in the eye as if you are having a one-on-one conversation.

**Dealing with Difficult Questions**

- **Anticipate** any difficult questions the media may ask and **prepare** your answer. It is easier to answer the tough questions if you have given them some thought beforehand.

- **Never speak for someone else.** If the reporter asks you, “How do you think the school’s neighbors will feel about all of the construction from the new sidewalk project?” simply politely say, “You will need to speak with the neighbors about that.”

- Generally it is not a good idea to answer questions about hypothetical situations. The media could integrate this response in the future surrounding a situation that is similar, but slightly different.

- Learn to **bridge the question** back to one of your main points. Answer the question, and follow up with one of your key message points using a transition, such as “and it is also important to point out…”

- Never comment on **topics you are unfamiliar with** or do not have all of the information surrounding.

- **Correct the journalist tactfully** before answering a question if the journalist uses a false assumption as a lead-in for the question.

- Do not let a journalist rush or push you into a response. Listen to the entire question before answering and **take your time** in giving your response.

- Do not let a “pregnant pause” force you into talking just to fill the air. Answer the question using your key points and wait until the journalist asks the next question.

- **Never say “no comment.”** In the eyes of the audience, this response equals an automatic admission of guilt or wrongdoing, regardless of whether this is true or not. If you do not know the answer to a question, say so. If it is against policy to answer a question, say so.

With proper preparation and a little practice, an interview can be an enjoyable and rewarding experience.
Rights as an Interviewee

During or before an interview, you have the right to:

- Request basic information about the reporter and the story. You have the right to know the reporter’s name and the media outlet for which they are writing. It is also a good idea to know the beat the reporter covers, the deadline they are working under as well as the general gist of the news story they are writing. Most credible journalists will have no problem sharing this information.

- Determine whether you are being recorded. When you receive a phone call from a reporter, particularly for a radio interview, ask whether you are or will be recorded.

- Provide information at a later time. If you are not 100 percent sure of an answer, tell the reporter you would like to double-check your information and get back to them. They will appreciate the accuracy and you will become a reliable resource for them.

Interviewees do not typically have the right to:

- Demand questions in advance. Journalists may share questions or the general point of the interview with you, but you cannot demand to know all of the content of the interview in advance.

- Review the story before it runs. Occasionally a journalist will ask you to review a story for accuracy, but consider this the exception to the rule.

- Ask for another reporter to do the story. This will not only irritate the reporter, but will probably reduce the likelihood you would ever get coverage from that media outlet again.
Securing Program Spokespeople

Spokespeople are a great resource when you are planning to work with the media. By already having several program spokespeople lined up, you are helping the media out by arranging interviews for their story. At the same time, you should work to ensure these individuals offer a consistent, positive message about your Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program. Spokespeople can also find other ways to promote the program, such as writing letters to the editor or submitting op-ed pieces to the local newspaper.

Preparation is Key
When planning an event or story idea, think in advance of who you would like to speak with the media. Line up several individuals in advance and make sure they are comfortable speaking with the media.

Do your best to inform the spokesperson about the aspects of your SRTS program, if they are not already aware of them. Provide them with a program brochure and talking points. A spokesperson’s lack of knowledge could present itself during a media interview. Imagine inviting a prominent figure to speak at a Walk to School event. During an interview the reporter asks “How do you think the program impacts the community?” and their response is “I’m not exactly sure what the program does, they just invited me to the event.”

Talking Points
Draft talking points for the SRTS program so that everyone will be on the same page when communicating information about the program. Distribute the talking points to your spokespeople. These talking points can also have other uses, such as for meetings with parents or any other communications planned surrounding your program.

For general talking points about SRTS and International Walk to School Day, please visit the National Center’s Resource Center at www.saferoutesinfo.org/resources/marketing_talking-points.cfm

The Faces of SRTS
There are many options for securing a spokesperson for your SRTS program. The most important element is that they are knowledgeable of the program. Here are a few options for spokespeople:

Parents
Parents can offer a unique perspective on a SRTS program, whether they are coordinating an entire program or simply walking to school with their children once a year during Walk to School Day. Parents can comment on the importance of safety surrounding a school and the reasons why they choose to walk or bike with their children. Encourage parents to speak about the benefits they see in walking or bicycling.

Children
There is nothing cuter — and more attractive to the media — than a child talking about how they love to walk or bicycling to school. It really gets at the heart of why SRTS is such an important initiative — the impact on the children. Make sure you have the permission of the child’s parent or guardian before putting them in front of the camera.
Teachers
Teachers can also offer good anecdotal information about how a SRTS program affects the children in their classroom. Many times teachers are the driving force behind a school-based SRTS program and can speak to the history and details of the program.

Community Leaders and Other Prominent Figures
Given their prominence, community leaders are a great ally to have when arranging media interviews. If the individual is unaware of the program, provide them with supplemental information about SRTS, such as talking points or a brochure.

Experts
The news media will also be interested in speaking to experts on the elements of SRTS, such as pedestrian safety, engineering, evaluation, environment, etc. Members of a state or local SRTS advisory committee can be a great resource for expert spokespeople.
Managing a Crisis

While no one likes to think about bad things happening, they do happen. Speaking to the media may seem like the last thing you would want to do during a crisis, yet preparing with a sincere, honest response may mean the difference in the life of your SRTS program. The following outlines a few helpful tips on working with the media in the event of a crisis situation.

Create a Plan
Work with a school or your SRTS advisory committee to create a crisis communications plan. Bring together all of your SRTS stakeholders — those individuals that represent all aspects of the SRTS program — and brainstorm a list of all possible crisis situations that could occur. For each possible scenario, map out the best plan of action to handle the crisis.

Within this plan, create a section for working with the media in the event of a crisis. This section includes standby statements, contact information for all local and state-wide media and detailed information on how, when and where the media will be addressed during and after the crisis.

Draft Standby Statements
Once the potential crisis situations have been identified, work to draft standby statements. These are written template statements you have on hand in the event of a crisis and only issue in the event of that crisis. Drafting and approving text before a crisis happens will allow you to spend more time communicating with your stakeholders.

Designate a Primary Spokesperson
Within the plan, designate at least one primary spokesperson. There may be multiple options for spokespeople in the event of a crisis, but once the crisis occurs, it is important that there is only one primary spokesperson the media will receive information from. This guarantees a singular, defined message.

“Simply put, the media don’t ‘owe it’ to any person or institution to provide positive coverage. Their job is to cover news, and, when all is said and done, the media’s definition of news is the only one that counts.” – Ray Jones

Respond Quickly and Honestly
Following a crisis, it is important to respond quickly and effectively. If you cannot immediately respond to a media request, let them know exactly when you will be responding and follow through on this promise.

Begin by tailoring the standby statement to include the specifics of the situation. Update this statement and re-release as new developments in the situation occur. Even if there is nothing new to report, a simple statement of concern and update can be released.

Evaluate and Update
Following a crisis situation, it is essential to evaluate your response to the event and update the plan as necessary. Did information get communicated to the right parties? What hurdles prevented you from responding accurately and quickly?
Resources

Public Relations Society of America
www.prsa.org

Institute for Public Relations
www.instituteforpr.org
The Institute for Public Relations is an independent nonprofit organization that builds and documents research-based knowledge in public relations, and makes this knowledge available and useful to practitioners, educators, researchers and their clients.

National Association of Broadcasters
www.nab.org

Google News Alerts
www.google.com/alerts
Google Alerts are email updates of the latest relevant Google results (web, news, etc.) based on your choice of query or topic. You can set up a Google News Alert to send you updates on Safe Routes to School in the news.

National Education Association School Crisis Guide
www.neahin.org/schoolcrisis/index.html
The NEA's School Crisis Guide offers step-by-step advice for schools and districts to use before, during, and after a crisis.

National Association of School Psychologists
www.nasponline.org/resources/crisis_safety/neat_media.aspx
Suggestions for dealing with the media during a crisis
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